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Preface

The twenty-second annual meeting of the Central States Conferencetook

place in the Twin Cities in cooperation with the Minnesota Council on the

Teaching of Foreign Languages. The theme, 'Twin Issues: Defining the

Future and Making It Happen," considered the priorities for the next
century that have been delineated through ACTFL's initiatives and con-

centrated on moving ahead in a proactive manner. From these priorities,
the Board of Directors of CSC selected three issuec of particular interest:

foreign language in the elementary school (FLES), teacher training, and

advocacy. The subthemes of this ye-zr's conference, then, focused on these

topics.
Across the nation, there has been great renewed interest in FLES.

Foreign language educators are now offering several different FLES

models based on recent research and theory, determined not to make the

same mistakes that led to the demise of the many FLES programs of the
sixties. Among these models is immersion, a dramatic concept that is
proving fo be extremely successful in many different areas. Sessions,

workshops, and panels at CSC-90 discussed new movements in the area of

FLES and its promise for the future.
Teacher training remains an area of crucial importance as states

mandate foreign language study w hik. implementing more rigorous cer-
tification requirements. With increased attention focused on the less

commonly taught languages, the profession must look ahead to fill
staffing needs. Presenters looked at models of teacher training that
concentrate on the less commonly taught languages and at others that call

fOr better articulation and collaboration between secondary schools and
colleges and universities.

As we continue to grow in numbers and influence, foreign language
professionals will want to be aware of the importance of advocacy and
what we can do for ourselves. Several organizations and individuals

shared ideas on promoting successful foreign language programs while

gaining support for proposed programs of the future.

I
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vi Realizing the Potential of Foreign Language Instruction

The CSC-90 annual meeting offered something of interest for every
conference participant, As we look at current developments and prepare for
the future, we are f tire to find nm ideas and challenges together, sharing
expertise, becoming better informed professionals. We are confident that the
annual Central States Conferences provide a forum ror doing so.

Diane F. Ging

1990 Program Chair
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Iniroduction
Gerard L. Ervin
The Ohio State University

At least in the United States, it is probably no exaggeration to say that
foreign language instruction has, historically, reached its full potential for

very, very few students: the "monolingual American" is almost a redun-
dancy. Worse yet, one could make a credible case to the effect that the

experience of "taking a foreign language" leaves the field of foreign

language study with more detractors than devotees.
The roots of this failureand it most certainly is a failure of

mammoth proportionsare highly complex. They have to do with the

traditional isolation of a country protected by two huge oceans; the sizeof

a country that throughout its history has been, in the main, linguistically
homogeneous; and the temporary worldwide economic dominance of a

country that has enjoyed the blessings of abundant natural resources, a
superbly benevolent climate, some accidents of history, and (lest we gii e
ourselves nu credit at all) the energy of a y oung and resourceful population

of immigrants to a new world.
But these conditions are changing. Though the oceans are still there,

for example, their "protective power" has weakened almost to th.. L oint of

nonexistence: transoceanic cables, followed by earthbound radio
transmissions, followed by satellite relay s have brought telephone, radio,

print, and television signals from virtually every area of the world into our

heartland. Ever-faster ships, followed by propeller-driven rlanes,
followed by jumbo jets and even supersonic transportation have given
every American access to an: major European, Latin American, African,

or Asian city within a matter of hours. And the advent of ballistic misfiles
carrying nuclear warheads has made it virtually certain that should
superpower hostilities break out, the results would be catastrophic even

for the "winner."
Like our erstwhile geographic security blanket, our nation's linguistic

homogeneity can no longer be taken for granted. Our indigenous as well as

1 0



Realizing the Potential of Foreign Language Instruction

our hnmigrant non -Engl:sh-speaking populations are grow ing both in
numbers and assertiveness. Whether this growth is treated as an omen 'or
an opportunity depends largely (Li one's frame of reference. Even arnong
foreign language teachers there are divergent opinions about appropriate
responses, as there are in ethnic populations. For fIIa.. o. us, nowever, this
growth represents a challenge: the consequences of simply ignoring
potential linguistic and ethnicri alries within the borders of a single nation
are simply too clear and if other nations that have faced and failed to
deal with this pi ()Am are any indicationtoo tragic to countenance.

Finally, and perhaps most acutely at the time of this writing, the
economic dominance of the United States that followed her emergency
from World War II began to crumble in the sixth's and seventies. By the end
of the eighties this dominance w as clearly history. The new economic
strength of the countries of du. Pacific Rim caught us largely unprepared;
it ;s now being debated and scrutinized for both its origins and its
implications. The emergence of an economically unified Western Europe
in 1992 has sent financial analy sts and stockbrokers scrambling to find
ways to get a picce of the action. And the momentous political events in
Eastern Europe of 1989 and early 1990 w ill undoubtedly have major
economic repercussions around the world as those highly educated,
labor-rich, and product-staRyd countries enter the world's financial
mainstream, as they currently seem certain to do.

In the face of these changes, it is fitting ahnost extraordinarythat
the 1990 Central States Conference selected as its theme -Defining the
Future and Making It Happen,- from which the title of this volume,
Realizing the Potential of Foreign Language Instruction, was
intentionally derived. In section I, t o papers examine the past kind the
future of foreign language study at the start of a nm decade and find
compelling reasom for renew ed attention and support. Mary Hatwood
Futrell's keynote presentation from the 1989 Central States Conference hi
Nashville sets the tone, reminding us that success in foreign language
classes is and must be within the grasp of all children, and that to offer
them (or expect of them) less than a full measure of achievement is to do
them, and our nation, a dias-rvice that we will pk.y for in the not-so-distant
future. Alan Garfinkel and 'lolly Schrank namine the rationales for
foreign language study and fir:i the differences between them to be more
interpretive than real, they suggest that there is room for both the

11



Introduction xi

humanist and the pragniatist ithin our profession, and that neither does

well to denigrate the motives of the other.
In section II, we turn from ethical and philosophical considerations of

the future ;if foreign language study to practical issues. Young children are
without a doubt the most linguistically talented age group in any
poliulation. Thus, it would be hard to deny that for foreign language
educators, foreign languages in the elementary.school (FLES) and foreign
language exploratory courses (FLEX) are, or at least should be, a focus of

our future. Paula K. Strupeck and Ann P. Watson describe a successful
kindergarto, -elementary school French program that has captured the
attention of children, teachers, administrators, and parents. Aleidine J.
Moeller presents techniques that have been successful in setting up the
German component of a FLEX program and that may be adapted to
many other languages. Keiko K. Samimy and Elizabeth Bernhardt turn
our attention to an experimental program that used counseling-learning
techniques to teach Japanese at the middle school level. And Audrey L.
I leining-Boynton reports on a sy stemw ide ;acuity eevelopment effort for
e!ementary school teachers of Spanish, many of w horn were entering that

field for the very first time.
As much as we might agree that the youngest foreign language

students are also those w ho are most likely to succeed in ultimately
developing usable fluency, the fact is that fur the foieseeable future, the
hirgest population of foreign language stude nts in America will be at the
secondary school and college levels. In response to this reality, four papers
in =don III examine considerations of fuleign language teaching and
learning for these populations. 0. Lynn Bolton, Diana E. Bartley, Anthony
Ciccone, and Karen Weiss, representing a team of secondary school and
college foreign language educators, examine the response of the State of
Wisconsin to a theme that we have heard in the past, and will surely hear
more of in the future. articulation between secondary school and college
foreign language programs. Christine M. Campbell describes the
intricacies of preparing reading-compiebension test items for young
adults, sharing the many years of experience of the Defense Language
Institute in developing such tests. Claus Resclkke urges us to have students

rite more in oar classes, and offers a w ay fur language teachers to assign
increased amounts of meanindul Atten work without overburdening
themselves with detailed correction of student co.npositions. Finally,
Jeffrey L. Buller, using the classics as a point of departure, shows a
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xii Realizing the Potential of Foreign Language Instruction

methodology for combining the study of language and history with the
critical analysis of fact-based historical fiction. The results of such a
merging can be both challenging and enjoyable to students, who are likely
to retain the lessons of the intellectual experience well beyond the time
that they might be able to demonstrate control over declensions and
conjugations.

Many of the papers in this volume make reference to either the
ACTFL/ETS or the ILR proficiency guidelines, or both. Our profession is
still divided on the question of whether these, or any, proficienc
guidelines can serve a useful purpose. But the extent to which their
existence has stimulated foreign language educators during the 1980s to
reexamine what we have been and will be doing in oui classrooms clearly
has won the guidelines a permanent place in the records of our profession.
These guidelines have never before been published in their entirety in the
Central States Report series, and are therefore included in the appendices
to this volume.
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1
Reasons for Shame,
Reasons for Pride:
Foreign Languages and
Democracy in America
Mary Hatwood Futrell
National Education Association

w a of introduction, let me say tha:. it is as much a pleasure to address
this group as it is an embarrassment to admit before you that I know only
one language. During my many visits abroad, to Israel and the Soviet
Uni.m, to China and Japan, and to must of Western Europe, I have always
felt a sense of inadequacy as I've v atched the dignitaries and officials of
other nations converse in tu 0, three, or sometimes even four languages
while my other American colleagues and I have needed the assistance of a
translator to understand every ,ord uttered in another language.

These experiences, hardly pleasant, have led me to reflect on the fact
that there was a time, nut terribly lung ago, w hen foreign language study
in the United States .4 t both the secondary school and university levels
required no defense, no explanation, and no rationale.

At one time it w as a pedagogical given an axiomatic foundation of
the philosophy of education that the phrase "Educated Monoglot" was
dprune example uf an oxymoron, and belonged in the same category with
phrases like "jumbo shrimp, airline cuisine, congressional ethics, peace-
keeping missiles, and winnable nuclea. wars." The understanding that
prevailed, in other urds, w as that the terms educated and monolingual
could not be conjoined without creating a contradiction.

At that time a time that now seems so distant foreign languages
were seen nut as frills, nor as the preserve of dilettantes and intellectual

1 4



2 Realizing the Potential of Foreign Language Instruction

elWcts, but as the proper and nect ssary possPssion of any student whose
education extended beyond the eighth grade. In 1893, for example, the
NEA's Committee of Ten, under the leadership of Harvard president
Charles W Eliot, took the position that the secondary school curriculum
must in slude the study of Latin, German, and French. I remind you that
the Committee of Ten sought to specify a curriculum for all students. At
the time the report w as issued, the very questionable practice we now
term -tracking- had not yet come into being.

How Did We Get Here?

But then was then, now is now, and now is different from then. What
happened? It is this question that I will addressand attempt to answer
this afternoon. My remarks w ill be somewhat speculative. I do not claim
that my analysis will explain in full or with finality the decline in foreign
language proficiency among U.S. students. I claim only that the develop-
ments I will emphasize have contributed to this decline, and that, as
contributing factors, they have received inadequate attention.

Democratization

The first dmelopment that desenes serious attention is the democratiza-
tion of American education. This democratizationthe slow and often
painful process by hich we came to cmbrace the ideal that access to
educational opportunity at every leN el is a fundalnental civil rightmight
be viewed as a continuum. We might, in other words, contend that our
national history is the history of a steady movement tow ard inclusiveness,
a history of opening the classroom door wider and wider until all
youngsters acquired access to full educational opportunity.

This view, unfortunately, is at odds with histoepal reality. The more
accurate view is that the democratization of American educatiun came
about through a series of fits and starts. Abrupt breakthroughs, not
continuity, are responsible fur the triumph of the ideal of equality of
opportunity.

Two developments --both of w hich occurred during my lifetime
lend credence to this theory. First, after World nar II, the G.I. Bill opened
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Reasons for Shame, Reasons for Pride 3

our nation's colleges and universities to thousands of veterans who would
not otherwise have been able to attend. Second, the 1954 Supreme Court
decision in Brown vs. the Board of Education began the process by which
first blacks, and then other minorities, became part of the K 12 educa-
tional system that had previously been reserved for the white majority.
These two development, signaled, or so it xemed, the beginning of the
end for elitism in American education. The educational opportunities that
had first existed only for the few, then for the many, were now, at least in
theory, available to all.

At this point we stood at the edge of what could have become the
Golden Age of American education. I w ant to give this point special
emphasis precisely because it differentiates my analysis from that of Allan
Bloom. My view, in stark contrast to Bloom's, is that the emergence of a
more egalitarian educational system did nut signal the end of a golden age
It signaled not the closing of the American mind, but the opening of
America's eyes.

Lowered Standards

With eyes vv ide open to the power inherent in pluralism, America could
fuse Athenian ideals w ith Jeffersonian ideals an active commitment to
enelleme and an active commitment to equity. We could now give life to
the %v ise ords Alfred B. Smith spoke in 1933-- w ords that Allan Bloom,
of course, sternly rejects. Said Smith "All the ills of Democracy can be
cured by more Democracy." That was the promise before us, the promise
of democracy cleansed and hcaled and ennobled by more democracy_

But the promise remained unfulfilled. For the social progress tmv ard
inclusivenessthis glorious development --soon gave birth to another
development, une that we usually designate with the phrases "dilution
of academic standards" and the "dumbing down of the curriculum." In
brief, the educadonal establishmentfaced ith an influx of students
NV ho vvere viewed as not w orthy and not capable of mastering the
traditional curriculum became the victim of its ow n
prophecy. Standards were diluted, expectations loered, and curricula
emptied uf the most demanding academk material all in the name of
making our more democratic. Science, mathematics, classical



4 Realizing the Potential of Foreign Language Instruction

languagesand eventually all foreign languageswere defined as too
demanding for the masses.

Under these conditions, the tough curriculum that had once been the
core curriculum, that is, the ceinmon school curriculum, became less and
less common. In fact, it nearly became extinct. And foreign languages
were among the first casualties.

Some may ask what really happened here. I submit that covert
elitism had come to guide U.S. education policy. Stated more bluntly, the
policy makers who ruled education decideddespite the absence of
evidence that would support their decisionthat "education for all"
demanded "mediocrity for all." Stated even more bluntly, policy makers
decided that equity in education could not possibly be cornpatib1 with
excellence in education.

Was discrimination a factor in this policy making? If we are honest,
the answer is yes. Was ethnocentrism a factor? Again, the honest answer
is yes.

My contention, then, is that the presumed incompatibility of equity
and excellence proved a decisive factor in the dilution of standards that
pushed foreip languages to the margins of the standard curriculum. ,.t
times, and in many places, foreign languages were not just confined to the
marginsthey were pushed off the page entirely!

National Superiority

This unfortunate development w as compounded by what can only, be
termed the arrogance of power. There were those who believed that a
nation that had attained economic and military superiority unrix, aled in all
of human history could not be e;vected to stoop to the ley iof learning the
languages of nat...nis that were, by comparison, midgets.

These two developments the covert retreat from egalitarian ideals
and the national apathy that so often accompanies a sense of national
superiority combined to produce w hat would in time be termed "A
Nation at Risk."

Teachers, of course, wouldas usualbe blamed fur this national
crisis. But let the record show that teachers had nu voice ir the educational
policy decisions that created this crisis. Nor did teachers create the climate
that bred national complacency. Let me assure y ou, as a K -12 teacher and

17
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Reasons for Shame, Reasons for Pride 5

as a black woman, that I have fought during my entire career for tougher,

more demanding standards for all students. Let me also add, to inject a

very personal note, that I resent-1 am insulted bythe idea that blacks
and Hispanics cannot meet the most exacting academic standards, cannot

master physics or chemistry or ancient Creek or modern Chinese.
I was raised to believe that race and gender, peer pressure, and yes,

even poverty, are no excuse for failing t D achieve in school. My teachers

and my mother was my first and best teacher--would not accept my
background as an excuse. And when I began teaching, in an all-black

school incidentally, I excused no one from the demand for excellence.

Today, I think my teachers are being vindicated. For we as a people have

been forcedby new economic realities and by a massive reshaping of the

worldwide geopolitical landscapeto admit at long last that we need the

contribution of every American child. We are becoming aware that every

American student must reach full potential, and that instead of softening

curricular content, we must toughen our national will and toughen
academic expectations for all students, regardless of race, ethnicity, or

socioeconomic status.
The call for a resurgence of foreign lar age studies is one result of

this new attitude. This call now comes from the highest sourcesfrom the
National Governors' Association, from presidential commissions. from

the CEOs of Fortune 500 corporations. The result is that we now see,
belatedly and somewhat sluggishly, movement toward the true democra-

tization of American education. We got nowhere when that ideal was a

moral imperative. We see progress now precisely because what was a

moral imperative has become an economic imperative. A trickle-down

effect, to invoke an old phrase, has now come into play. The economic

imperative for a work force that can carry us through the twenty-first

century has created an imperative for global understanding that in turn

has created an imperative for foreign language proficiency. In brief,
economic adversity has taught us that the study ,:: roreign languages is not

an aristocratic luxury, but rather a democratic necessity.
This understanding is still in its infancy. But I would expect its

movement through childhood and adolescence to full adulthood to be
swift. The demands of life within the global villagewithin our shrunken

worldwill, in short order, propel foreign languages to a central place,

not only within university curricula, but indeed within K 12 curricula.

18



6 Realizing the Potential of Foreign Language Instruction

Pragmatism

Is this a rosy picture? In some ways, surely. That's why I want to qualify
it immediately. For example, if we elevate foreign languages to a new
prominence only because of tbe economic challenge America now
confronts, if we view foreign languages primarily or even solely as
weapons in an economic war that has reached crisis proportions, then we
face the very real danger that when the crisis passes, so too will the day in
the sun for foreigr: languages.

That has happened before. The 1957 National Defense Education
Act, passed by Congress in response to the launch of Sputnik, diverted
massive funds to the cause of improving and expanding math and science
as well as foreign language instruction. But as soon as America's own
space program got off the ground, so to speak, the funds dried up and
interest in foreign languages diminished.

A very similar sequence followed the Arab oil embargo in tbe early
1970s. A surge of interest in foreign languages swept the nation and made
its impact felt throughout the educational community. Um quickly that
surge subsided! Between 1970 and 1985, the number of bachelor's degrees

in foreign languages declined by 53 percent. We do not need a repetition of
this scenario. And yet, repetition appears likely.

Perhaps we can understand why we may expect tliis repetition if we
examine the discourse on education reform: Today we are told with
increasing regularity that knowledge is a commodity, education an indus-
try, learning an asset, research an enterprise. We are told in effect that the
business of education is business. And personally, I don't feel that any
philosophy so deeply rooted in the thinking of Cah in Coolidge will serve
us well. For us, as educators, to take our bearings from Calvin Coolidge
strikes me as comparable to taking lessons on the public responsibility of
elected officials from Richard Nixon, or defending collective bargaining
by appealing to the wisdom of Frank Lorenzo. In short, I do not believe
our national self-interest will be well served, nor do I believe renoved
interest in foreign languages can be sustained, as long as we take it as a
given that tbe purpose of education is to ensure that Fords and Chryslers
outsell Toyotas and Nissans.

There is, of course, no denying that the business community and the
educational community must w ork together more closely and more
cooperatively But when the language of commerce 50 thoroughly satu-

in



Reasons for Shame, Reasons for Pride 7

rates discourse on education, we must ask, "What gives?" Is a mercantile

mentality compatible with the traditional mission of the academy? Can

curricula that uphold the highest standards of excellence be forged on the

assumption that education is first and foremost a weapon that will help us

defeat the Japanese economically and match the Soviets militarily? I, for

one, have my doubts.

Suggestions for the Future

What, then, wi// ensure that foreign languages retain the esteem they are

once again acquiring, and what will ensure that this esteem proves to be

more than a fad? My answer is twofold.

Seize tbe Moment

First, I believe we can learn something from E. D. Hirsch something that

takes us beyond the basics Jf trivial pursuit. Hirsch has observed that

Today, more than in any earlier time in our history, purely utilitarian aims

happen to coincide with the highest humanistic and civic pmposes of school-

ingpurposes such as promoting a more just andharmonious society, creating

an informed citizenry, and teaching our children to appreciate the worlds of

nature, culture, and history.

The conclusion I draw from Hirsch's insight is that language educators

in particular, and the educational community in general, must take ad-

vantage of the window of opportunity that economic adversity has

opened. My suggestion, in other words, is that we have nothing to lament

if, for a time, foreign languages attain prestige solely because of their

instrumental value. If foreign language study can help America regain its

competitive edge in the international marketplace and thereby solidify our

national security, that's all to the good. And no one need apologize. The

pragmatic tradition in American philosophyand in American educa-

tionis an honorable tradition. At the same time, it mustbe said that the

pragmatic tradition has never been able to ensure permanent support for

the primacy of foreign language study.
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Lasting Need

That thought leads to the second part of my answer to the question of
how to give real permanence to the rising interest in foreign languages:
The economic crisis responsible for this rising interest may well pass.
What will not pass is the need for global understanding. It follows that it is
on these groundson the basis of the fact that our shrunken world will
continue to shrink, and that understanding our neighbors within the
global community wilt become even more necessarythat we must make
the case for the impor tance of foreign language study at every educational
level. For the sake of the children of Americathese children who will
find that they are not only citizens of the United States, but also citizens of
the worldwe have a responsibility to commit ourselves to this cause.

The Role of Foreign Language Teachers

Let me now be more specific. If we are to meet the needs of tomorrow's
adults, then we must recognizeand act on the recognitionthat all
aspiring teachers must have the ability toprepare students for the world of
tomorrow, the world emerging today. This is a world in which their
competitors, their colleagues, and their brothers and sisters who must help
bring harmony to a world that for too long has known only discord will
live not only in Nex York and California and Tennessee, but also in Zurich
and Paris, in Tokyo and Nairobi, in Beijing and Moscow. And if future
teachers are to have what it takes to prepare students for this new world,
I know of nothing that can help them more than the cross-crltural
understanding that comes from studying foreign languages.

What I am hinting at here is that the future of global studies and of
foreign language studies may depend decisively on restructuring teacher
preparation programs. I will not elaborate on this suggestion because,
frankly, I am still thinking through this issue. Let me add only that I
think this issue deserves the concentrated attention of foreign language
teachers.

The Global Village

At the same time, I know that focusing on foreign languages as a
prerequisite for the economic and social demands of tomorrow still
defines foreign languages as instrumental N. alues, and not at all as intrinsk
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values. I will try, therefore, in the remainder of my remarks, to remedy this

defect in my presentation. Ill begin by sharing with you the observation of

Delwin A. Roy, president of the Hitachi Foundation. Roy notes that our
rhetoric about global understanding has not been matched by deeds. He

then asks why this is soand answers his own question.

Much of the failure lies in the negative way the challenge has been posed. We
have been enjoined to adopt new attitudes, but primarily as a way to defend

ourselves from foreign compaitorseconomic, political, or military. This is
the rhetoric of fear, these are scare tactics. Such rhetoric does not truthfully
portray what's wrong, w hat we must do, and why. The real challenge is to be

the most constructive world power we can be.

Let me build on noy 's valuable commentary. I submit that our present
attitudes Um ard peace and national security are the residue of attitudes
that may have been approp:iate in the era prior to World War II. They are

not, however, appropriate today. Rather, today we must understand that
national security is inseparable from international security, that no nation

can be free uf fear as lung as one nation is engulfed by fear, that no part of

our planet w ill know peace until every part of our planet knows peace.

That is hy our national interest need not blind us to the common
interests Vie share w ith all nations and all peoples. Those interests can
become inseparable if w,e remember our kinship with all peoples and
cultures, if we seek peace within the human family, and if we dedicate

ourselves tu the kind of peace President Kennedy described: "Peace that
enables men and nations to gm:A, and tu hope and build a better life for

their children, nut merely peace for Americans, but peace for all men and

women; not merely peace in our tme, b..t peace cor all time." The
pIerequisite fur global peace is global understanding, global understand-

ing that arises not from fear, h from hope, not from a spirit of
competition, but from a sense of opportunity, and from a sense of kinship

with uther peoples that the stud) uf foreign languages does so much to

promote.
The global understanding that Nk ill move us bey ond fear and beyond

belligerence demands an educati.,n that recognizCs a principlehigher than

the profit motive and nobler economic conquest. True global under-
standing demands a global etiucation that drives home 'he messageto
again burrow President Kennedy 's v ords "that in the final analysis our
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most bas:c link is that we all inhabit this planet. We all breathe the sarne air.
We all cherish our children's future. And we are all mortal."

Conclusion

The advocates of an educational system that gives these principles l ;qua]
footing with economic imperatives need not apologize to anyone. If we
wish to prepare our young peoplenot merely for acquisitiveness, but for
inquisitiveness, not merely for competition but for collaborationthese
principles deserve a place as the centerpiece of every curriculum in every
school in every district in our nation. And I appeal to you, to the conferees
gathered here, and to your colleagues throughout the nation, to help move
America toward this goal.

The day that goal becomes a reality will be a day to be welcomed.
For on that day we will have demonstrated the compatibility of excellence
and equity, and in so doing, we will have moved America not toward
dominance, but toward prominence, prominence as a Lation that solidi-
fied its security by giving its children the gift of unuerstanding other
children. That's a day when pride will be justifieda day when we will be
able to say that we had the courage to so thoroughly transform learning
that we secured for our children safe passage through the twilight of this
often dark century. It will be a day we will be able to say that America
learned to trust democracy and to cherish pluralism, not just within our
society but throughout the world. It will be a day when wewe, the
peoplegave life to a principle tbat I believe can and must guide every
educator. the principle that "We do not inherit the world from our
ancestorswe borrow the world from our children."

Thank youand peace.
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Present's Tense but
Future's Perfect:
A Twenty-First Century
Case for Foreign
Language
Alan Garfinkel'
Holly L. Schrank
Purdue University

Iii a recent Modern Language Jaunwl editorial, idely known linguist Sol
Saporta (1989) decries a change he has perceived in the rationale
fur foreign language study. Ile complains that recent examinations of
rationale emphasize employment and marketability at the expense of
humanistic goals. Saporta's &sem ation is, in many respects, accurate:
marketability has been Ilea ily emphasized, and there has been a trend
tow ard a "communicative" rationale and aw ay from the "model for the
examination of human know ledge and creati ity " Saporta say s we have
abandoned.

Ek idently Saporta sees these tw k leNk s uf the rationale for language
study as mutually exclusive, ur at least as separate and competing. Ilis
editorial leads us tu believe that we must choose between the false idol of
prufit ("false" because it is nut often a given person's road to financial
security) and the true, if impecunious, goal of aesthetic and ethical
principles. But sudi a choice is nut obligatory. There is more than ones. ay.
tu look at the rationale for language study in the United States and, as long

as all these NV ay s are seen together, none of them needs to be viewed as
violating aesthetic principle and thus be excluded from schools of
humanities. Lut us proceed by eAdmining t u kinds of rationale for
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foreign language study, discussing their respective shortcomings, and
showing how a humanistic approach brings the tv,o together to make a
new approach.

Traditional Rationale

The study of foreign languages has traditionally been justified in human-
istic terms, i.e., in nonvocational terms that are ostensibly unrelated to
any specific application. "Study a foreign language," one might be told,
"and be a hiCner-quality human being for it." It has been asserted, for
example, that vocabulary will improve, that students will develop in-
creased sensitivity to structure in their native language, that measures of
preparedness for further liberal arts education w ill improve, that a sense
of success will ensue, that abilities to think critically will develop, that
sensitivity to the traditions of the home tald foreign cultures will increase,
and finally, that a model for the examination of human knowledge and
creativity will be established. These are all highly estimable reasons for
language study and, to some degree, there is external support available fur
eac!-, (Cooper, 1985, pp. 125 31; Garfinkel and Tabor, 1990). SCI1, exclu-
sive dependence on a traditional rationale alone display s shortcomings
that leave students asking for further justification and teachers with little
to say.

Defenders of the traditional rationale fur language study are quick to
attack proponents of other rationales on the basis, for exanmple, that some
of the latter promise nonexistent employment. But is it not equally
unethical to promise complete enrichment as an enlightened human being
simply because one has taken a given number of courses? Just as pro-
ponents of a vocational rationale must knm that there aren't jobs fur
every languap course enrollee, proponents of a traditional rationale must
recognize that students derive benefits from courses in accord with the
degree to hich t1'^y invest time and effort in them. Students invest that
time and effort in ecord v ith the degree to hich they see the connection
between the course and their own lives and cultures. Sometimes students
see connections in terms of jobs, the economic survival of our nation,
doing business ith people of other cultures, and in 'mediate needs such as
those faced by older learners w hose job situations can leave them with a
sudden need for linguistic proficiency. These are rationales based on the
marketplace.
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Economic Rationales

The d9finition of marketplace used in this paper goes beyond that of
enrollments and job placements to which Saporta referred, and focuses

on examples that provide a broader, or macroeconomic, view of an
individual's w orld. There are few among us who feel comfortable promis-
ing that one should study a foreign language (or anything else, for that
matter) because it will lead to a job. There are, however, other highly

valuable macroeconomic marketplace reason fcr foreign language study,
connected with the balance of international trade, improven,nt of local

economies, global awareness, and national security.

Trade

The macroeconomic concern that probably has been most widely dis-

cussed is the need for balanced international trade (BOTB, 1979; Ryan,

1985; Spencer, 1987). Non-English-speaking countries seem to have al-

ways understood that the best language is the language of one's client
(Smion, 1987), and have geared their choice of language not just to local

preference but also to the mutual best interests of firm and client. The
English-speaking countries (i.e., UK, USA) have finally begun to associate

a negative balance of trade with the foreign language capacity of their
populace (BOTB, 1979; Simon, 1988). Unfortunately, Americans have not
always accepted the e!..sential link between language knowledge and

foreign economic policy (Dunnett, 1983). The link is becoming more
widely recognized today (Tonkii., 1988), but is perhapc not yet well
enough accepted. Foreign language enrollments, for example, are not yet

adeqiune to support the needs for government personnel trained in
languages (Walker, 1988). While it is unfortunate that it appears to take an
economic crisis to bring recognition of the importance of foreign lan-

guages, such a crisis may be an advantage to foreign language educators:

our constituents may perhaps relate more readily to newer economic
rationales than to the traditional humanistic rationale.

In a narrow sense:, foreign languages are easily linked t international
trade because communication skills and cultural understanding are essen-
tial facilitators of the day -to-day business of buying and selling goods

across cultural lines. Every businessperson in local communities can relate
to this explanation. While it may seem unacceptable to scholars of
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literature to utilize one's language skills to sell Coca-Cola to people in an
African land who are willing to buy it, it is probably no more liberating to
try to communicate the depth and sensitivity of literature to those who are
thirsty. The buying and selling of goods between cultures leads to
exposure and development of mutual trust, and may well be an essential
prerequisite to the sharing and accepting of ideas such as those we find in
the great literatures of the world. Teaching about the ideas and literatures
of other cultures is an activity not unlil:e buying and selling. Teachers, like
businesses, must find w ay s to relate learning to the needs of the student
buyer.

Global Awareness

A second macroeconomic %ariable of in'.erest is that of global awareness.
Global awareness on the part of individuals accumulates to ensure the
maintenance of the sources of such awareness. A foreign language is
valuable not only for its literature, but also because it plays such an
essential role as a tool of communicatio.. among strangers, friends and
acquaintances, family, colleagues, and governments. Global aw areness is
the attitude that w ill ultimately ensure open attitudes of individuals to
other peoples, their cultures, and the ideas presented in their literatures.

Security

Yet another rationale is national security. In a sense, the need for national
security is one result of lack of global aw areness and of limited communi-
cation skills between cultures. In an ideal situation, everyone would be
humanistically educated and fully communicative, but the w orld is nut
ideal. Feu people w ould disagree that foreign language proficiency is
essential to preserve a nation's security. Yet, the U.S. diplomatic and
military senices must spend tens of millions of dollars annually to train
personnel to an adequate level of cultural and language proficiency
(Walker, 1988), because too few enter these services with the necessary
linguistic skills from their educational expeeences. Clearly, a nation's must
basic needs and promises are compromised if its populace does not
recognize the importance of foreign language instruction for practical
matters.

:2 7
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Development

1..mal economic. decdopment is a fourth powerful market-based reason
for foreign languages. Across the country, communities are faced with
a variety of eco lifficulties that threaten their long-term survival

as ac' c centers. (The decline of downtown areas, for

exam,' ,ui.cem that the National Trust for Historic Preserva-
tion has mounted the nationwide Main Street Program to promote
economic mitalization.) Many communities are vy:ng for new industry,
and most states have sent delegations to other countries to attract
industry. The success uf these efforts is based on many factors, but three
are especially important tu this discussion, quality of life, investment in
human resources, and the attitude of the community toward foreign
peoples.

It seems rather obvious that une key resource that a community may
have for meeting these three qualificationsand thereby attracting for-
eip investmentis the quality of its foreign language instruction. The
extent uf such instruction is also a key to the attitudes of the community,
and is one measure of its quality of life and schools.

ailable language instruction in the language of the potential client
foreign company may well be a deciding factor for location of a foreign
business,2 and certainly w ould enhanct the skills and cultural knowledge
of local residents w ho might be employed by such companies. An
enriched and high-quality local school program w uuld surely rank high on
the list of variables considered by companies selecting locations: high-
qual ity school programs translate intu stronger employees, which can be a
powerful incentive fur relocating businesses. This suggests that communi-
ties looking fur new industry tu bolster their economic base must consider
local schools as a part uf the infrastructure just a, they consider their water
supplies, sewers, and roads.

Clearly, there are other compelling reasons for study of a foreign
language beyond the humanistic reasuns Saporta presents and beyond
employment fur students of foreign languages. These are reasons that
should be communicated to our constituents. Instead of focusing on the
narrower, micrueconurnic reasons fur study of a language (such as jobs),
foreip language professio.ials sould be well served to focus on macro-
economic reasons such as security, local economic development, interna-

2,
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tional trade, and global awareness. These are reasons that al,: readily
understood by students, parents, and businesspeople.

A Broader Humanism

What are the shortcomings of a market-based macroeconomic line of.
thinking? Certainly, writers such as Saporta would condemn it as anti-
humanistic. But is it not humanistic to live effectively in an international

orld? Is it not humanistic to satisfy one's needs through some sort of line
of trade in order to obtain the resources needed to satisfy one's aesthetic
and cultural needs? Is it not humanistic to be the best person one can be on
every front of life? Saporta might conclude that international trade, global
awareness, economic development, and national security exclude and
ignore the aesthetic and liberal reasons for studythe exploration of
culture through books. That conclusion can, however, be disputed. In fact,
enrollment figures and job placements may well be a reliable barometer of
Cervantes's worth. Without them, human beings would not have the
resources to ensure for themselves and their children the privilege of
studying Cervantes. We conclude, then, that these seemingly disparate
aims, humanism and a market-based economic health, are nut mutually
exclusive; rather, they are in fact mutually supportive.

The key to linking the concerns of the humanist and the ra:ionales
of the marketplace can be found in the literature of psychology. The
pioneer of humanism a..iong psychologists is Abraham Maslow, NN hose
-hierarchy of human ueeds" serves as a basis upon w hich the essential
relationships betw een the humanist and those of the market can be
understood. In fact, examination of Maslow 's hierarchy of human needs
demonstrates how clearly the market-based aims of macroeconomics
form the very foundation ipon hich foreign language humanists must
build in order to achieve their

Maslow is a personality theorist and humanistic psychologist. At a
seminar at Brandeis Uniwrsity he once compared himself to Cervantes's
Dun Quixote, alw a s pursuing the more humane but less attainable goal.
His comparison depicts his fight fur the recognition of humanistic psy
chology as a discipline of equal w orth to those of the behaviorist .nd
Freudian branches of the American Psychological Association. Maslow
saw himself as a quixotit. figure tilting at the windmills of establishment-

(Mon te, 1980, p. 557).
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Higher Self-Actualization
Needs

Lower
Needs

t
Needs to know
Aesthetic needs

Esteem

I
Be longinguess and Love

Needs
1

Safety Needs

I
Physiological Needs

(to be fully What one can bc)

(curiosity)
(beauty)

(self-respect, adequacy, mastery,
competence)

(affection, intimacy, need to have
roots in family or peer group)

(avoidance of pain, anxiety; desire for
security)

(deficits like hunger, thirst, fatigue)

Sot nu,: Adapted from Christopher E Monte, Beneath the Mask An Introduction to theories of
Personality, 2nd ed. New York: flolt, Rinehart and Winston. 1980.

Figure 2-1. Maslow's Hierarchy of Human Needs

It is certainly not difficult to identify with Maslow if one thinks of

various positions currently taken by organizations of foreign language
professionals. The profession of foreign languages is confronting the
seeming coutradiction betw een humanism and the more practical reasons

for foreign language study. Maslow would contend that the profession is

better off for tilting at the w indmills of the establishment. "Thefact is that

he is in a certain sense stronger, you might say, because he sees how absurd

all these self-important blocks are, all puffed up with pride and solidity"

(Monte, 1980, p. 558). Similarly, perhaps it is also good that foreign
language professionals with a practical orientation, and those with hu-

manistic aims, must sometimes tilt at their windmills.
As a prominent humanist, Maslow's words are worthy of respect

from the humanists among us. I lis development of a conceptual hierarchy
that organizes and describes the basic and more advanced needs of

human beings is a major contribution to humanist psychology. This

hierarchy is based on an ultimate goal of self-actualization, i.e., the striving

of each indiv idual first to satisfy more basic needs and ultimately to satisfy

"needs to know and aesthetic needs (see figure 2-1). Thishierarchy might

well be used to describe the basic and more advanced needs of the foreign

language field as well, for it demonstrates a key for assuring the

importance and surv iv al of the foreign languageprofession as well into the

twenty-first century.
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18 Realizing the Potential of Foreign Language Instruction

How can Maslow's hierarchy apply to the foreign language field? The
answer might well look something like figure 2-2, in which the carefully
arranged monoliths represent Maslow's hierarchy. We suggest that figure
2-2 represents the -monumental" job that can be done by foreign
language educators to serve the needs of our constituents to be fully
human and to become self-actualized. Beginning at the bottom of the
figure, one first encounters physiological needs, those like demands for
food and water that must be met for survival. In foreign language
education the equivalent is learning grammar and the rudiments of a
language to enable the learner to meet basic needs for communication.
Simple tasks such as communicating one's needs forsustenance, obtaining
shelter, earning a living, or asking for the location of the restroom are met
at this level. Foreign languages make a unique contribution by extending
this capacity beyond the learner's local setting. Indeed, most first-year
foreign language textbooks provide the necessary vocabulary to meet
physiological needs.

Once basic physiological needs are satisfied, human beings are able
to address higher-level needs, such as safety, avoidance of pain or anxiety,

Self-Actualization
Depth of understanding of life's

meaning beyond one's own context

Self-Esteem
Mileage markers:

diplomas, degrees, certificates

Belongingness and Love
Communication with people

of other cultures

Security
Communication of health matters;

safety and security conmrns; travel uses

Survival
Bask. skills

Figure 2-2. A Garfinkel/Schrank View of Foreign Languages
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and satisfaction of the desire for security. In foreign language learning, one
might study a language to reduce the anxiety of travel in a foreign country.
At this level the foreign language learner would gain the capacity to
describe health problems and would recognize the need for language skills

to ensure personal security. Language at this level may be perceived as a

symbolic barrier that mast be surmounted to preserve one's self-interest
In the larger view, language for national security is needed at least by

some, but not by all, members of the society. The profession addresses
such needs in a ariety of ways, including language immersion training
programs for ambassadors and foreign-service employees.

Further up the needs hierarchy is the category of belongingness and
low. In the language context, learners develop skills that enable them to
connect socially with others, communicate with workplace peers and
foreign clients, and identify with another culture and participate in it
through business and cultural activity. Learners at this level may engage
in extensive conversation, discuss topics of greater substance than Wo ist
die Toilette?, view foreign films, travel for cultural enrichment, ete.
In die broader sense, know ledge of foreign languages also builds bridges
between cultures and in this way serves to satisfy collective needs to
belong in a global village.

Needs fur esteem are represented by many of the mileage markers of
our profession. The individual learner begins to experience self-respect,
adequacy, mastery, and competence in a language. The profession tests
and rewards attainment of this competence with various mileage markers
such as certificates and diplomas. A student begins to gain the respect of
petTs v hu recognize and esteem one's growing language competency.

In the broader sense, esteem might be represented by the use of the
language of one's client in a business transaction, or by the mutual respect
between colleagues in an industry w hu can share in each other's language,
culture, and success through establishment of trust. Balanced interna-
tiunal trade might well be une manifestation of such colla tive esteem.

Finally, we reach the ultimate concern of the humanist, self -actualiza-
tiun. At this level, haing satisfied other needs, human beings are able to
address their own needs fur knowledge fcr its own sake and for aesthetic
pursuits. In foreign lanpages, the need to know might well be represented
by the hunianist's curiosity about w hat it means to be fully human and
how other cultures view this issue, and by the use of languages and
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literatures to obtain cultural understanding, to bring pleasure, and to
satisfy curiosity. Satisfaction of aesthetic needs might relate to the learn-
er's appreciation of the aesthetic structure of the language and its literature
or the beauty of a culture or reading for an aesthetic experience.

It is only when most basic and intermediate needs of human beings
are satisfied that the) are able to address the matter of self-actualization.
Similarly, in foreign languages, it is only when the learner's most basic
needs and skills are addressed first that the learner is able to address

questions. Saporta suggests that jobs and enrollments do not
matter; we take issue with this argument, however, since it is clear that
attention to such matters as jobs is the first step on the road to self-actu-
alization for our students.

It therefore becomes obvious that, Saporta's argument notwith-
standing, enrollments do matter. The opportunity to experience a foreign
language must be offered to the broadest possible audience. The audience
must not be limited to the brightest, to the foreign language classroom,
nor even to the classroom setting. Placement figures matter too, for they
represent the degree to \N. hich foreign language educators have been
successful at communicating the alue and uses of language to address
basic human needs.

Conclusion

It is important that the needs of language learners be addressed in a
systematic w a), in accordance v ith Maslow 's hierarchy of human needs.
The mileage markers of the profession need to begin at the lowest level of
needs of the learner and be intertv ined throughout the curriculum.
Mileage markers serve to rew ard accomplishments in an incremental
fashion that will provide moth ation to continue study and to satisf) still
higher needs. Many foreign language professionals may see the traditional
and vocational justifications fur foreign language study outlined above as
being in tense opposition. There has been argument that one is somehow
better than the other, or that one justification must be ignored to realize
the other. Our analy sis, however, suggests that the tuo schools of thought
are not mutually exclusive, that they can be combined in a structure that
addresses all human needs ranging from the must urgent concerns for
basic survival to the most humanistic. Moreover, it is clear that viewing
justifications for language study in both thenarrow est and the broadest of
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terms simultaneously, and leai g h . ase marketing techniques for

presenting the lialuable and essential product that teachers of foreign

languages purvey,4 augurs well for a relaxation of present tension.

Notes

I. or further infonnatitm Lontact Alan Garfinkl, Department of Foreign Languages and Litera-
tures, Stanley Coulter Hall Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, (317) 494-0397, or Holly

Schrmils,l)epartment of Consunier Sciences & Retailing, 5latthe s sllall, Purdue Unhersity, West

Diayette, IN 47907. (317) 494-9851.
4. In a personal intervio% in April 1987, Mark S. Davis, president of Greater Lafayette Progress, an

orgamiation charged %% ith attracting no% business to the Lafayette area, explained that the

presence of Japanese language instruction in the area school curriculum %Las one important den lent

among others that attracted the Subarulsuzu of America plant tc. Lafayette, Indiana.
3. For a brief deseript;on of Maslow's hierarchy See Moine (1980, pp. 550-65)
4. luterachw techniques fur marketing foreign language, study %sere demonstrated by Garfinkel and

Sehrank at the Central States Conference on flit 1 calling of Foreign Languages, at Minneapolis,
MN, on March 14-18, 1990.
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The group of twenty-three first- and second-graders is laughing uproari-
ously as they sit cross-legged on the rug in the corner of their classroom.
The child.en are listening to a new story in French; they have never heard
this tale in either English or French and are enjoying immensely the humor
of "L'Ane et le petit garcon."

These first- and second-graders have been experiencing the French
language since October of the previous year. It is now Aprilone year and
a half after their debut. They are using their experience witb French and
their observational and life skills to interpret the tale; the teacher is not
translating. The children are laughing, watching, and listening attentively.

These children are not in an immersion program. Half of them have
had three 20-minute lessons per week for one year and a half. The other
half of the class had two or three 15-minute lessons per week for the first
year and have had three 20-minute lessons per week since October. They
have thus accrued between 30 and 46 hours of French experience,
breaking for three summer months. None of them speaks French at home.
How have these children arrived at the point where they are able to
compmhend a story that they have never heard in a language that they
hear but three times per week? What has facilitated the children's
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comprehension of a language to hich they have been exposed for only 46

hours? The program in which they participate addresses them at their

own developmental levels. It not only includes the foreign language
content, but also considers what children need in order to learn.

The authors pecpose that the developmentally appropriate and

integrative nature of the program engages the children in ways that are
meaningful to them, that are nonthreatening, that foster their comfort

in Fmnch, and that promote positive perceptions of themselves as com-

municator, in French and develop their approaches to acquiring a for-

eign language. This program respects the children as auditors of their

experience.

What Is "Developmentally Appropriate Practice"?

In urder tu fully understand the nature of this program, it is important to
define the phrase devc:opmentally appropriate as it has been used in other

contexts as well as how it is used here. The term developmental has been
used elsewhere to describe programs for children and adults with learning

difficulties o. with subject-area deficiencies (e.g., developmental math,
developmental writing). The term is also sometimes us,x1 to describe
FLEX programs in w 'Ail children study six to eight weeks of one
language followed by six to eight weeks of another. Developmentally
appropriate practice as used in the context of the Baker French Program,

however, refers to an understanding and appreciation of how children
develop in their ph) sical, cognitive, social, and emotional capacities.

Developmentally appropriate practice refers to the application of

this understanding to the classroom setting, wherein a child-centered
classroom and school are based on knowledge of child development.
Choices of scheduling, curriculinn, activities, and approach are based on
the awareness uf children's capabilities and processes at any given age.

The applications for a four-year-old learner diffei from those for the six-
year-old, and these differ in turn from those for t'.e ten-year-old. Devel-

opmentally appropriate choices accept the reality that the child's stage of

development and the child's experience will determine what and how she

or be learns. Thus, a developmentally appropriate language program is

one that is based on children's reality, and that works with the children's
developrnuital stages rather than attempting to contort the children to fit

the expectations or goals of the adults in the community.
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How Do Children Grow Linguistically?

Developmental theorists such as Bruner, Piaget, and Vygotsky note that
children's experience with people and objects is the foundation for
developing their understanding of the world. Further, in order to make
sense of experience, children construct their own understandings and
theories about the world. Shatz and Gelman (1982), Donaldson (1978),
and Nelson (1985) have demonstrated that young children are more
capable linguistically and cognitively than they appear to be to many
adults.

Children understand events, tben label them. "Through interacting
witb a ballacting upon it and understanding bow it can be used
children develop the concept of ball" (Genishi, 1988, p. 17). Children do
not simply apply labels to common objects in the environment; they
match labels with actions or experiences over which they have some
control. In terms of general event representation, children first learn words
that refer to the most meaningful events of their daily lives (Nelson, 1985).
Children acquire words at varying rates and .elect different events and
words as tbe most meaningful ones for them as individuals. Often,
:hildren show an understanding of relational terms that reflect meanings
before they can manipulate the terms themselves.

Children attend to language presented in an interactive context. "By
age 3 or 4, young children have an organizing strategy that leads them to
categorize words into domains, such as color %%, ords (Genishi, 1988, p. 19).
The teacher who makes up a story or uses a story to "teach" words
reaches more children than the teachei bo presents words in a lesson
format (Watson, 1987). Older learners, too, benefit from a variety of
experiences and from broadened, rather that, narrowed, sources of
learning (Chall and Snow, 1982). Story -making and story-hearing come
naturally to children. They are "language users" muchmore than they are
"W ord learners.

When children acquire their first language, no one is constantly
repeating (or asking them to repeat) sentences like "The book is on the
table Rather, children create their own understandings of the meanings
of the words they hear. These understandings, or concepts, grow out of
the many experiences that the children have. Every "goo-goo" they
produce, every word that they speak or misspeak, for example, is cele-
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brated by adults (Ogintz, 1988). This is bow children develop the speech
patterns of their environment.

In second language instruction for children, we need to observe this
language process and accept %t hat is natural to the child as working
toward the norm of languagt that we are try ing to attain. We need to see
the children's natural utterances and !anguage-aequisition activities as
part of the linguistic development process that we seek to promote.

"Language" versus "language"

e are establishing a program of foreign language for children, we

need to distu wish between language as e au-44 ze it and language as we

use it. We need to teach language first as we use it and later, after
the children have developed a certain level of c xperience, analyze the
grammar and structure of the language. Childn,n use language in their

independent play Nk ith ords, iii their prtice ith sounds, in role play, in

w ord invention, and in countless other meaningful (to them) ways.
Frequently we bear groups of children w ho have been exposed to French,
for example, finitating French sounds, rhy thin, and intonation to the point
where the children truly appear to be speaking French w hen in fact they
are not.

Children develop early a sense of metalanguage, or "Language," but
then frame of reference remains rooted iii their experience, or "language."
The stem. ent "The children in Quebec speak French" has no meaning for
early language learners because they don't know what "French" is.
Teaching the foreign language by talking about it is akin to say ing "You do

addition by aciding." Without prior knowledge of (i.e., experience with)
the concept of French or that of addition, the terminology is at best
confusing and at w orst frustrating. Nouns, verbs, and adjectives are
abstract labels that have no meaning for children. Children analyze the
language around them in a natural InauTter and integrate the meanindul
structures and w ords into their life. A fok examples may serve to illustraie

this distinction.

1. Gina, age 5, w as accustomed to hearing Ic ne sais pas when her
French teacher expressed a lack of knowledge in a given situation.
One day, Gina and her mother w ere rid: 42,. in their van when Gina
posed a question. When her mother responded in her college
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Spanish, Yo no se, Gina corrected her mother by saying, Yo no se
PAS.

2. Courtney, another student who had been exposed to French in
school, was accustomed to hearing with gestures Comment ça
v& g a vabien ou ça va mal? when the teacher was asking the chil-
dren how they were feeling. One January afternoon, Courtney
responded Ca va, to the teacher's question with the appropriate
French gesture, as if out of the blue. When asked where that
answer had come from, Courtney replied, "It just makes sense. Is
it okay?"

3. Tim, age 7, was used to bearing the teacher ask Pourquoi? to find
out why children were feeling sad, happy, or so-so. He was also
accustomed to hearing the teacher respond C'est chouettel when
something was great or C'est dommage, when the situation was
unfortunate. One breezy March morning, the teacher responded
to one child's quPry about the teacher's feelings by saying "So so."
Tim asked, "Pourquoir and when told the explanation, pursued
and said, "C'est dommage," all on his own. He had heard the
expressions and probably played with them on his own, now they
emerged, undrilled and unprompted, as his.

Teaching Developmentally

Psycho linguists agree that learners are active participants in their lan-
guage acquisition processes and that language develops through stages.
The developmentally appropriate approach to FLES respects children's
learning processes and stages and pro ides an environment in which the
children feel good about exvloring the language. Rather than didactic
presentation, or lecture, of w ords and their objects, the teacher using a
developmental approach recreates in the target lam iage a situation that i:.
familiar to the children from their life exveriences.

Often, at least initially, the teacher uses the native language to set the
stage and give a frame of reference, a context, for rich understanding. This
use of the first language is often discouraged by foreign language author-
ities as being confusing or counterproductive. The authors and their
colleagues have found, however, that setting the stage in English for the
children provides a context w ithin v hich their limited experience with the
foreign language may find focus.
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Putposes and Goals
of a Developmentally Appropriate Program

In order to create and establish a developmentally appropriate program, it

is first necessary to understand what developmentally appropriate prac-
tices are. One must be conversant with these practices to ensure that the

program goals are realistic in terms of how children learn at a given age.

The authors have evolved the following adaptation to FLES of Brede-

kamp's "Developmentally Appropriate Practice." a much-cited, highly

regarded source in child developinent.

Accept the principle that a good FLES program is not a scaled-

down version of a high school program.
Design interactions and activities to develop learners' self-esteem
and positive feelings toward the target language.
Provide concrete learning activities with materials and individuals
relevant to the lives of the learners.
Recognize that learners learn from self-directed problem solving
and experimentation.
Accept learners' play and opinions as valuable to the learning

process.
Provide enportunities for aesthetic expression.
Provide opportunities for movement.
Use children's natural curiosity and desire to make sense of their

world to motivate them to become involved.
Relate learning experience to the world of children in France,
Mexico, Germany, Japan, etc.
Support learners as they acquire skills. Watch to see what learners
are trying to do and prmiu't. the necessary support to help them

accomplish the task.
Respect learners' preferences for activities, songs, topics, stories.
Provkle choices.

Bredekamp (1986) makes the following statement:

t IS possible to dnll learners until they can correctly recite pieces of informa-

tion such as the alphabet or the numerals from I to 20. However, learners'
responses to rote tasks do not reflect real understanding of the information.
For learners to fully understand and remember wlmt tlwy haw learned, the
information must be meanin4u1 to the learner in the context of the learners'

4
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experience and development. Learning information in meaningful contest is
not only essential for children's understanding and dm-0(4)mA of concepts,
but is also important for stimulating motivation in learners. If learning is
relevant for learners, they are more likely to persist with a task and to be
motivated to lean] more. (pp. 8-9)

The program that applies them. praLtices is designed to integrate flexibly
into the regular classroom as the foreign language teachei and the
classroom teacher w orking together see fit. Its philosophy accommodates
all children in its goal of providing them w ays and means to enjoy
acquiring foreign language, and in its aw areness that each child perceives
the world in a unique fashion and therefore acquires unique pieces of the
language The skills of listening and conununicative competence that are
developed through participation in this acquisition approaeh transfer
readily to otherlanguages, to L'nglish skills and strategies, and to human
global awareness and involvement.

One Example: The Baker French Program

kt the Baker Demonstration School in E%anston, Illinois, a program has
been developed that seeks to w ork in harmony ith the philosophy and
principles of developmentaity appropriate teaching. The purposes of the
Baker French Program are as follows:

1. Put the children at ease with French.
2. Ilelp the children integrate French into their daily lives.
a Facilitate the children's capacity to understand French.
4. Facilitate the children's capacity to speak French.
5 Create and encourage an ambience of pleasure and of respect.
6 Encourage curiosity about the French-speaking world (and, con-

sequently, about the world beyond the United States).
7 Develop and maintaio the readiness of the learners to read, write,

and ter, formally study French grammar.
8. Give tne learners a way to learn a foreign language.
9. HAVE FLIN!

To begin the Baker French Program, the French teacher visited all classes
and spent one week of half-days w ith each class, participating where
appropriate in the lessons, and taking every opportunity to talk with the
children in English. This process permitted everyone to get acquainted:
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the French teacher came tu know each group uf children, each teacher's
classroom, and each teacher, the classroom teacher gut acquainted with
the French teacher, and the children met the French teacher. The French
teacher, thus, became a real person fur the children, trusted and liked,
before she began speaking tu them in unrecognizable strings of sounds
that might frustrate or frighten them. This foundation of trust facilitated
the children's acceptance uf and interest in French, their perception of
French as something positice, and consequently, their acquisition of
expressions and connnunicathe skills in yrench. The importance of this
phase cannot be overemphasized.

In planning th, Baker Program. classroom teachers recommend
lengths and numbers of lessons. With their participation and that of the
director, the following schedule was devised:

3-ear-okk o 5- to 10-minute lessons per week

4-year-ohls Two 10- to 15-minute lessons per week

5-year-olds Earl in the year. two 15-minute lessons per wet k.
inmased to three upon classroom teacher\
reeonmiendation (about mid-(ktober)

6- to Slear-olds Three 20-minute lessons per week

9-year-ok1s Three -13-minute lessons per week

ear-olds Three 30-i ninute Iewins per week

Our experience in obsening tht abme schedule w as that children are
fresh [ruin the beginning to thc end of the lesson and they clamor for
more. They are engaged. interested, actiseind moth ated, they do not
haw the clhuice to gro.s bored or disruptive. This developmentally
appropriate practice uf tailoring thc scheduling to the children's age-
appropriate attention spars thus assures an acceptancv of the lessons ')),

child-centered teachers, by administrators, and by the chiP-en them-
selws, who percehe foreign language as Et normal part of thel. day.

Curriculum. The ctirri-tiltini i drh en by tht regular classroom themes,
the children's life-interests, fasoritc storybooks, and special events and
news. Activities are designed to reinforce skills that the hildren are
de.cloping in thur mathematics, scienct, social studies, and language arts
lesscnis. The tholie-u.litered actiitit N continually r,,integrate expressions

or w ords of past lessons through Nt ories, guessing games, graphing
al twines, or clnkl-generatecl puppet .sh ms, fur usample. The children do

4 2
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learn their colors and numbers, but they learn them in a Nariety of contexts
over time so that these become part of the children's real experience.

We hear sounds as we are,
not as they are.

(Adapted from Talmud)

Teaching Pronunciation. Have you ever tried to remember and hum
the melody of one song while another is playing? One set of notes and
rhythms and melodies "play s" and trying to produce another becomes a
struggle. Our language learners often find themselves in this unbelievable
position of trying to produce the foreign language 4 riesto the melody and
tempo of English.
Do you know a child w ho say s "pasghetti- for -spaghetti- but corrects the
adult who says -pasghettr? Children in acquiring their first language
demonstrate a clear sense of the phonetic norm. A child may even
sometimes in tears insist that he is say ing something the right way
(Butler, 1980). The child is not being obstinate, nor is the child stupid; he or
she is hearing the sound and striving to imitate the sound. The child's
approximation may not yet be that of adult speech, but eventually, unless a
speech defect interferes, the child will pronounce the sound to the
specifications of the environment.
Why, then, do we in foreigo language insist on drilling pronunciation? The
child is becoming familiar w ith a new sound sy stern and relating it to her
or his known system, experimenting to find the way that is just right. Yet
we drill, insisting that the more often it i. repeated, the faster it will be
learned, and the less chance there is of developing bad habits. Does one
drill children acquiring their first language? The authors suggest profound
introspective rec. aluation by the profession on this question. It needs to
be refocused.

Sounds do not occur in isolation. Each is colored by the sounds that
precede and succeed it. The learner interprets a sound through the
familiar sound sy stem (English in this case) and attempts to approximate
the sounds 2 This indMdual process of internalizing the rhythm and the
sounds of the target language is essential to the children's development as
confident speakers of that language. Their successful internalization of the
new sounds and rhythms manifests itself in their play when they are able
to produce ir-1...A.1 oic al utterances that appear to thk, listener to be actual
speech in its intonation patterns, rhythm, and sounds.
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This "drawing from the children" also provides an opportunity for theni
to derive personal satisfaction from discovery, orking out, and eventual

success at their task. This experience is extremely important
to their perception of themselves as successful language learners. The
process and the resulting sense of success are equally evident in vocabu-
lary development arid expressive contexts, NS, here the children draw from
within theniselves the right w ord or the appropriate formation (not as
drilled, but as experienced). The centrality of this notion of discovery is

not to underestimated. the children exercise their own curiosity and ask
very good questions. It is important to follow their lead.

Communication and Results

Witb Teacbers

Collaboration ith classroom teachers, h o participate in the concep-
tualization of the lessons, is integral to the success of the developmentally.
appropriate FLES program. The teachers' plans for the year's units need
to be integrated into the foreign language units. The classroom teachers

also participate in the lesson it.,elf, hich models a positive attitude for the
children and encourages them in their own acquisition process. For
example, children see that it is acceptable to make mistakes. The class-
room teachers further provide insightful feedback to the language teacher
These opinions and obsenations about the appropriateness of the
activities in their classes are essential to the creation and development
of lessons and of the program.

Many classroom teachers from Baker as well as from other schools
have reported having had unpleasant experiences as langtiage learners.
S oine of thou reported unpleasant experiences w ith a language teacher in
their classroom. Because of the language-learning history that each
teacher brings to the classroom, the foreign language professional needs
to eunsult the classroom teacher in the content choice and appropriate-
ness of the program as well as to provide reassurance of the teacher's
ability to acquire a foreign language.

Baker teachers have made the follow ing observations about the
Baker French Program:

"The children express often and clearly that they do not have
French enough. They thoroughly enjoy the lessons. The bands-on
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approach, the songs, the dances, and all the props keep them
fascinated."
"They are excited by it and are proud of their accomplishments."
"They look forward to the classes and are disappointed on the
days we do not have it."
"I like the learning by doing/using approach. You use things the
students are interested in, such as sports, birthdays, and songs."
"I truly enjoy the after-school French classes for the teachers. It is
an essential part of this program." (Strupeck, forthcoming)

With Parents

Because of the unique nature of the program, it is often necessary (and
always desirable) to explain the process of language acquisition to
parents, who, like the classroom teachers, may have dismal memories of
their own foreign language classes. Many parents never experienced
anything like this program, and enjoy hearing about (though they do not
always believe!) how much fun language learning can be. Sometimes,
parents' enthusiasm about a child's success leads them to push for more.
When this happens, it is necessary that the teacher gently remind parents
that the process cannot be hurried, but must be nurtured, they must
understand that these children respond to natural stimuli, and do not
translate on command, for example, for that is neither how we use
language nor how it is learned.

Parents also need suggestions from the foreign language teacher
about how to carry on at home w ith the language and about appropriate
foreign language musk and storybooks tailable to them. Parents often
feel relieved when it is suggested, for example, that they play foreign
language music cassettes and just have fun. They feel comfortabk. when
they know they are not expected to instruct.

Parents like and need to be kept informed. Part of this information
process in the Baker Program is an address to the parents at the beginning
of the year about the philosophies and goals of the workings of the
program This address provides an opportunity to Tlain to the parents
how language acquisition sorks and the child-centered nature of the
program. Parents and administrators need to know the signals that show
that their children are processing this new language. (Signs to look for: Are
the children singing songs at holm? Do they teach their baby brothers and
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their dogs French? When you \%, atch a video of the classroom, are the
children watching hard? Are they ubsening and listening and joining in
IN hen they are ready? Du they answer in English when a question is posed

tu them in French? Du they express delight? nervousness? excitement?)
Parents appreciate regular notices in the school newsletter to parents.

They like to hear about classroom activities and about the teacher's
professional activities. They enjoy the reiterated explanations of the
acquisition process when their children receive reports (not grades). The
parents love seeing 1%, hat their children have been doing. It is new for

everyone.
A helpful and welcome avenue fur engaging the parents is a weekly

laiwage class for them. The themes and activities should be those that are
used w ith the children. When the parents experience firsthand the success
that their children feel, they become more comfortable sharing French
\N, ith their children. They also become more "invested." It is suggested
that a parent class begin after the children haw had the language for one
semester's time. the children then may experience the double pleasure of
sharing their new language and of teaching it. It must be made clear that
the pinpuse of the parents' class is to support their children's fun, not for
the parents tu instrua the children. Baker parents have submitted the
following remarks about the Baker French Program:

"[T]he children look fora ard to the lesson and the experience."
"I am pleased about w hat I hear going on with French, but I am
not convinced enough emphasis and time is being given to it in the

classroom."
"Good. I feel it is a nwre integrated approach to language than
[as] taught in the past."
"Fantastic! I wish I had [had] this opportunity V% hen I was a
child." (Strupeck, forthcoming)

With Children

Children are often honest and forthright in their comments on activities
hen they feel they are listened to and respected. Asking fur and acting

upon their input reflects the teacher's respect and also provides a w ay to

develop the children's responsibility fur their n learning. When a game
dues nut seem tu %ork, fur example, or if the children appear bored, the
teacher can ask how it could be made better. One might ask them what
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they like to do and design the Icssons ith these preferences in mind. From
the youngest to t eldest, the children then feel invested in the language.

Similarly, when writing a song, a rap, or a list of favorite things to
eat, generating the language from the children makes it theirs; they own
the language and the} remember. We should ask them n \?: hat they do, what
they like, how they feel. Often the} w ill be happy to share these thoughts,
though when the} prefer not tt, do so, the teacher should respect their
right to silence.

This approach w orks. One group of first-graders was able to recite a
rap that the} wrote in French about places to go on their bicycles even
seven months after the last time that they had performed it. One year after
the performance, the} taught it to another first-grade class; one girl,
Megan, brought her beret to school for show -and-tell to mount the
experience of writing and performing the rap and to share her feelings.
(Children generally bring their ire;.kurcs to show-and-tell, so this was
clearly an important experience to her.)

Giving children a choice of songs also engages them in the decision
making: it is their lesson thereafter. (It also pros ides a wonderful opportu-
nity to count in the target language in a meaningful w a), . one must count
the votes that each song receives.) Acvepting and responding to the
children's feelings affirms them, and the children feel better able to try
new things and to make mistakes.

The Baker children responded to a quer} about what they liked ;.,
their French lessons in these ways:

"I like the whole thing.-
"I like the color walk.-
"I'm happy about learning French. . . . I teach it to rny mom.-
"Please come more often.-
"I think everyone should get prizes.-
"She always has something different to do.- (Strupeck, forth-
coming)

With the Administrator

The unequivocal, active, w holehearted, enthusiastic support of adminis-
trators makes or breaks the program. The children's unparalleled en-
thusiasm and the parents' (1), namic suppor t !man little w ithout an enthusi-
astic administrator. She or he ultimateb determines the fate uf the foreign
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lanpage program, as teachers often take their cues from the administra-
tive stance. Wheii an administrator advocates the program and the vision,
teachers are mure likely tu invest themselves than Ix hen the administrator
is either detached or cynical about the program. It is better that no
program exist at all than that the program (and thus the perception of
foreign language) be tainted by disinterest and detachment on the part of
any administrator or teacher. Children look to these people as their role
models and imitate their postures and their attitudes.

Conclusion: Toward a Kinder, Gentler Perspective

Children make meaning out of life. They interact w ith people, objects,
events, and language. Gradually, they understand more clearly, then label

verbally, the concepts that compose events. Language emerges from them
in the Lan of gurgles, then sounds, then words, then phrases, then
sentences. Children listen. They observe. They practice through their play.

We need to appreciate this as we plan for and with them. For the
population raised ii. traditional foreign language prJgrams, the changes
adocated in a developmentally appropriate approach to FLES may be
unsettling. Genishi (1988), however, reassures us that

although child-oriented classrooms lack drill-like, repetitious !anguage, they
do lime a rhythm and stabilit; that enable children to repeat or, more
accurately, replay --n hat they are learning in the context of activities that
!flake hunhm sense. A word may IR repeated 20 times or more, not in the
senseless context of an isolated senteuce, but in a range of contexts. a poem, a
child-created song or dramai caption for a drawing, a chant, a story that
elnklren beg tu bear again, a game that a child plays and replays with friends,
or a conversation with children or the teacher. (p. 22)

Drawing upon the language experience of children promotes the emer-
gence of a second language. We need te, draNx upon our understanding of
the cognitive and emotional processes of children acquiring their first
language in order to design and develop appropriate approaches and
activities to help them acquire their second.

Notes

I. h or further information, ()Wad Paula St rupea, 3730N Lakt Shun Dr. #8A,Chkago, IL 60613.

2. Iknce,/ ire/ sounds like, de, as thechikl speaks ILA, is fix dosest English liquid to thc French A,'
F or must vhildren, therefore. pronunuation drill is t,ounterprodudivt and usually tillnela ssary ii
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the carh stages of karning a foreign Lutguagt .Childreit often pronutotet tht , t, as, I, The authors
have found that children. kit to tku cosh exploration. hase armed at tht sound het\stIll olit
%seek and three nionthsss About teacher interference. Considering that this sound, i, , is among tht
last sounds acquired k native Enna speakers, this IS IRA small aetomplishment!
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FLEX: A Golden
Opportunity for
Motivating Students for
Foreign Language
Study
Aleidine J. Moeller1
Central High School, Omaha, Nebraska

FLEX is the common acronym used to describe a presequenced Foreign
Language EXploratory course ranging in length from six to nine weeks.

Such a course is designed to motivate students to pursue foreign language

study, to develop their interest in the world and its peoples, and to increase

their sensitivity to cultural similarities and differences. There are a variety

of FLEX programs in existence (Grittner, 1974). Some are cultural in

nature, others emphasize linguistics, and still others are career-based
(Strasheirn, 1982, p. 60). The FLEX course is usually offered in sixth,

seventh, Of eighth grade before foreign language study is formally begun

and gives the students an introduction to several foreign languages and

cultures. This enables students to make a choice of a foreign language at a

later time based on experience.

Curriculum

Preseridy there are nu textbooks a ailable that set the curriculum for such

a FLU course, leaving the development of curriculum to individual

teachers. The difficulty of finding appropriate materials to fill a nine-

week Introductory course fur seventh-grade junior-high students justifies

a look into possible methodologies, theories of language learning, and
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techniques that might motivate students to enroll in a foreign language. In
this writer's opinion, a methodologically eclectic approach is preferable,
and is in keeping with the goals of the FLEXcurriculum where a balance is
sought between language acquisition and culture. The course should also
be a true introduction to the first year of foreign language study and not a
mere "fun and games" exverience lacking in substance. Finally, it is
imperative to impress upon students that foreign language study teaches
much more than language skills: special attention should be given to
developing good study habits and critical thinking skills, to teaching
avross the curriculum, and ultimately to sensitizing students to differences
and similarities among world cultures and developing a sense of global
perspective in the students.

An Effective Beginning: Destroying the Myth

It is always difficult to surmount the myth that foreign languages are
difficult to learn. One way to address the affective needs of students is to
begin with cognates. A carefully prepared overhead transparency with
hventy-five target-language English cognates, for example, will quickly
lessen fears about the language. Words should be ones whose meaning
students will readily recognize from sight or sound. A short introduction
to the relationship between English and the target language should follow
this activity. Next, students can be divided into pairs, supplied with a
cognate sheet containing seventy-five cognates, and told they have five
minutes to find the English equivalents. (It is advisable to nake frequent
use of techniques that allow for pair work, group work, and student-
centered activiiies. The proverb "Tell me and I will forget, teach me and I
will remember, involve me and I will learn" is well worth remembering
when teaching FLEX.)

The Asher Method, also known as "Total Physical Response" (TPR),
is another tool that is well suited to increasing student participation and
reducing anxieties in learninga foreign language. In this connection, it may
be desirable to first explain right- and left-brain learning theory to the
students and to do so by using illustrations from their own first-language
acquisition. A concrete way of illustrating right-brain learning to students
can easily be accomplished by bringing two balls to class, a blue and a red
one. The students are asked to demonstrate various ways they would
teach a two-year-old the difference between the red and the blue ball.

5 1
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Invariably the students resort to commands "Go get the blue ball. No,

no, that's the red one, get the blue one." Other students point to similarly
ctdored objects in the class7oorn, w bile still others touch items of the same

color. It becomes clear to the students that by becoming involved in the

learning ("learning by doing") that the learning is effective, fun, and stress-

free. This discovery on the part of the students serves as a springboard for

the teacher to illustrate the Asher (TPR) method: Through a series of

comnumds such as "stand up," "sit down," and "point to the flag,"
students are physically involved in the action and fully participate in the
learning process. A next logical step might be to teach body parts through

a series of con,..iands that tbe teacher models and that all students carry

out simultaneously. After a few minutes of this activity, the students will
have mastered numerous body parts and several commands. Simulta-

neously, they will have discovered firsthand that learning a foreign
language is indeed not as difficult as they may have thought.

In order to promote success in the FLEX course and to reinforce

good study habits, students should be required to keep a FLEX notebook,

11) which they record all in-class notes as well as daily assignments. This
notebook can serve nut only as an excellent study guide for quizzCs and

tests, but more in ipor tautly, it can instill in students good note-taking and

organization skills.
Fur optimal le4rning to °mar, it is important in any unit that is taught

to incorporate all four skills (reading, writing, listening, and speaking)

Culture must also be infused and logically integrated to underscore the

content of the lesson, not inereb added on. In the remainder of this paper,

a variety of strategies will be described that illustrate the use of the four

skills tu teach the German alphabet and numbers and to accomplish
effective integration of culture. While German has been chosen for
illustration, the techniques can be used to teach other foreign languages as

well.

The Alphabet

A good starting point for FLEX classes is the alphabet. It can be taught in

a variety of ways. one way is to divide it into four parts, ubcdefg,
Ingclmnop, qrstum, xyz. Practice tlw individual sounds, reminding the

students that in speaking German the mouth must be opened more widely

than is typical fur speakers uf English. Illustrate where the tongue is

5
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located in the mouth when these sounds are fonned. After all sounds have
been practiced, the alphabet song should be taught:

a b c e f g
hijkl in rt o p
qrstuvw
x y 0 weld
kann nicht lernen das abc.

(Mozart composed this melody. I knee, the opportunity to elaborate on
Mozart and his nmsic can be utilized.) A quick twenty-six-point test could
consist of repeating or singing the alphabet the next day.

To practice the alphabet further, the German script can be taught via
an overhead containing the German alphabet in script form. This is a very
popular ,_mit with younger students. To make it culturally authentic, a page
can be copied out of an authentic German Schulheft. Tlw students can
copy a ten-line poem, or perhaps an English translation of the German
national anthein, into this Schulhef1.

Another way to practice the alphabet once some basic vocabulary
has been learned is to incorporate DiDonato's "typewriter" activity: the
teacher assigns each student a letter (a, b, c, . , .) and then calls out a word
such as Schule ("school"). The student who is "s" stands up and says "s" in
German; the student who is "c" does the same, followed by "h" and so on,
until the word is correctly spelled in German. (As a homework assignment,
students can be assigned to select five English w ords, none longer than
eight letters, that the), dictate in German to a classmate the following day.)

..:lassroorn Phrases

In order to maximize the speaking of the target language by the students,
tlw t-acher should initially teach and display three phrases the students
must always say in German: Wie,bitte?("Repeat, please"), Ich weif3 nicht
("I don't know"), and Welche Seite, bitte? ("Which page, plerse?"). By
enforcing the "German-only rule with these commonly posed questions
in the classroom, English interruptions are kept to a minimun. Gradually,
additional phrases can be added.

53
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Numbers

The teaching of numbers is a must in all FLEX classes. Numbers can be

taught in a karitA) of fun and exciting w ays. Rather than starting with the

number one and w orkiog one's w ay up to ten, for example, it has proven

successful to begin with a set of colored, laminated numbers and an
overhead projector. The teacher selects a number such as fivetind shows it

to the class v h ile say ing. Das ist die Nummer f . Sie ist lila. kit lege die

Nummer fiinf mitten auf die Maschine ("This is the number five. It is

purple. I am placing the number five in the middle of the machine.") The

students are prmided a their own set of laminated,colored numbers

and do as the teacher models. (Using this TPR technique, the instructor

can teach colors hile teaching nombers, as well as adverbs and preposi-

tions such as tinter, fiber, neben, links, rechts, oben, and unk.n). After the
students have placed the numbers on their desks, they point to the

numbers as the teacher calls them out. (The same can be done with
colors.) Students may also be called to the overhead tu point out numbers

on the screen that their classmates call wit.
Another excellent right-brain method for learning numbers is to

illustrate them using body parts. For example:
1 = student points to nose
2 = student points to both ears
:3 student points to chin
4 = student points to shoulders
5 = student claps hands
6 = student shows six fingers
7 = student slaps hands or upper legs
8 = student holds up four fingeis on both hands
9 = student gives thumbs up with both bands

10 student crosses arms in front and stretches them out to
the sides

11 = student holds right hand out
12 = student holds left hand out, etc.

This technique allm s for a building process in karningnumbers and has

proven especially successful in w coking with children ho have lc'irning

disabilities and w ho rank in lov er reading graups. The students readily

internalize these numbers in re',1rence to the oody parts.
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There are also innumerable mirsery rhymes in most languages that can be
used to reinforce numbers. One popular one in German goes as follows:

EMs, zwei, Polizei
Drei. uier, Of fizier
Funf, wchs, alte Hex'
Sieben, acid, gate Nada
Neun, zehn, schlaf en geh'n
Elf,, kommen die wolf.

(The students find this particular rhymt rew arding because they can
readily recognize many of these w or& early in their study of German.)
Another variant to teaching numbers is to teach the song -Ten Little
Indians," which in German i, called Zelm kleine Madchen. It is important
to include culturally authentk songs in the curriculum, they should, of
course, be integrated w hen they art relevant to the material being
discussed and studied.

Authentic Materials: Suggestions and Integration

Research has indicated that the use of authentic materials optimizes
learning in the foreign language classroom (Rogers 0.1id Medley, 1988, v.
467) For example, a genuine German calendar can be placed on the
overhead; students are then asked to go to the screen and point to the date
the teacher calls out. (Even the function of calling out dates can be carried
out by students to initiate and reinforce speaking The students see
that a genuine German calendar usialy lists days of the month in vertical
fashion and contains only the abbreviations for the days of the week,
which provides another good cultural lesson. Thus, when learning the
days of the week. a student may be asked Zeig mir Montag (-Show me
Monday") Students quickly realize that Montag must be MO, and this
contextual guessing helps ds.-. Plop critical thinking skills that are especially
important for students to exercise at this age (Cooper, 1987). Pointing out
the Germanic origins of the days of the week in English (Friday from Frua,
a Germanic goddess; Thursday from Thor's day, and so on) stresses
another point of similarity between the two cultures.

In order to ensure that the students are led to higher-proficiency
tasks, the teacher should make optimal use of the target language in domg
listening comprehension exercises such as. Was heiqt der Tag am Ende
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Woehe, beuur das Weekend? (-What is the last da) of the week called,

before the w eekendr). Although the students w ill not understand every

mord, the.v will listen for important cues in order to respond. Students at

the beguiling level need the challenge of going a littlebeyond their current

level of con ipetelice (cf. Krashen's [1982] -comprehensible input" theory)

Another excellent wa) of incorporating authentic materials into the

FLEX curriculum while teaching mut them is to find an advertisement in a

German newspaper that would appeal to the students. It is important to

personalize the sektion of authentic materials to capitalize on student

interest (Oulaggio, 1986, p. 47). A good choice might be an advertisement

for jeans, overalls, and shirts such as is shown in figure 4-1.
Nlith the advertisement on the overhead, the students are asked to

ans.% er the following questions. Wievid kosten die Piloten Jeans? ("How

lima du the Pilot jeans costr) Wieviel kosten die Big Shirts? ("How

much are the Big Shirtsr)
At this pomt Gentian moue) cal I also be introduced. A poster board

displaying German play mune) can sem as a point of departure for a
comparison and contrast of German bills and U.S. bills. A variety of

fur8tundhn
. . reduziert, reduziert!!!

Original »Chicago«
Piloten-Jeans 49
Overalls 79.-modtsche Farben

Big Shirrs
mit Nummer .391119.90
fyaiserslautern jiarktstr.12

Figure 4-1. Clothing advertisement from a German newspaper
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critical thinking skills in comparing themoney of the two countries can be
addressed: What can the pictures on the bills tell us about the people and
the culture of a country? What are some possible reasons that political
figures appear on U.S. bills, while paintings appear on German bills?
(These questions allow students to brainstorm ideas and ultimately can
lead to interesting discussions about a %ariety of aspects of the culture.)
Differences and similarities are recorded on an overhead transparency.
This activity, in turn, can serve as a springboard for a cultural discussion
on the German artist Diirer. Conversion of the German Mark to the U.S.
dollar can also be demonstrated. As a homew ork assignment, for exam-
ple, students seiect and cut out five ads from a new spaper or magazine that
picture something they would like as a gift. They must convert these
amounts into German Mark. If German catalogs (Quelle, Neckermann)
are available, this activity can be carried out by converting from Mark into
dollars.

Another excellent source of authentic materials is tbe telephone book
(Lalande, 1985). A page can be enlarged and placed on an overhead. As
students view the overhead, the teacher poses a number of questions:
"What is this?" "What can we find out about a person from a German
telephone book?" "I Iov, do German telephone numbers differ from U.S.
telephone numbers?" "Wha, 'Ands of street names do they have?" By
using the inside front page ot he telephone book, one can teach the
students how to reach the local rator and the international operator.
(The material learned in this kind ot FLEX acti ity should be recycled in a
spiral fashion in first-year German.)

Once the numbers and alphabet have been mastered, the students can
be taught the game of Seeschlacht ("Battleship"). Fur this game, the
students are divided into pairs and play for twenty minutes. All students
are provided with game grids (horizontal squares are numbered one
through ten and vertical squares are labeled A through .1) upon which they
hide four battleships. Through a series of guesses and responses, the
students attempt to find each other's ships. The first student to find the
opponent's ships wins. Thc students have been Nuipped with a thorough
knowledge of the alphabet and numbers and thus may not say one word in
English; if they do not underst,nd their partner, they must say Wie,bitte?
("Please repeat"). This is a true oral proficiency activity, the students are
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ext..haiiging infonnatimi iii the target laiwage vs ithin a week of their first

exposure to German.
Another good ntunber actix ity is NN hat can be called the "Swatch

Watch.- Students are taught the parts of a w ristw atch (Annbanduhr) on
an overhead transparency. They are taught the rudiments of telling time

(vor, halb, Viertd wt./nut:4 A NN orksheet containing the faces of
several docks (With specific aims on them) is passed out. As a homework
assignment, students NN rite out in German the time that appears on each
dock. The studo its are pro.. ided NN. it h the latest Sw atch xx atch brochures

ailable at cilly store that sells Sw atch atches) and may choose a
pattern or create their own S atch design. (This is dune as homm ork; it
helps the studwits to personalize the activity.) Once every one has a w atch
in hand, the teacher calls out Sehreibe die Zahl drei auf die Uhr, schreibe
die Zahl zuOlf, tate. "Write the number three on y our watch, write the
number twebe, etc."). The teacher circulates around the room to make
certain everyone is following carefully. The following day each student
must approach the teacher and ask Verzeihung, wit' spat ist es, bitte?
k"Excuse ine, can y ou tell me the Una!, please). The teacher whispers a
definite tulle to each student, and the studeiits draw the appropriate times
on their Nk atches. The teadier collects these and laminates them for the
follow mg day. The next day tlk students are handed their laminated
Sw atches and carry out the firial "Swatch Watch Activity ". They paper-
clip their Sw atch NNatch un their NN rist and, using Gt, .nan only, ask as
many classmates as possible in ten minutes for the time. This activity,
again, is a student-centered communicative activity.

A Global Dimension

A creative approadi to teaching colors in combination s ith culture is
through the use of flags of the German-speaking countries. The teacher
draws this flags of German-speaking countries on five-by -eight index
cards and laminates them. Us;ng exclusively the target language and the
TI'R technique, the teacher explains to the students w hat these flags are.
Das ist die Flagge eun der DDR. Sic ist schtearz, rot und gokkgelb. Die
DDR 1st un Osten, melds neben der Bundesrepublik. (-This is the flag of
the GDR. It is black, red, and gold/yellow. The GDR is located in the east,
to the right of Germany...) The teacher hands the flag to a student, w ho
stands up next to the teacher. Thu teacher continues. Das ist die Flagg('
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von der Bundesrepublik. Sie is auch schwarz, rot und gold. Die BRD liegt
neb en der DDR. ("This is the flag of the Federal Republic of Germany. It is
also black, red, and gold. The FRG is located next to the GDR.") This flag,
too, is given to a student to hold, and the same procedure is followed until
all the German-speaking countries are represented by students standing
bef ore the class. The students position themselves and hold the flags so as
to reflect the relative geographical locations of the countries. (Several
groups of students can be brought to the front of the room in turn.) The
capitals of the countries can be learned the same way. The students have
thus learned the German names of the German-speakingcountries, their
capitals, their flags, and where they are located.

Further cultural lessons can easily be incorporated by discussing
related topics such as the neutrality (white cross) of Switzerland, or
perhaps the symbolism on the DDR flag (w heat, hammer, compass). This
activity can be extended to Germany 's neighbors by providing students
with a handout containing the flags of these countries (Strasheim, 1982b).
The students color them for the next day and cut them out. The teacher
models in front of the class as each student uses his or her set to carry out
TPR-like commands: Leg die Flagge von Dfinemark fiber die Flagge der
Bundesrepublik; die Flagge ist rot und weiss mit einem tveissen Kreuz.
("Place the flag of Denmark above the flag of the Federal Republic of
Germany; the flag is red and vc hite v ith a white cross.") Globalizing such
activities not only prepares the students fur the w orld, 'out also allows the
teacher to teach across the curriculum.

Reaching beyond the Classroom

One of the desired elements of a FLEX class is to get parents involved in
classroom activities. An acthity that w orks especially well is to have the
students ask their parents or older siblings to answer the following three
questions:

1. What comes to mind when you hear the phrase "Made in
Germany'?

2. What is the last new spaper story y ou can recall that had to do with
Germany?

3. To which field(s) has Germany made a large contribution?
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The students record the answers in their notebooks. The next day the

teacher records parentA responses on an overhead transparency. (Some

uf the must frNuent answ ers to the first question, for example, include

cars, food, china, beer, \ i ne, candy) and clocks.) The answers are divided
into rubrics (such as cars. Porsche, Volksw agen, Audi, Mercedes, and

BMW).

The Bulletin Board: A Showplace of Culture

An excellent w a to make the students aw are of the German influences on
1. .8. culture is through the bulletin board. Students are asked to bring into
class an advertisement or a picture of any product produced in Germany.
Within three day s the entire bulletin board IN ill likely be a collage of
Gummi Bear bags, pictures of docks, 1% eche s , beer steins, Hummel
figurines, chocolate bar w rappers, electrical appliances (e.g., Braun),
and cars. A poster containing numerous W. ords from German such as
kmdergarten, delkatessen, and pumpernkkel can be produced and dis-
phved. Pictures uf famous German composers and scientists can also be
included. A. a hands-un activity, the studenb turn their desks toward the
bulletin board and are told tu diN ide all products and items that appear on
the bulletin board into categories and w rite them into their notebooks.
(The student hu records the must items under the appropriate rubrics in
fifteen mmutes receives extra credit points.) The teacher then asks the
students to state the items found and records them on an overhead
thuisparelw,y. This leads tu numerous interestingdiscussions regarding the

()NUB uf foods (torte, J triad, sauerkraut, hamburger, frankfurter, Kai-

ser rulls), literature (Grinnn's fairy tales, Faust); music (Mozart, Bee-
thoven, Brahms, Bach), spurts heroes (Becker, Witt, Laner) and much

more. The same type uf activity can be carried out with German
Christmas customs and their influence on U.S. customs (Nast's first
caricature uf Santa Claus, the Adent calendar, the Advent IN reath, many

familiar Christmas carols).

A Closer Look at Our Own Culture

It is interesting fw the students to discuss German immigration to the

United States in 1863. The Goethe Institute poster "Germany: A Slice of
Anierican Pie" can serve as a point uf departure for this historical lesson.
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The teacher can conduct an informal ethnic survey of German heritage
among the students, compare the results with the 28 percent figure of
German ethnicity in the United States at large, and point out that German
is the largest ethnic minority in the United States. Famous Americans from
Germany or of German heritage can be highlighted. (It is quite an insight
for students to see the large number of Germans who have made
contributions to the United States.) Stressing such similarities and joint
efforts helps build an affinity within the students for German culture and
motivates them to want to learn more about it (Strasheim, 1981).

Conclusion

There are innumerable activities that can be carried out in the nine-week
FLEX program, and this article has sought to highlight a few of them,
using German for illustrative purposes. It is important to stress all four
skills of speaking, listening, reading, and writing as well as culture. The
materials should be taught in a spiral manner, to enable the topic to be
recycled on a higher level the following year in the foreign language
classroom. The activities must be selected according to the age, personal
needs, and interests of the students and the personal teaching style of the
teacher. New units should be continually devised to enhance the FLEX
course and added to the repertoire of materials. This keeps both the
teacher and the students fresh and eager to learn.

Where they exist at all, FLEX programs are usually aimed at seventh
or eighth graders. The FLEX course thus provides foreign language
teachers with a golden opportunity to expose students to the merits and
enjoyment of learning a foreign language and culture.

Note

1 For further infonnation, please contact Alodine J. Mmiler. Chair. Foreign Languages, (:dit ral 1 1 igh
School, 124 North 20th Street. (maha, NE 68102, 402-978-7141 or 402-978-7 11)0.
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Introduction

Sturm und Drang (storm and stress) are Nk urds used at times to describe
the transitional years from childhood to adulthood, i.e., adolescence
(Sprinthall and Collins, 1984). Academs search for the theory and the
research evidence to predict and explain the biological, psychological, and
social roots of the behaviors of preteens and early teens. Any middle
school or junior-high teacher "know s" the complexities and mysteries
surrounding adolescents and explains that the greatest teaching challenge
is indeed with them. Thachers explain that for the most part elementary
school children arc biddable and cooperative. Iligh school students, while
perhaps not consistently cooperatiw, can be reasoned with and made to
see the logic of certain directives. Middle school students are, however,
different: they are in the middle, NN hich means that they are sometimes
compliant children and other times illogically uncooperative and stubborn
adolescents. For a teacher, these N ary ing behavior patterns mandate a
need to adjust instruction at a moment's notice in order to "fit" rapidly
changing, unpredictable students (Lerner and Foch, 1987).

The instructional project reported in the present paper focused
precisely on foreign language learners in the transitional world of
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adolescenm The projeet consisted of infusing the Counseling-Learning/
Commuoity Language Learning (CL/CLL) approach into a traditional
foreign language teaching setting. The objective of the project was to try
to utilize a foreign language teaching approach that is open, yet con-
trolled, sequenced, yet as rapidly changing as adolescents themselves.

Psychosocial Bases of Adolescent Development

TIM c f rces are simultaneously tugging at the adolescent. First and most

obviou are biological forces characterized by clnges in body siZe and

shape e 3 Well as increases in strength and other phy sical capabilities. These

rapid bwly changesi -single defining characteristic of adolescence"
(Sprinthall nd Collins, 1984, p. 57), contribute to the second principal

force in the life of adolescentssocial factors:

The onset of puberty is socially mediated by the reactions of self and others. In

this vi tm. one's self-image and self-esteem refkvt one's own and others'
subjective reac(ions to biological maturation. And these reactions arc deter-
mined I-) soot icultural standards, nornis, and expectations about physical
characteristics that are %side]) held in a society or culture. (Sprinthall and
Collins, 1984, p 79)

The tinal force at 'A ork v,ithin the adolescent is cognitive in nature. Even

though* the physu,aldex elopment is I oust ob ions and dramatic, cognitive
changes are equally remarkable. Childhood thought is generally charac-
terized as "concrete," limited by the There and 8low principle, as well as

by details ratlwr than global iew s. The onset of puberty brings with it, in

contrast to childhood, an ability to think ill the abstract and to manipulate
thoughts and kleas tattier thainnerdy coping IA ith the in orld in a concrete

way. This dramatic change in thinking ability, this ability to begin
problem-solving ill abstract aid creative w a s, can be characterized as the

psychological correlate to the ability to conceive.
Persons experienced w ith adok scents can readily identify these

forces at work. These saine persons are, however, quick to add a major
qualificatioil, i.e., that these forces are at ork in highly , ariable ays that

seem at tunes independent of age and apparent intellectual ability. For
example, some adolescents experience rapid phy sical development, with
girls generally, developing more quickly thaii boy s. These disparate physi-
cal development rates contribute to differential social behavior. Sprinthall
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and Collins (1984) argue that "some adokscents may be quite skilled
socially and may think in very complex w ays about the nature of
interpersonal relation.Nps and interactions, . . . [others] may be less
skilled socially (p. 10; ). Cognitive functioning reveals a pal allel phourme-
non Ath awed cognitive functioning does nut happen overnight. In fact,
note Sprinthall and Collins, "the transition is a gradual one. For quite long
periods a young person may show many instances of mature thought,
accompanied by just as many instances of relatively immature thought"
(p 108). In sununary, all of these ariable forces at work serve to make the
lives of those in contact with adolescents "interesting" at best.

Implications of Adolescent Behaviors for Instruction

Concretely stated, middle school teachers Iffilst cope with persons who
are neither children nor adults. Consopently, in a school setting, instnie-
tion must be structured at times in an t.lenientary school like format with
concrete tasks, and at other times it must be set in a more adult-
like intellectual frame that ent ourages indivklual decision making and
initiative.

Traditional methods of ddivering foreign languap,, instruction tend
to address either one facet or the other, but not both simultaneously.
Elementary school foreign language instruuion tends to be oriented on
tlw "here and nm principle, tapping aildren*s natural abilities in minn-
cry song, and play. Since children tend to be "concrete," instruction that
deals with abstract cencepts and ideas such as "the verb- or **the past
tense" is avoided. Activities that convey "tlw verb"such as playing,
drawing, running, and pointing and methods that are "real" and "touch-
able- are vpropriate I ligh school laliguage instructimi, in culitrast, often
focuses on abstract concepts, either grammatical or cultund in nature.
Students learn about the formal aspects of language operations, such as
how par ticiples are f orn led from %erb stnins. They also begin developilig a
sense of membership in a N% ider culture as w ell as healthy questioning
techniques about the role and place of other cultural groups in the world.

Neither of these two radically different approaches to the ilistructimi
of foreign language seems t ompatiblc v ith what is known about adoles-
cent development. While ad,,lescents are no longer children and can,
therefore, begin to cope v ith the world in a "problem-solving" manner,
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they art. not yet reddy to cope with the V1/4 orkl in a highly abstract fashion

NewInan and Newman (1986. p. 256) comment as follows:

he trat Isamu i rai a a. ura rete to f urinal operatiimal thinking occurs grinhialb

as children vpl the general. s)steinatic problem-solving approach to a

broader :lad broader range in specifie tasks. .
One qualit of fornial thought appears to be the realization that sonic kind

of s stem or strati.%) is required for solving a problem. The pelson must
antmpate that a number of dimensions or variables are insolved in the solution

to compkA problems. Neunark (1982) has suggested that there is a
stemanc progression in 110%t y(ning people approach prolAcnis during the

wars from 11 through I. She described the progression as. ( 1) no rule; (2)

lin wed rules. olleetion of rules o an it !aboiated prinuiples. and (1) general

principles.

The Counseling-Leanling,'Community Language Learning (CL/( LL)

appi ouch to language teaching accommodates Neimark's stages :is out-

lined by Newnian and Newman.
Social factors seem to be as critical as cognitive aspects in adolescent

development. The capacity to thilik hypothetically brings with it the
eapaelty to make assumptions about oneself and others. Adolescents
of ten fail to understand that others do not or may not share the same set of

assumption, (N('wman and Newinan, 1986), they are caught up in their

own thoughts and often believe that others also "share these same
preoccupailons- (p. 154). Ilence, taillike the high school student, who inay

be able to discuss and pea Lei\ e the relative merits of different cultures and

ays of life, adolescents an- not necessarily prepawd to understand such
daseussmi is and dmelop such perspectives. New n km and Newman suggest

that olle N% ay "to reduce adolescent egocentrism . . . [is through] social

anteractun a with peers- (p. 255). This sugge,tIon, too, is accommodated by

a CL/CLL approach to teach mg foreign languages.

Counseling Learning/Community Language Learning
aad Its Theoretical Background

Counseling-Learning (CL), an approach to language learning and toch-
mgdevised by Charles A. Cul ran (1961, 1979), recognizes the need ferego
permeability at lamed through reduced inhibitions. Curran. a clinical

psyehologist Interested in applying counseling skills to the teaching of

6 f;
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foreign languages, observed that many students at the university where he
was teaching experienced anxiety and frustration When they attempted to
learn second languages. As a clinical psychologist, he realized that those
reactiens observed among graduate students were very similar to the
reactions expressed by psychological clients in beginning counscling
interviews. He describes the similarities in the following inannen

As the psychological client is mtwed more or less strong!) in the direction of a
personal solution and at the sank. time frustrated I)) his confusion, the
language client is an 'skins to speak the language and is at the same time equal!)
frustrated b) his lack of liuguistk tools. Both seein also nit onflictu ig emotional
states of wishing to be independent On the one side and to base someone else
solve their problems, and on the other. feeling hostile resistant to such
dependent.), U their own urges to find an independent self-directed solution..
(Curran. 19(i I. p. 3)

Adopting the mode of a counseling situation for language instruction.
Curran referre .1 to the studmt as a -language client- and to the teacher
who is equipped with linguistic resources and a counselor's warm,
accepting, and empathetic attitude as a -language counselor.- To break
down inhibitions, Curran creates a learning situation that is characterized
by warmth and acceptance. The role of the ianguage counselor is to
communicate empathy for the learner's threate:k d state. ". . . to aid lum
linguistically, and then slowly to enable him to arrive at his own increas-
ingly independent language adequacy" (1961, p. 82).
One of the fundamental concepts in the CL approach is that learning is
viewed as a whole-person activity, Ns ith the learners ekeply involved in
whatever they intend to master. The basic CL colleen is center on the effort
to understand the ss ay in ss hich playsical, emotional, intelk.ctual, and
voluntary functions are all integrated to pros ide personalized and inte-
grated learning experiences for the Lamer. In discessilig the significance of
an acceptant attitude on the part of the teacher in lessening feelIngs of fear,
anticipation, and discouragement in the students, Rogers (1969, p. 3) says:

Do sudi feelings haw a right to (Aim opeld) in a school setting? ft is in) thesis
that the) do. The) are related to the permm's beconnng, to his efftdive
functioning, and to de.d understanding!) and aeceptantl) ss it h such feelings
has a definite relatfimship to thi learning of long division or the geograph) of
Pakistan,

F: a
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In summary, coupling Curran's whole-person approach to education
and Rogers's humanistic view with the psychosocial nature of adoles-

cents seems to y ield a wholly cumpatible approach to foreign language

truction.

Related Research on Ccunseling-Leavning

The CL approach has been studied under various circumstances. La Farga

(1966) conducted an experiment in which members of a group learning

four foreigt, langaages (French, German, Spanish, and Italian) were

studied under group counseling conditions. After a nine-month period,

students in the experimental group acquired almost as much language

competency in all four languages as the control group did in one language

The experanent also showed evidence of increased positive self-regard

among experimental group members.
Begui (1971) investigated the evaluative and emotional factors of a

group of I '.S. college students Laming French in Quebec, Canada. Nine
English-speaking subjects volunkered for this experiment for a period of

six weeks. In addition to linguistic variables, motivation, anomie, and

evaluations of French Cit..ida were measured as affective variables. The

analysis of the data indicated that (1) the CL group obtained as much

French as the control group in the skills of auditory comprehension,
speaking, and reading comprehension, (2) the CL group (1 = 2.06), in

contrast to the control group (1 = 0.35), show ed A positive change in

motivation to leariling French (p< 0.05), and (3) the CL group developed

a more positive emotional attituck tow ard French Canada (-V 8 %) than

did the contrel group (-r. 3 %).
Begin (1971) comments on the significant positive changes ir. the

experimental group by say ing, "We think that the experimental subjects

became more positively inotix ated because they were provided with

emotional support and with the opportunity for personal evaluation of

their learning experience" (p. 50).
Rardm's (1971) research w as conducted around task-oriented coun-

seling esperiencys for slow-learning third graders. The 'impose of the
study w as to see if "learning readiness" would contribute to a more
positive self-image and thus aid learning. The learners were put in a
supportive counseling An lospherc, and success-oriented programing was

6 c;
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utilized The findings revealed a statistically significant difference III favor
of the counseled group.

Gallagher (1973) conducted an experiment to evaluate the Counsel-
ing Learning approach to foreign language instruction in high school as
compared to a traditional approach in terms of language achievement,
personal orientation, and change in attitude toward foreign language
learning A unique aspect of this study was that the experimental group
experienced simultaneous exposure to both Spanish and German while
the control group had exposure to either Sranish or Gennan only. The
language achievement was measured in two areas. (1) cogniti-f- lan-
guage skills reading comprehension and knowledge of grammarand
(2; practical language skills listening and speaking. The analysis and
data indicated that there was no significant difference in gain between the
experimental and the control group with regard to cognitive language
skills_ For practical language skills, how exer, the experimental group
surpassed the comparison group in listening and speaking skills in each
target language Moreover. the experimental group showed a gain in the
inner-directed scale (p < 0.01), whereas the control group showed a slight
decrease Finally. the experimental group also show ed a greater positive
attitude change tow ard foreigm language learning than the control group
(p < 0.05)

hus. CL/CLL shows important results in many areas. It is interest-
ing, however, that the technique has not been probed fe use with
adolescents It w as the aim of the present project to begin such probing.

The Project

Tlw project was a collaboratiw venture between The Ohio State Univer-
sity Foreign Language Education Prograin and the Columbus Public
Schools The CL/CLL sessions took place at Mifflin International Middle

As one of the Columbus Public Schools' twenty-six middle schools,
Mifflin's academic prou,ram follows the Graded Course of Study used in
all of the district's schools. A unique feature of Mifflin, however, is its focus
on international topics across the curriculum. reading, language arts,
math, science, social studies, health, and the unified arts (physical
education, art, and vocal and instrumental music). Teachers at all grade
levels sixth, seventhind eighth tie their individual coursework

Efl
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together under common sehoolw ide themes throughout the school year.

such as -interdepoidence.- "chalige.- and ''power.-
Supplementing the c Mist's% tirk ,lre field trips. guest speakers, and other

activities that enable students to explore the arts, food. histor.v. and other
cultural aspects of the w (,rkl t. ommunit). In addition. every student at

Mifflin International has the opportunit) to stud Chinese. French,
Germaii, Japanese. or Spailish. Mifflin has 587 students ingrades six (213),

seven k 180). and eight (194).

Activities:
TeachingJapanese in the Counseling-Learning Approach

For this project. 30 sixth-grade students of Japanese. (nit of a total of 80

students in the Japanese program. participated. The CI sessions were
conducted one hour ever} week from Januar through June of 1989.

One of the basic ingredients for actualizing the CL approach is to

bring -personal- qualities to the teacher-learner relationships and to

learning activ ales. In order to establish a -personal- atmosphere in
teaching Japanese to a grt nip of middle school students at the Mifflin
International Scland. five niterrdated strategies vs ere eniployed: Loanier-
initiated conversation. pronunciation prictitt v ith the -human compu-

ter.- games. Japanese cultural activities. mid a reflection period.

Learner-Initiated Conversation. Tilt k arners were seated in a circle
ith a tape recorder in the center. Tht teacher-c ounselor remained outside

the circle ni order not to interfere with the group dnamics. The teacher-
mnsehir's role was to prmkle a c h ar procednral statement. neces,ary

linguistic information upon the learnt rs' requestind maximum securit)

tor the learners. A conversation usuall took five to ten minutes. When a

learner said somethmg in English. that utterance w as translated into

Japanese( the target laiiguage h the teacher-counselor. The learner then
repeated the Japanese trairslation into a tape recorder. I3), the end of the
fne-minute cowersation. there vs as recorded material in which the
learners were speaking in Japanese. The teacher-counselor played hack

the taiie and went over the conversaticin sentence b!, sentence. As the

learners lward their ow n wntences, the translated them back into
English. The conversation vs as then tralim,ribed phoneticall onto a
trausparenc, and the teat her-counsel( ir elicited the learners hypotheses
about salient characteristics of the Japanese language.
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Pronunciation Practice with the Human Computer. The concept of
the -human computer- is based on combining the best characteristics of
lunnan and machine One of the great advantages of a madiine, for
maniple. is that it can tirelessly nveat material as many fillies as the
learner needs to hear it Lacking in the machiae, lameveiire the human
qualities of \Nannth and the understanding attitude that a teacher in a
clacvroom might convey Thus the human computer is a conthinatim of
the depersonahzed quality of a machine v ith the sensitiv ity of a human.
offering a native speaker's linguistk as well as socioliiiguistic competence.
The human con wider pros ides an informational relationship between a
teacher and a learner; tlw hunian computer (the teacher) has control over
the knowledge that the learner needs (vocabulary. pronunciation, gram-
matical stnietures. idioms, and so on), the -c omputer- simply puts itself at
the serv ice of lep.niers. who might otherw ise fear that, as they reach out
for this knmvledge, they will be hurt or humiliated.

In practicing pronunciation. for exal 1ple. the teachei gave tlw student
the following instruction,. -I am y our Japanese computer. This computer
is programed to give y (ni inforinathni only in Japanese, however, it
understands both Japanese and English. so if you vs, ould like to check a
particular sound, phrase. or wholc sentence w ith tlw con iputer. ou can
give the data either in English or in Japanese. 'Phe computer w. ill keep
giving y on the data as long as y on are say ing tlw s ords. phrases, or
sento ices The computer w ill stop as s nnl as 1011 indicate by your silence
that you have the information you need. Instead of typing on the
keyboard. simply feed the data into the computer by .speaking.-
Gaines. Games were used to rex iew material from prey ions lessms.
They were intended not only to facilitate the iiiteriiahi,,iiig process but also
to encourage peer learning and foster a sense of connnunity. For card
games. f or e ampk. the class w as divided into sinall groups. The teacher-
counselor explained the rules of the game and set the time limit at
the beginning. She also made herself as ailable as a resource person_
155(1 popular games 55 ere -Concentration Caine- and -Go Sashimi- (Jap-
anese raw fish). Another popular ganie w as -Telephone.- which encour-
aged the students attentive listening skills (lid careful prommeiation III

communication.

Introducing Japanese Culture. The teac her-c ounseloi introduced as-
pects of Japanese culture through songs, origann (paper folding), and
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videotapes. The class was also visited by a I londa of America employee
who talked abuut cross-cultural experiences between Americans and

Japanese w orking at the Ilonda plant in nearby Marysville, Ohio.

Reflection Period. To close each day 's activities, five or ten minutes

were designated for a reflection period. During this period, the teacher-
counselor assumed the rule of a group counselor. The learners were
encouraged to talk openly in English about their reactions to the class and

to the Lu ignage. The teacher-cuuliselor listo ied w ith interest, occasionally

sun unariimg w hat the learner had just said, verify ing for herself and for

the learner that she N as getting the same picture that the learner had in

mind. This activ it pro% ided a channel of cunanunication and was crucial

in strengthening working relationships not only between the teacher and

learners, but also among the learners.

Evaluation: Adolescents' Reflections after Six Months

Six months after the start of the project, 10 of the students who partici-

pated were interviewed by, research associates. The questions posed
concerned I) the study of Japanese in general and (2) the Counseling-
Leannng approach. The following is a transcription of some of the

students' observations:

The Study ofJapanese in General

Inten iewer: Can you tell nie why e need to keep the Japanese
program in the school, and what you liked about it?

. I feel that it's worthwhile to learn Japanese because if
you get a job in the future, ) ou know, a job, then, and
your boss speaks Japanese you can know what they're

saying.
ell, not many people are learning Japanese or Chinese

or stuff like that and so we're like the hope for the future.
S3. A lot of them [friends] are learning Spanish and French,

and then when you say something to them in Japanese,
they think it's pretty neat because they don't.

Interviewer: Do you ever phi) with Jap:,nese children outside of

school?
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Sl: Yeah. At my dad's office there's lots of Japanese people
and sometimes he makes r.e talk to them.

S2: We went to a Japanese restaurant and looked at the
menu and I could actually tell what it said. That was
really nice to know what it said.

The Counseling-Learning Approach

Interviewer: Can you say more about the specific activities you did
with Dr. K [counselor]?

S4: We learned the numbers, and she had a s;ory to go with
it so it was easkte to learn, and it's easier to say in your
head.

Interviewer: Ilad you learned to count before?
S5: No. \\èll, actually, we had numbers, but we didn't learn

them.

S6: I think we liked Dr. K like when we did body parts she
brought in a stuffed animal and . . .

S4: (Interrupt) So see that makes it more funner.

Interviewer: Does it have to be fun to learn?
S6: It's more than having a person go like, "This is my leg"

It's like, this is how you say "leg" in Japanese, Ad taat's
boring. It's more fun to do it like Dr. K did. Your teeth is
in your mouth and when you say "ha ha" you probably
think of teeth. That made it fun.

Interviewer: What did you like about Dr. K?
Sr: She made it more interesting. Like you want to learn

instead of just sitting there.

Interviewer: Can someone tell me about the game "Telephone"?
S8: It teaches you bow to pronounce better, 'cause if you do

it wrong it's wrong all the way around. You had to tell
the other person how to say it. In other words, to win the
game you had to learn to pronounce it.

Interviewer: What would you say to someone who said "I hate
Japanese; I would never want to learn it"?

59: I'd say, try it. You never know unless you try.
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SIO: Yeah, encourage people, that's the point. I mean if y ou
just say Japanese, that sounds boring but if you
encourage them to just try it they might like it.

Interviewer. When this is over, are you all going to give up the study
of Japanese?

S9: No way. I want to get down deeper into it
SIO: I want to go to Japan.

Inter\ iewer. Final ss ords of wisdom for future generations? Like, if
you should recommend Japanese.

SI: I think I might reconmend to take Japanese for the
challenge of it. It's harder than something like French,
like we have to learn the symbols like Hiragana and
Katakana. But it's really fun.

SIO: If people think that Japanese is boring, they might not
have tried it or anything like that. They should try it
because people are going to have to know Japanese in the
future because we're going to be trading more and more
with Japan, and someone's gonna need to know the
language.

Conclusion

Strikilir the optimal balanec between control and freedom in teaching is
perhaps one of the inust challeliging tasks for litany teachers, particularly
at the nuddle school level. Too much control in a classroom w ill stifle

adoleseel spoiltaneity ai id creatiN ity, bile allow ing too much freedom

can result in chaos and eventrally cause resentment in them.
Tile Counseling-Learning approach incorporates both teachcf con-

trol and student freedom in foreign language learning. Teacher control is
ileeded to provide clear structuring statenieiits iii the classroom in order to
avoid unnecessary confusion amotig students and to direct their attention

t shared goals. In the Counseling-LoArning approach, the teacher control
is a priority for students to fully practice their freedom to learn. Thus,
students begin to realia, that their freedom in learning is enhanced by
know ing the -rules of the ganie.- In other w ords, the learners' freedom
presupposes their willingness to take responsibility in learning.
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The comments from the students at Mifflin International reveal that
they had fun while the> NA, ere learninga childlike motivation. At the
tinie time, they reported on their future -adult" roles with pride and self-

esteem While sustained research is needed, this project suggests that an
application of CL/CLL to the middle school level dues enhance students'
interest and motivation in learning a foreign language.

Note

1 For further information Lona( t Dr Koko Sanmin, Olno State I. insynat), College of Education,
Columbus, ()II 43210
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Staff Development for
the FLES Teacher:
Networking to Make It
Happen
Audrey L. Heining-Boyntonl
University of North Cal olina-Chapel Hill

Foreign language edueators and adweates across the country agree that
foreign language in the elementary school (FLES) is an issue of the
nineties. More specifically, states al id cuiliniunities have defined FLES as a
pr iority and are num, concerned NA, ith topics such as culitent-based instnic-
tion, articulation, and teacher training. Insen ice education is a key
component to making it happen.2

This paper IA ill exaniine the use uf insen ice education and IA ay s that
a school sy stem can netm. (irk in order tu pros ide rich and diverse staff
development tu enhance FLES programs. One school district in North
Carolina ill be highlighted in this article, other districts across the state
have similar offerings for staff development.

What Do We Know about Inservice Education?

Iii order to plan effeethe iiisen ice education, it is helpful tu build on v hat
e already kram. Shmers, Joyce, and Bennett (1987) examined thirty

years of research on staff development. Their ro% im of nearly tw, o

hundred research studies netted the following synthesis.

1. What the teacher thinks about teaching detemiines v hat the
teacher does \shun teach:ng. Therefore, NA, hen training teachers,
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We Must provide more than "going-through-th, -motions- of
teaching.
linost all teachers can take useful information back to their

classrooms when their training includes four pa,-ts: (a) presenta-
tion of theory, (b) demonstration of the FIM strategy, (c) initial
practice in the workshop, and (d) prompt kedback about their
efforts.

3 Teachers itre likely to keep and use lle1 strategies and concepts if
they receive coaching (either expert or peer) while they are first
trying out the new ideas in their classroom.

t Competent teachers with high self-esteem usually benefit more
iron! training than do their less competent, less confident col-
leagues.

5 Hexibihty in thinking helps teachers learn new skills and ineor-
porate them into their repertoires of methods.

6 0 ;I I I.eac.i; .ng styles and \ alne orientathms do not often
affect teachers abilities to learn from staff developnlent.

7 1 basic level of knowledge or skill in a new approach is necessary
bef ore teachers can adopt and accept the ideas.

S Initial enthusiasm for training is reassuring to the organiwrs but
has relatively little influence upon learning.

9 It does not seem to matter w here or when training is held, nor
does it really matter what the role of the trainer is (administrator,
teacher or professor). \ I hat dues matter is the training design.

10 Similarly. the effects of training (10 1101 depend on whether
teachers organize and direct the )rogram, although social cohe-
sion and shared understanding do facilitate teachers' willingness
to try ont nest ideas. (p. 79)

Keeping the abow principles in mind can assist staff development
planners.

Staff development has been critical for FLES in North Carolina.
School districts are in the process of implenienting state-mandated f oreign
lalignage in the elementary school, and colleges and iiniversities are also in
the process of having their elementary school foreign language teacher-
training progran is develowd and approved. While universities are
receiving that approval, quality inserv ice education 111 a s ariety of forms

7"
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and flow a ado) of sourees has been essential for training the FLES
teachers. Staff deelopment offerings haw been pro\ ided by the North
Carolina State Depth tment of Public Instruction, teachers and admini-
st (dors of the kcal school distlicts, colleges and universities, state foreign

language organizations, and academic alliances.
North Carolina has 134 school districts, of w h. II the Wake County

School District klIaleiOn is the sectmd-largest. i iw district comprises
33 nouniagnet dementay schools serving over 25,000 children:1 Wake
County implemented the Nol th Cal ()film state-mandated FLES program
111 kindergarten and the first grade in 1988 1989. The district hired 17
FLES teachers to instruct Spanish for twent) minutes tw ice eekly to 147

sections of kindergarten, 4 sectiol., of kindergarten and first grade
oinbnied, 146 sections of first grade, and 5 sections of a combined first

and second grade. 1'he teachers came from a ariety of preparations: 7
had secondary certifkates in Spanish, 1 was middle-school-certified in
Spanish, 1 held a Special Education/Spanish certificate, 1 w as middle-
St. 11001-elltlf1ed iii iiiatli With till endorsement in Spanish, I had elemen-
tary certificates w ith a background in Spanish, and 3 had no teaching cer-
tificate but held bac lidor's degrees in other disciplines (e.g., science,' and
had natne or lieal iiati t proficiela.) hi the language. Many of those w ith

eertificates were licensed to teach in a \ ariety of additional ar,as as well.
Inserv ice w as to be the key to bringing together this diwrse and talented
group of teachers.

Planning for Inservice

Keeping the findings of Showers, Joyc(, and Bennett k 1987) in mind, the
Nkake Comity ekuleiltary fun ign laliguage prograin spedalist plamwd for
a full year of nisei-vice education. First, he arranged for the FIE:, teachers
to be released flow teaching on Mondays for the entire school year for
staff development. Also, FLES Spanish instruction did not begin until six
weeks into the fall semester. The time thus set aside w as totally de oted to

iliservice training.
A state-endorsed committee composed of FLES teachers, public

sclmol fineign language super% isors, university teacher trainers, and
North Carolina Stilt( Department of Public Instruction personnel devel-
oped over a one-year period the requirements for a MI% K 12 foreign
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Ite-guage teaching certificate. The group identifk J tw cut). -two competen-
cies that every newly certified foreign language teacher would have to
demonstrate (see Appendix). Based on these tl% 014 -tWO competencies
and the backgrounds of the new ly hired FLES teachers Wake County's
elementary foreign language program specialist dex ised over the sununer
a flexible calendar of suggested w orkshops and other inservice ideas
before the teachers arrived in August.I The teachers were encouraged
throughout the year to make suggestions for additional topics to be
covered or concerns that they felt needed to be addressed.

The Year-Long Inservice Program

Observations, Preteaching, and Building Community

Of primary concern to all the teachers w hen they arrived in August was
"what do we teach and how do w e teach it?" The elementary foreign
language program specialist decided that it w as crucial for the language
teachers to see FLES classes in action, as well as to become familiar with
how a typical elementary classroom and school operate. Therefore,
the first training revolved around N., isitatims to FLES classrooms in
neighboring comnumities w here FLES had already been implemented.
kn exchange of materials betm een the school districts and reciprocal visits
ensued from those early obsen ations. The new FLES teachers also
observed regular K 1 classroom teachers. Each FLES teacher made
approximately six full-day isits. ai ranged by either the ekunentary
foreign language coordinator or the FLES teacher, from mid-August
through the end of September.

During those first six weeks of school, the teachers not only observed
but afro practiced teaching. (Prior to being hired to teach Spanish FLIES,
none of the teachers had taught a foreign language in the elementary
school ) The elementary foreign languageprogram specialist arranged for
them to teach in a local preschool, as w ell as to substitute-teach in several
of the magnet schools in Raleigh.

Also on the early agenda was the need to develop a sense of
conununity among the group. success for the FLES program depended on
a number of factors, not the least of which was the tea'..1,ffs' ability to

ork harmoniously. One technique used for building cooperation and
cohesiveness was "didactic activities." Didactic activities are interactive
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assignments where usually two or four peopk ork cooperatively to

slhtre inionnatnni, aim% et questions, Ur solve problems. FM' ex,unple, the
Wake County elementary school Spanish teachers shared w ith one
another their completions of tlw sentence, am happiest w hen . . ." The

partners then shared w hat they learned about their colleague to a larger

group. In addititni to par ticipatii,g iu didactic activ ities, the FLES teachers

shared information fwiii their das.Jouni observations and teaching, and
critiqued one another during peel teaching opportunities.

Workshops and Presentations

FLES teacheis attended a N'ariet of . orkshops geartl to their needs. In
August, the state foreign language consultant v isited tlw teachers for a
hall-day , he gave a Imes( ntation on the Nor th Carolina foreign language
teacher umipetencies and the teadier certification process tlit v ould

need to follow in order to receive a K 12 certificate.5
The elementary foreign language program .special:st felt it was

important that the Wake County FLES teachers see themselves in the
context of the rest of the state in order to hdp put the Wake County
program in perspectivt . Therefore, another county's foreipt language
courdiliator was invittd to talk in dt tail about w1h.t w as happening with
FLES in her county. Also, the Aate department's coordinator of second
languagps discussed the stdte's Basic Education Program (North Caro-
lina's educational refonn movement) and presented in gmeral terms N% hat
wasliappening across the state ill deniclitary foreign lamiguage education.

Midway through the smond semester, thc tux hers took part in tw o
full-day w orkshops dealing w ith chiikl devehvinent, first and second
language auiuisitioii, aiid the history of FLES. Teacher trainers gave these

workshops, signing them to build oil the prachud experk.nces the FLES
teachers had already had over the past seven months.

At the end of the school year, a one-day \ o rk shop, also given by
teacher trainers, afforded the opportunity to FLES teachers and the
magnet school teacheis each to understand the role of the other. In the

morning, (Ida tu_ achy itjcs buikl seuse of community , in the
afternoon, the group leaders guided the participants to w ork cooper-
atively on a rev ised philosophy and prograrn tkvelopment fur fot,Agn
languages in Wake County.

80
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Conferences

The FLES teachers attended tw o major colderelices durilig the year.
In the fall, they took part in the Foreign Language Assoeiation of North
Carolina', tw o-d,t) annual conference. At least seven sessions during the
hs o days dealt directly with FLES issues and ideas. III the spring, die State
Department of Pub lit Instruction organized a conference on articulation.
FLES practitioners anti advocates from!' across the state and country came
together for two days to share ideas on articulation, staff development,
materials, and program design and development.

Curriculum and Materials Development

Administrators of the district chose to have a content-based FLES
curriculum. Bey ond that decision, no other steps had been taken to write
curriculum or develop niateria:s before the arrival of the teachers in
kugust During August and SejAemberdong vs ith their visitations and
practice teaching, th FLES tseat...ILTS familiarized thenISLIVI's w;th the
regular K 1 curriculum. They also exanthied the Ferndale (Michigan)
Schools plan." Ultimately, they clwse to teach concepts that would
parallel and reinf orce tht regulai classroom t urriculum offered in ti3.

ake County Schools.
lien the time t dine to t mustn't t (lurk ulum and create activities and

in:Aerials, each of tht seventeen teat hers brought difkrent areas
expertise to the process. Fol example, the four elementary -certified
teachers helped with am -appropi late at tivities to teach Spanish across
the turriculum. The FLES teacher eel tified in special edacation acted as
onsultant ss lici i iSSOUS \S. ere raised colivernitig how to deal vs ith the weds

of the special students. (All children, including those determined to be at
risk, study Spanish in Wake County.) The artists of the group also rose to
the occasion, sharing their talents with their colleagues.

Once thus began instruction, several of the FLES teachers arranged
to have their clas,es videotaped. Then, on Monday mornings, the group
w a tched and t. oniniented on their peers' teaching. As the semester
progressed, moll and more of tilt teat hers felt coy ifortable being taped
and sharing the tApuriunee with the group. M I nday mornings were also
devoted to a "sw ap shop of ideas and talk about w hat they vs ould
be teaching the f ollowing week. Monday afternoons were devoted to ma-

rials development. The Monday workdays were held at the Wake
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TeacIK Resource (:enter, tmdi)visual equipment, paper, and

photocopying and Ituilinating machines w ere sonw of the items available

for nse at this location.

Other Staff Development Projects

North Carolina and the satellite broadcasting company that serves the

state's schools received a major grant to produce a twenty-one-hour

RES methods course. During the summer of 1989, the Wake County

teachers, as well as teachers across the country, were able to take

advantage of the interactive video class. The Wake County program

specialist was one of the originators of the concept, and several Wake

County teachers were featured on the programs.
The FLES educators were not exclusively on the receiving end of the

staff development; one Wake Count) tc acher was a leader at a state-
sponsored one-week retreat for pi incipals. The retreat was designed to

explain earls foreign language teaching and learning to elementary sclriol

pnncipals in a r,slaxed setting. (Such retreats have been offered for two

years and are eonsidered highly suecessful, the principals leave with either

a new or renewe(l respect and support for early language study)

The FLES teachers also took advantage of staff development pro-

gnuns that were offered to other groups in tl ts schwl district. For

example. the elementary school Spanish teachers attended a full-day

kindergarten study eonference that had been arranged for the regular

classroom teacher:.
Still other program, included a visit by a representative f row the

North Carolina \\ orkl Center, who made a presentation to the RES
teachers about making puppets and offered ideas for using puppets in

class. Area academic alliances, cimnpo.,ed of te. ' from kindergarten

through university level, nwt on a monthly basis is and 0 ineerns were

shared on a variety of topics dealing with lung of foreign

languages at all levels.

Ideas Generated

Besides die currwoluni, niaterials, and sense of group that developed over

the coure of the year, a nun iber of other ideas and additional projects

were generated. Oms topicdiscussed w as the ism of public relations, not

only with parents and the community, but also with elementary school

Fr)
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staff and administrators. The FLES teachers and the elementary foreign
language program specialist put on special assemblies and programs m the
schools, made presentations before PTA and school board Lneetings,
contacted the newspaper with information about the FLES program, and
produced an eight-minute professional-quality video describing the Wake
County FLES program. (Testimonials from regular classroom teachers,
administrators, and parents are a part of this promotional video.%)

For additional reinforcement, the teachers organized foreign lan-
guage media centers in the eleimntary school libraries. Planned for the
future are programs that will r on a local access cable channel that will
review and recombine material already presented to the children. The
series is slated to begin during the summer of 1990. It will use a content-
based approach that will enhance the North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction's guidelines of w, hat to teach in the regular kindergarten
through second-grade curriculum.

Evaluation of Staff Development

As noted above, the twenty-two North Carolina foreigi language
teaching competencies (Appendix) had been used as guidelines for plan-
ning the inservice education program. Twenty of the twenty-two compe-
tencies were addressed at least once at some point during tfx school year.

Informally measured, the overall attitude and feeling of the FLES
teachers and administrators was that the inserice education over the year
was highly successful and beneficial. The FLES teachers were also asked
to complete a formal program evaluation at the end of the school year.
This questionnaire asked about all aspects of the FLES teacher's job:
seven of the fifteen questions dealt either directly or indirectly with the
inservice education of the district. The survey had a 100 percent return
rate In summary, the resuits were that the FLES teachers felt very positive
about the staff development program provided them during the '988-
1989 school year. (For example, all seventeen either "strongly agreed" or
"agreed" 'bat they felt good about their teaching; and fifteen of the
seventeen FLES teachers reported that their job was rewarding.) When
asked if the inse-vice programs were informative and useful for the job,
sixteen of the seventeen either "strongly agreed" or "agreed" that they
were.

83
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Problems w ith the staff dewlopn;-.nt program included time and

space difficulties. Must of the individua, in% olved agreed that not starting

to teach until six weeks into the- fall semester was too much of a delay the
FLES teachers became ager to do w hat they had been hired to do. Four

weeks would have been better.
Second, it turned out that Monday w as not the best day of the week

to hold the inservice education, for the elementary schools of Wake
County had staff meetings on Mondays. The FLES teachers needed to
attend those nieeniigs tu demonstrate that the) were an integral (and not a

"special" or "extra') part of the school.
Finding a space where the FLES teachers could hold the staff

development sessions proved to be a problem at times. Normally, the

group .- at the Teachers' Resource Center. Many times, though, rooms

at this facility and others in the district w ere overbooked, causing a last-

minute scramble for a meeting location.
Ee aluation cf this project would not be complete without checking

if Showers. Joyce, and Bennett's (1987) findings had been put to use. First,

teachers were given numerous experiences in which they could feel

positive about teaching and about themselves, the results of the year-end

survey regarding teacher satisfaction prove that this goal was achieved.
Second, the training sessions were carefully designed; the program
specialist proided detailed information in advance of presentations so
that speakers and presenters could best meet the needs of the teachers.

In the sessions, the teachers were provided the theory of a concept, given a

demonstration and opportunity to practice, and furnished with prompt

feedback. Expert ur peer coaching w as constant throughoutthe year. The

teachers were emouraged and rmarded for being flexible, and all
knowledge w as presented at a basic level to ensure understanding and

ownership.

Conclusions

rvicv Is an important component to any school system.
In North Carolina, mservice education has been paramount to defining

the issues in FLES and then making high-quality programs happen.

One school system in the state netw orked resources from the state,
universities, school district, and community for inservice education.
Tl.r. district created a program based on previrms research on staff
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development, the state's twent -tw o competencies for f oreign language
teachers, and the individual needs of the teachers. Both teachers and
administrators gave the program high marks. Without a doubt, inservice
education programs such as the one featured here can havea major impact
on the success of new and existing FLES programs.

Notes

1 For further information. pleaw contact Dr Andres L. I lennint-Ilin Won. School of Education/Peabody I udl. I. niversits ot North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3500. phone
1919 966-3291,

2. According to theThesaurus of ERIC Descriptors tArnona. Drys Press. 19871. Inservice educa-
tion- is defined as tonnes and p rogral os des:sped to provide en iplowee st affpow t h in job-related
et-wisdoms.. or skills. often sponsored l>s employers_ usualls at the professmual lest{ "Staff
dewhsjunent- means emplosersponsored activibes or provisions such as release tune and tuition
sTants through which e systingpersonik4 relies% or atmuire skills, knowledge. and attitudes related to
job or personal development this article. "inservice education- awl "staff dewlopment beuwd nonsmousls

'3 An eleetwe program of ekinentars forenp languages has been ongoing sinee 1982. This program
includes 12 gifted-and-talented maspet schoets and 2 international maspet schools. Also_ theauthor wishes to acknowledge tontributiom to this artiele In Tim Hart. Fore= Language
Program Slxvialist for the Wake Count: PublicSchool&

4 Make Counts will fund staff development onls if it directls pertains to teaching behaviors. The
school% provIded approumateK s3500 for FLES staff dewlopment during the 1985 1959 school
year Also school &strict% conk] appls to the North Carolina State Department of Puhbe
Instnictis in for staff development Imxis. Make Counts FLES remised loonies from this somix asst ell

5 No North Carolina college or universits hAl an approved foreap language teacl- training
progriun in place in 1955 to grant the K 12 foreign language teaching cer wate. therefore. FLESteacher% are u :irking under a srieq of certificates with sewral options provided In the statedepartnwnt to I onnalize the certificate

6 For infonnation regarding the Ferndale FLES program. contact Lynn I lane. Form] Language
:Oordinator Ferndale Public Schools, 581 Pnwerest. Ferndale. Michigan 45220

7 This sideo t an be ordered In noting Mr Tim I lart. Forenp Lanstuage Program Specialist. Wake
milts Schools. 3600 Wake Forest Rd PO Bin 26041, Raleigh. NC 27611.
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Appendix:
Foreign Language Teacher Competencies K-12

kdeveluped 13) the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction)

A. Academic Skills and Knowledge of the Target Culture
L Listen
2. Speak
:3. Read
4. Write
5. Phonetics/sound system
6. Comparatiw linguistics
7. Culture and civilization

B. Professional Skills and Knowledge
1. Language acquisition of children and adults
2. Methodologies
3. Application of methodologies
4. Materials
5. Evaluation
6. IIistory of foreign language education
7. Curriculum development
8. K-12 instructional environment-

C. Professional Growth
1. Knowledge of trends, issues, research
2. Active use of the four language skills
3. Active use of teaching skills
4. Continued academic development
5. Continued professional development
6. Knowledge of availabilit) and location of resources
7. Promotion of cooperation

F.F;



To Articulate or
Not to Articulate:
Is That the Question?
0. Lynn Bolton1
Nathan Hale High School, West Allis, Wisconsin

Diana Bartley
Anthony Ciccone
University of Wisconsin -Milwaukee

Karen Weiss
Bay View High School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Consider the following scene: It is four in the afternoon. A secondary
school Spanish teacher is seated at her desk, gathering materials for her
next day's lesson. In walks one of her students, who graduated with
honors last spring. He is eager to talk about college life, but hesitates when
he comes to his Spanish course Ile can't hurt Ms. Jones's feelings, but he
doesn't feel he was adequately prepared in high school for all the verb
tenses he must now handle and 1,e literature he must analy ze in his present
college program.

Once again, the problem of articulation rears its ugly head. Ms. joJes
and the university have not communicated to each other what it is that
they "do" in their classrooms. Ms. Jones feels that she has prepared her
student well for the university,, w hen in fact this may not be the ease. Once
again, the suppositions and expectations of the secondary teacher and the
university professor appear to be at odds.
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The issues of Articulation

Problems vf ai ticulation betw een high school aad college foreign lan-

guage programs are nut new , indeed, the literature of our profession
Nenty years ago contained numerous articles seeking to address the
problem. What may be new, how er, are the attempts ncm being made by

s. houl-cullege cullaburatix es in many states to deal with the issues. While
these issues are certainly generic in nature, the focus presented here is
related tu the discussions held at the 1989 Second Annual University of

Wisconsin-Milw aukee Foreign Language Conference on Articulation

-:oncerning curriculum, staffind te4ing tud un the subsequent recuiri-

mendatzuus Inade to the profession in the state of Wisconsin, bearing in

mind a review of previous approaches to the issues.
In the literature un ar ulatior., e find many authors who have

made focal points of various concerns. Lafayette's (1980) notion of
internal strength achiel ed thrcn-h the articulation of objectives, learning

activities, and end-of-course tests recurs throughout the literature. His
Idea uf achianig sequential streigth through the use of minimum compe-

tencies also recurred. Coneems similar to Warriner's (1977) six factors that

contribute to the problem uf articulation also surfaced regularly. (The

Wart iner points are thc f0llo ing. unjustifiably fast pacing for language
teaching, unrealistic expectations for high school graduates on the part of

college instnictors, lack of coordination between skill objectives and

actual practice, tuo little emphasis placed on the speaking skill at any level;

diverse and in sonic cases haphazard college placement procedures; lack

of proper attention to the problem of articulation by tiif- profession.)

Warriner's first pointunjustifiably fast-paced instruction had
been isolated by the California Study of Foreign Language krticulation

(Schwartz, 1985) as a naijor articulation problem from the student
perspective. Placement procedures also entered into the findings of the

California study on articulation. In another discussion of this perennial

problem, Normand (1980) had directly and clearly pointed out that the
relationship between secondary and college level foreigm language facul

ties leaves much to be desired, and that opportunities for organized,
collegial communication must be increased.

Mosher (1989), in describing une state's effort: Zo address these kinds

of issues, states that .
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In its revision of curricuhmi, . semi (1 teachers %%Ire given a general
orientation to proficiency -oriented goat'outconw statements and had the
opportunity to actuall) ss olk On such outL,nue statements m siiiph groups. The
final version of the outcoin( statements will pros ide secondary teachers with
meaninOul goals, and college teachers ss ill have a iim.:11 clearer idea of what
students can be expected to be able to do in foreign language previously
studied at the beginning of their collegeinniver.t) slides. (pp. 1.59-60)

How much of the articulation problem is due to lack of collalioration
between secondary and postsecondary levels? Omaggio (1986) proposes

Rather than trying to achieve some kind of curricular fit within an idealized
master plan for tlu tire curriculum, a second approach svoidd Ivgin
setting goals for th course an(l continuing Limrse b) course until ealistie

. ais have been established for the whole sequence. (p. 409)

Notable, among others, is the Wisumsin Department of Public Instruction
(DPI) Guide (Grittner, 1985), which has set the goals for the secondary
sequence. Can the same be said for the postsecondary level? This appears
to be the point of setback. -

Muyskens and Berger .382) set forth an interesting model for
developing articulation. They state

It seems amiarent that better comimnikation, accvss to more information,
increased training, and recognition of aLhievement Lan only lead to better
programs and greater self .esteein .ifid respect for the individlials involved. AN a
result. the tranvtion froni high school to college language courses will be
smoother for those students. (p. 92)

The history of the articulation issue cannot be ignored. Spencer and
Flaug'ler (1967), for example, consider foreign language study to be
cumulative so that -As the student of a language moves from high school
to college . .. he should not be required to repeat work that he has
already accomiilL!,'Al, an- should he he confronted with course work that
requires a greater proficiency in the language than he has acquired-
(p. 331) A more r( cent attempt t, resolw the articulation problem
between secondary and university level foreign language is fouhd in
the recommendations for high school teaching made by Judith Liskin-
Gasparro and June K. Phillips (1986).

89
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By referring to the abovelnelitiolied literature, the Wisconsill confer-
ence braced itself to ask new questions for the 1990s articulation problems
surrounding the three critical issues of curricukm, staffind testing.

Articulation and Curriculum Concerns

Just as articulation is neeessary between different levels of the language
within one institution, it is equally impor tant between secondary schools
and institutions of higher learning. If NA e are to produce citizens w ho can
speak, read, write, and function within a foreign culture, we need a
curriculum that reflect% this.,,equence of studs NA, ith well-articulated

stages.
III the past, our tic:limitary and secolidal y foreign language curricula

have v, dried widely NA, ithout al), real direction. For example, curricula
Mere developed in accordanct. with textbook material or teacher ability
and interest. They might bu targeted at college-bound or non-college-
bound students, foreign language exploratory and elementary school
programs, split level classes, or bilingual aid immersion school programs.

\ He the schools were developing their curricula in w idely vary ing
directions, colleges and universities remained, for the must part, focused
on die traditional track of grammar, writiiig, aid literature. Consequently,
placing students into approp.:ate college:university courses became in-
creasingly difficult because of tin. wide v ariety of curricula students had
encountered at precollege levels.

Then, in the 1980s, the ACTFL Guidelines (1986, see Appendix A) for
oral proficiency came into being, and in one state, Wisconsin, the DPI
decided to devdop cl Gunk to Currkulum Planning in Foreign Language
(Grittner, 1985).

After many hours of discussion and inset-% ice activities, the DPI has
succeeded Ili impleinclithig its guidelines. These .,Tuidelilles have helped
many secondary school teachers focus on, for example, developing
communicative skills in the curriculum. the guidelines provide clear
direction, with specific functions to be achieved and a specific number of
hours of study stated for each level. Consequently, the secondary school
curriculum has a better articulated scope and sequence with realistic
defined outcomes for students at each level.

In response to changes at the secondary level, colleges and univer-
sities have begun to reux,un:ne their student placement procedures. Since

s
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conununicative skills lather than grammar, reading, and w riting are now
the main focus of many secondary school programs, postsecondary
institution, need to deal w ith this change in a realistic manner. Some
colleges and uni\ ersities Lae become familiar with the state guidelines for
secondary foreign language programs and are making adjustments in their
respecthe curricula. This kind of cooperation between smonlary and
college/university language departments is necessary if we are to achieve
our goal of preparing our studeats to be proficient iii foreign languages for
the twent y-f irst century.

Articulation and Staf Concerns

The door for communication has been opened so eral times for dia-
log between representatives of az ;oils Unhersity of Wisconsin system
schools and representath es of tlx metropolitan area secondary teachers.
at the Undergraduate Teachilig in iproven len t Council (UTIC) Conference
in Madison, Wisconsin, in the fall of 1985 and the first (1987) and second
(1989) University of Wisconsin Milw aukee Foreign Language Confer-
ence. The topic 'If the second, "Tow ard a Means for Articulation between
Secondary and Unhersity Foreign Language Instruction. Where Do You
Stand?" resulted in a netw orking sy stem and reunumendatious, several
of Which are akin to those set forth by Muyskens and Berger (1982).

Onc of the rec onnnendations coining out of the 1989 conference w as
that teaching assistants (TAs) ho do not have previous secondary school
teaching e'Rperience must enroll in a pedagogical course to be taken
concurrently W ith their (adversity tuacliiiig. hoproving die perfom lance of
'IAN in the multisection classroom is the topic of an article by Carmen
Villegas flogers (1987), hich substantiates the conference recommenda-
tion and includes excellent reconimendations of its ow n concerning
svervision of TAs and those who do the supervision.

Tlw attempts to solve thc problem of articulation in Wisconsin are
ongoing. Smondary teachers have the DPI guide to direct them and to
indicate to university professors W hat they should be able to expect. The
reconunendation is that thi unhursity needs to be alW are of what its goals
are, how these goals mesh w ith the DPI goals, and subsequently, how
;-r% areness of these goals for secondary foreign language faculty is tt, be
achieved. Communication, as Nluy skel is and Berger (1982) stress, is a goal
for us in Wisconsin, W hether it be through The Voice of WAFLT
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Nkisconsm Association of Foreign Language Teacheis) 2, undergraduate
bulletins describing courses and evaluation processes, a sy llabus from
classes a t different lo els, new sletters from language-specific teacher
organizations (AATs urkshups, conferences, academic allianc 91'

persolial colitacts. The,e attempts are applicable liationw ide. Articti... on
has also been made inure attainable du ough the existence and use of the
ACTFL proficiency guidelines.

Articulation and Testing Concerns

If successful articulation between leels of instruction is defined as the
continuous development and improvement of a majority of students
passing from one leel to the next, then an effective assessment sy stem is
me of its critical elements. Such a system includes a coherent set of
classroom, placement, and proficiency tests w ithin each major curricular
elmsion at the high school or tali\ ersity Furthermore, each single type of
tes: corresponds as closely. as possible tu its counterparts at other levels.
These tests wrve different, yet complementary, purposes.

Proficiency tests are gi en at key points in the curriculum, at places
w here students choose to end their foreign language studies, ur w here
.tudents begin a radically different course of study. When appropriately
composed, they acturately describe the skills and know ledge acquired tu
that point. Such tests w uuld include comprehensive doctoral exams,
master's exams, undergraduate majors' comprehensive exams in language
and literature, postrequirement exams, and high school exit exams.'

Placement tests are Oen to students who du not begin a currictdum
with its first course. These tests should examine a Nr ariety uf skills and
place students in the course 1k here they Nrk ill be most fairly challenged.
Such tests would include reading comprehension, listening comprehen-
S1011, and structure at the leastind some form of oral and Nrk ritten
assessment where possible.

Classroom tests are tests given regularly during a course. The.,
should accurately un tsure the immediate content and skills studied w hile
serving a diagnost1, purpose and preparing the student for nitimate
proficienc y testing.

Since each uf these tests serves diffe:ent purposes, each has specific
const rail its oil its composition. Proficiei icy tests, w hich describe a person's
knowledge mid skill and 1k ill be used to determine that persdn's suitability

2
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for a job or further ad\ miced v ork, must be defined primarily by the
characteristics of that next level of use. Placement tests have a Wore
immediate goal they must loc..ac quickly and effectively the next level of
instruction for w hich the student is prepared. Thus, they are oftell shorter
versions of proficiency tests and their structure is more closely linked to
the pals of the curriculum to be entered mid the degree of success of
students already in it. Classroom tests have an even more immediate
purpose they must determine w hat students have learned and how, they
have progressed over a short period of time.

In the perfectly articulated w orld, every high school and univer-
sity \\ ould teach the same curriculum and use the same tests at the
same points, thus alw ays situating students correctly on a continuum.
Classroom tests in high school and at the university would be the same,
thus making placement tests unnect ssary. Moreuvei, since curricular
agreement w uul I imply agreement on the nature of the perfect foreign
language learner, only one type of proficiency test w ould ever be needed.

Since this is not the case, for w hatever reasOns (some good, some
bad), proficiency, placemelit, and classroom tests call wily hope to reflect
one another imperfectly, given the different concerns of the institutions
that use them. In each sepal Ate use, however, they should comprise a
consistent series.

For exaniple, for a master's student interested in &big doctoral NA, u:k

at a major research institution, one needs classroom tests that ealuate
one's progress in literary analy sis, a inat,ter's test that dues more than
describe oral proficiency, and placement tests r.at enable one to compare
the student W, ith other successful doctoral students (e.g., GRES, subject
emuns). For an undergraduate planning to Ltach high sch,ol, one needs
classroom tests that ealuate progress as a teacher and user of the
language, a major's exam that does more than assess the ability to read
literature, and a placement test that enables one to compare the candidate
w ith other successful teachers currently employed. Fur a high school
student unsure of further use of the language, one needs classroom tests
that ealuate progress as a lam iguage user, ail exit exani that desu :bes what
NN as learned and w hat call be dune ith the language, and a placement test
that enables comparison w ith other successful students in die curriculum
of the university or college being considered.
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Even n lore important, skills and content-area knowledge must he as-

sessed consistently and precisely What does an A mean in terms of

performance? 1 low are the differences betwcvn the class grades (an

evaluation of recent w orkr and proficiency assessment (situating perfor-

inance ithni a much largo hierarch) of abilities) made clear? If a grade

includes a speaking assessment, w hat were the evaluative criteria used?

Nk hat does It mean to say that a particular student reads or writes well?

These questions obviously require collaboration betw een high school and

university teachers ill the lollstruction of similar classroom and profi-

cioicy tests.
fhe most important step w t can make in improving articulation

ly.tween high school and university programs is the development of an

effective placement procedun that gives appropriate v. eight to the high

school curriculuni hile accurately assessing the likelihood of success in

the next curricular division the university foreign language major.

University and high school colleagues in Wisconsin have recently

spent several years addressing this issue. Their collaboration has pro-

duced tests io French, Gennanmd Spanish that assess reading compre-

hension, listening comprehelision. mid functional grammatical knowledg

as skills acquired ill high sch, 1 and essential for success at the universily.

1 he reading and listellhig comprehension modules involve questions

on authentic-language passages and conversi.tions that cover a wide

variety of styles, topics, speakers and writers, purposes, lengths, and levels

of difficulty. Questions test the deeoding of factual information and also

require a variety of skills necessary to understand the creation of meaning

in larger contexts. analysis, synthesis, inference and deduction, mogni-

non of main ideas or arguments, temporal sequences, point of view, and

tone. Questions in these modules encourage thinking and intelligent

guessing, for the reading modules, they require skimming and scanning

after the initial reading. The grammatical structure module requirec

s'.udents to select the word or phrase that w ill make the given sentence

grammatically correct and meaningful.
ihese tests have improved our articulation efforts for several rea-

sons: in the first place, they are based in part on the ACTFL Guidelines,
which form the Lash for the high school state curriculum guide and have

begun to affmt innversity curricula, particularly at the first-year level.

Secondly', the tests have been correlated to class grades. Third, the tests
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measure skills, not content mastery, thus, they ret.ognize the value and
requirements of both currieula.

These tests has, enabled us in Wisconsin to identify more effectively,
the course in which high school students should begin then universay
stud) They do not represent another atten.ot by one curricultn t to dictate
the content of anothertnd they arc nut tied to a specific textbook, style of
writing, or gnunmar sequence. Their development has required high
school and university teachers alike to look again at their curricula and
pedagogy , and to find new and better ways to collaborate for the ultimate
benefit of their students.

Conclusion

By eantining the literature on ar ticulation and by discussing the problems.

articulation peses for curriculunt, staff, and testing, the eonclusion is made
that a well-articulated foreign Luguage curriculun: wouldelittunate some
frustrations and anxieties of both students and teachers. To reach this goal
involving secondary, schools and institutious of higher learning, the fol-
lowing need to be done:

The faculties of seconC.acy and postsecondary foreign language
departments Will need to collabot ate in sonic type of forum each
year.

") A curriculum guide similar to the one for secondary sch illoo.s w...
need to be developed for the entry -level courses offered at the
colleges/universities.

3 Secondary curricula ss ill need to be more challenging and more
academic for those interested in the study of literature.

4 Colleges and universities will need to develop more diverse course
offerings to meet the many needs of students.

5 Teacher-training courses will no ' to stress better language skills
and overall teaching methods.

With the number of students now study ing foreign languages in the many
different curricula, We are hopeful that we can take important steps
toward articulated curricula. With people talking to une another at all
levels, we cannot heft. but make improvements that will enhance the
quality of our programs.

elr
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Appendix: Recommendations

As a result of the deliberations at the Second Annual Universit) of
Wisconsin Milts aukee Foreign Language Conference, the Ulm ing rec-
ommendations were presented:

1. That all TAs have previous secondary teaching experience ur a pedag4cal
course to be taken coneurrentb with their univ.rsit} teaching

2. That a DPI-type curriculum guide be developed fir instructors of foreign
languages at all public and prh ate institutions of higher education

.3. That, w hen feasible, an oral-pro&iency -based and c Iturc-based currieu-
hun, to include forelp languages for special purposes, be added to the
already existing literature -bawd curriculum in all public and priv ate institu
tions of higher education

1. That the DPI and Voice of WAFLT provide general information on all
placement te sts. on assessment instruments used fur placement, and on their
respective evaluathe scales, and that this information be distributed to all
public and private seeundary schools, guidance and foreio language depart
men ts. and to district administrations

5. That all institutions of higher education publish in their undergraduate
bulletins the criteria used to evaluate pre% buns language experience on the
part of incoming students and that this information be distiibuted to all
public and private seeundary school guidance and foreign langtiage depart
men ts as well as to district administrators

6. llat tk assessment instnnuents be uniformly administered under optimum
te sting condit and with the reeummendation that the student rev iew that
which he or she has studied prior to the administration of the test

7. That whenever possible there be nu LMIllbilled liathsCs at any level of foreign
language instruction in secondary schools

5. That dialog among K 16 faculty continue throgh workshops and confer
emu s, Academic Alliances, and, or individually established ixrsonal contacts

9. That a statewide advisory group on articulation be organized through the
DPI, the membership is te include langu i. ye teachers (K public and
private., with the reeummendation of the professional association (WAFLT)
and all private school associations

10 That an idea-exehange column be established in the Voice of WAFLT as a
regular feature

11. That al} developments or deusions made w ith respeet to articulation should
be published III the Voice of WAFLT and presented at the annual convention
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12 a. That each unnersity foreign language department have a resource/contact

person who w ould be willing to conic to high schools for presentations

b. That the resource person at the university level also be able and willing to

share rmiews/evaluations of textbooks and computer software

1.3. a. That language departments make a% ailable a syllabus of their third and

fourth semester c1asses (Also included should be the goals of the first four

semesters, the title of the textbook and other books used in these semesters,

and other materials useel an Integral part. .Serested proce-lure: High

school teachers could contact the department's resource person for mailing

the information.)

Is That language departments make a% ailable the description of the place-

ment test as well as the test results as a feedback for high school teachers

14. a. That colleges and similar institutions develop more interest areas or
diversit.% us courses. e.g.. German for science, business, computers; universi-

ties should assess and understand the needs of students so that their language
departments continue beyond the one course required for retroactive credits

b. That compositIon and oral courses be developed alongside the literature

classes

15. a. That the new sletters from all AATs inc:ude more information from
language departments, e.g., cultural events, speakers. fihns that pertain to

specific needs

b. That summer institutes for the southeastern part of Wisconsin, with an

equal number of participants from both high schools and universities, be

estaLlished
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The Practical
Mternative:
Testing the Reading
Comprehension of
Large Numbers of
Students with a
Multiple-Choice
Proficiency Test
Christine M. Campbeill
Defense Language Institute

Many foreign language educators feel somewhat uncomfortable discuss-

ing testing. Although we recognize the need for testing our students'

progress, we do not relish many aspects of the actual processcreating
'he quiz or test, conducting oral interviews, spending hours anguishing

over grades, or watching the disappointed faces of students who are not

doing well when we return grades. Yet we are resigned to the fact that

testing is a necessary part of any foreign language program. Our goal,

then, should be to develop instruments to test our students' proficiency in

the four skills as accurately as possible. Given the duties of the K-12

teacher and the college or university professor, devising good weekly

quizzes and tests is a formidable task.

This paper offers a practical way ror beleaguered teachers of large

classes to test their students' proficiency level in reading comprehension-

99



The Practical Alternative 87

the multiple-choice proficiency test. After briefly review ing proficiency
testing w ithin the field of foreign language education, the article will
outline a series of steps that any foreign language professional can use to
dewlop multiple-choice proficiency tests of reading comprehension.
A general kilo.% ledge of the Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) Skill
Level Descript;.., for Reading (see Appendix B), the ILR Oral Profi-
ciency Inteniew OPI), the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL) Pros isional Proficiency Guidelines (see Appendix
A), and the ACTFL OPI is assumed. The ILR scale will be used to estimate
the proficiency leels of the reading passages discussed, the ACTFL scale,
how exer, orks equally w ell for the purpoNe of developing a multiple-
choice proficiency test of reading comprehension.

Proficiency Testing: An Overview

The ILR scale of language proficiency is in four skill ranges from 0+ to 5,
ith 0-T- designating memorized proficiency and 3, func::onally native

proficiency. According to Lowe (1984, p. 33), the scale w as first intro-
duced thirty years ago for use in the foreign language training and testing
c oinmunity of the federal government. Currently, the U.S. Department of
Defeuse's Defense Language Institute, the U.S. Department of State's
Foreign Service Institute (FSI), the Central Intelligence Agency, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the National Security Agenry, and the
Peace Corps, among others, apply the ILR scale w hen coaducting OPIs
and developing tests.

The ILR scale and OPI have roots in the -Absolute Proficiency
Rating- (APR) system described by Clark (1972, pp. 121 124). Same-
times called the FSI interview, the APR is an FSI testing procedure
consisting of a face-to-face intervim between tw o native or near-native
testers and the exaniinee. The tu o testers converse ith the exan linee for
approximately thirty minutes on diverse concrete and abstract topics. In
the inteniew. the testers also play rules in real-life contexts. At the end of
the interview, the testers use a scale from 1 to 5with 1 referring to
elementary proficiency and 5 native or bilingual proficiency to give oni
holistic score for speaking and listening.

In 1981, ACTFL and the Educational Testing Service (ETS) used the
ILI1 scale to construct the current ACTFL scale. The tw o scales differ in
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88 Realizing the Potential of Foreign Language Instruction

how they a..sess examinee performance. at the lo er levels of proficiency .

the ACTFL scale m aluates pet-km-lance at the beginning stages of
language learning more closely than does the ILR scale (see Appendix C).
In the ACTH.. scale, -Novice Mid- is the first level at which the stude-nt is
able to operate in the target language, although in only a very limited
capacity. The highest level of proficiency attainable is the "Superior-
rating. According to Liskin-Gasparro (1983), the scales an; conunensu-
rate. i.e.. scores obtained from interviews rated on the ACTFL scale
correlate with the major levels on the ILR scale.

A review of the professional literature about the ILR scale and the
DPI reveals a great number of articles about the speaking skill (Clark,
1978, contains several: See also Jones, 1975, Low e and Liskin-Gasparro,
1982) In contrast, relatively few studies deal specifically w ith reading and
listening (Byrnes, 1984, Canale, 1984, Larson and Jones, 1983; Phillips,
1984) As Lowe (1978) obsen es. -I listorically , the ILII has devoted most
of its attention to speaking, sonic attention to reading, and much less to
listening and writing- (p. 13). A recent study by Lange and Lowe (1988)
indicates that the reading proficiency standard, which can be applied to
either the ACTH.. or the ILR scale, can be learned and passages can be
ranked and rated amordingly.

Writing the Multiple-Choice Proficiency Test
for Reading Comprehension

Rep I: Familiarizing Oneself with the ILR or the ACTFL Scale

The first step in developing an accurate qui/ or test of reading proficiency
is to attain a working knowledge of either the ILR or the ACTFL scale.
The primar) way to attain this w orking know ledge is to become an oral
proficiency tester certified hy either ACTFL ur the federal government.
ILR proficiency testing w orkshop., are usually restricted to federal gm -
ernment personnel, but ACTFL regularly offers oral proficiency work-
shops, at sites across the country, to all foreign language teachers. The
intensive four-day A( :TFL orkshop prepares participants to conduct the
ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview (ACTFL DPI). The ACTFL OPI
differs from the ILR DPI in the type of rating scale used: the ACTFL
DPI applies the ACTFL scale, w hile the ILR OPI applies the ILR scale.
Although the ACTFL DPI workshop concentrates specifically on speak-
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ing as a skill, with sonic study and practice the w orkshop graduate can
successfully apply the know ledge learned in the speaking skill workshop

to reading.
Foreign language teachers ho are not certified proficiency testers

can study the ILR Lauguage Skill Level Descriptions for reading or the

ACTFL Provisional Proficiency Guidelines for reading, both of which
include the respective scales. They can then select authentic reading

passages and attempt to rate the proficiency levels of the passages using

either of the two scales.

Step 2: Adopting the Single-Passage, Single-Item Test Design

The Defense Language Institute (DU), a facility of the federal government

dedicated to instruction and research in federal language education,
develop standardized tests of foreigm language proficiency called the

Defense Language Institute Proficiency Tests (DLPTs) The first three

generations of DLPTsI, II, and IIIadopted the traditional single-
passage, multiple-item test design. The "item" is the test question about

some aspect of the reading passage. In this test design, a reading passage is

followed by several (typically five) items about the passage.

The latest generation of DLPTsthe DLPT IVhas a single-
passage, single-item test design. In this test design, a reading passage is
followed by unly one item about the passage. The single-passage, single-

item test design has several distinct advantages over the single-passage,
multiple-item test design. First, each passage in the single-passage, single-

item test design has only one item. Typically, a profHency-oriented item

on a reading passage requires the examinee to understand the essence, not

the detail, of the passage. (A discrete-point item focusing on just one detail

such as. a name or date does not adequately test the examinee's general

proficiency level. Even native speakers cannot readily retrieve detailed
information about a passage that they have just read.) A discrete-point

item should nut appear in a prof_cieney test unless the purpose of the item

is to assess the exanlinee's ability to find a detail in the Passage At Level 0,

such items are the norm, at Level I and above, however, items testing a

detail are rare.
In figure 8-1, a 0+ further references to levels are HAI) reading

passage in Tagalog, the principal language of the Philippines, illustrates

the idea.
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From the classified section of a newspaper:

WANTED: Laba Linis 700 Into 1,300 Yaya 950 WIres 600
86780 7314272 7118820 783531 Boys (30)

Question: According to this ad, what is the calary )1" a babysittei?
A. 950
B. 600
C. 700
D. 1,300

The translation is
%%ANTED- Lauodress/Cleaning 1% onlan 700 Cook 1,300 B4mtter 950 11altress 600

86780 7314272 7118820 783531 Boy

The correct answer is, therefore, A.

Figure 8-1. Reathog passage and item in Tagalog

Second, single:passage, single-item test design does not tax the
student's memory in listening comprehension tests. For exalaple, in
the conventional single-passage, multiple-item test of listening compre-
hension, the examinee hears the passage once (perhaps twice if the
passage is at a lower level of proficiency). Then the examinee must answer
several items, typically five, based on the content of the passage. The items
in tests of this type often focus on information of a detailed nature. Even
native speakers cannot accurately recall all information heard in radio
broadcasts, television news, overheard conversation, etc. To ask the
examinee to do so, therefore, does not produce valid results.

Third, single-passage, single-item test design simplifies the item
analysis procedures used in the development of standardized tests.

Typically, a multiple-choice test item includes an orientation (an
introduction that "sets the stage" for the passage), a passage (or stimulus),
a stem (test problem), and options (possible responses A, B, C, and D).
Only the test passage is in the target language; the other parts of the item
are in English.

English is used instead of the target language for all parts of the test
item except the passage because the goal of a foreign language proficiency
test of reading is to evaluate the examinee's ability to comprehend reading
material in the target language. The examinee's ability level can be
determined most clearly when the passage is in the target language and the
stem or test problem is stated in the examinee's native language. When all
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parts of a test item are in the target language, one cannot determine with

any certainty vs, hether examinees Vki ho did not answer a test item correctly

failed to do so because they did not understand the passage, the stem or

test problem, the options (responses A, B, C, Lnd D), or the entire (est item.

Using the target language for only the passage eliminates this problem and

provides a more di, ect measure of the examinee's ability to comprehend

the target language passage itself.

Step 3: Selecting Authentic Reading Passages
Using the ILR or the ACTFL Scale

To develop a proficiency -oriented quiz or test in reading comprehension,

it is critical to use authentic passages. Only authentic passages will provide

the real-life context so essential to proficiency growth. Reading passages

should be in the target language. Materials of various types and styles (e.g.,

news, literature, etc.) on a wide range of topics can serve as sources
for authentic reading passages (see Appendix A). Of course, for students

at the lower levels of the ILR and ACTFL scales (i.e., 0+ to-1 of the ILR
scale), passages will generally be limited to signs, newspaper announce-
ments, adver tisei nen ts, bulletin board information, instructions and direc-

tions, memoranda, invitations, and tourist ,Iformation such as travel

brochures.
The length of the passage should be appropriate to the level. At DLI,

passages to be included in the DLPT IV are never longer an 120 words; a

passage at Level 0+ may typically contain as few as two or as many as
twenty words. (The testing dix ision at DLI does not set a minimum or
maxirnuni number of w, ords for a reading passage at aspecific proficiency

level; the natural tendency is, however, for the length of a reading passage

to increase as the proficiency level rises.)
The passage should not be highly technical or easily dated. It should

reflect a representative sample of the types of reading materials that
students are expected to read in real life. The passage should not be
edited in any way unless it is too long or contains errors that prevent

the reader from understanding the message(s) contained in the passage. If

the passage is edited, the end result must be self-contained and well-

organized.
It is important to note here that the test writer's initial estimate of the

level of a reading passage is not final. When the test writer later creates a
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multiple-choice item, he or she will assign a holist;c, definitive level for
both the passage and the item as a unit.

Step 4: Writing 114... nrinntation

The orientation is an introduction to the item that "sets the stage' by
providing the test taker with information about the setting of the passage.
In a reading comprehension quiz or test, the orientation can include source
information. (The orientation in the DLPT IN's at DLI is in English and
does not exceed twenty words.)

A sample 0+ reading passage in Tagalog NN ith its orientation appears
in figiire 8-2.

Orient_tion: A sign in a building:
BANYO
(

The translation is
BESTHOOM

Ma's)

Figure 8-2. Heading passage in 'Riga log

step 5: Devising the Stem

The stem is the question or problem that the examinees must answer
about the reading passage. Implicit in the stem is a language task. For
example, reading numbers is a langtiage task typical of Level 0+; another
language task at this level is reading isolated words and phrases. The tasks
for each proficiency level are implicit in the ILR Skill Level Descriptions
and ACTFL Provisional Proficiency Guidelines.

The stem takes one of two forms: (1) a complete sentence in the form
of a yiestion; (2) a partial sentence that forms a declarative sentence with
the key or correct answer. The stem in the DLPT Ik's at DLI is in English
and does not exceed twenty words.

The test writer should formulate a stem with a language task at the
same level as the level of the vocabulary and structures in the passage.
Tha:- is, if the test writer assigns Level 0+ to a passage, he or she should
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formulate a stem w ith a 0+ language task. It should be expressed in clear,

concise language. It should be stated positively and without absolutist
adverbs such as "always," "never," "forever," etc., and without gelzral
qualifiers such as "perhap.," "usually," "sometimes," etc. The examinee

who understands the passage thoroughly should be able to answer the
question without looking at the A, B, C, and D choices. The stem should

be stated in such a w ay that only one correct answer can be selected from

among the choices.
A sample of 0+ reading passage in I Iebrew with its stem appears in

figure 8-3.

From the hitroduction of an almanac:

fru tiito
STEM; Wht does this section of the 4ilmanac contain?

The translation is
Israel from aleph to tav (i.e.. Israel from A to 74

Figure 8-3. Reading passage and stein in I lebrew

Step 6: Creating the Options

The optionsA, B, C, Dare the four choices given to the examinee. The

options, which appear in English, can be IN ords, phrases, or sentences.
The maximum length per option is twenty NN (gds. The examinee must pick

the correct answer from the options. The correct option is the key; the

incorrect opts.ns are called distractors.
I looshmand (1988) suggests that w hen fonnuLting the options, test

writers ask themselves the following questions:

1. Does each option follow grammatically and logically from the

stem?
2. Are the optiuns uf approximately equal length and complexity?
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3. Are the options equally concrete or abstract?
4. Is the item free of synonymous distractors?
5. Is there clearly only one best answer?
6. Are all distractors plausible?

A sample Level 1 readirg item in Hebrew appears in figure 8-4.

An advertisement in a catalog:

31 1511
3,11m15u avax-31

iltn3D 31131D)3 * 139 noht 71/
nnto 5wpa * 822601

lynx 111p3 *
rt11 51p Irmn *

5)3VA *

STEM: What does Mr. Gokl's store sell?
A. Electrical appliances and equipment
B. Heavy machinery for construction
C. Gardening and landscaping equipment
D. Sporting goods and equipment

The translation is
Cold Dov
Tel-Aviv

Derech Shlomo Road 139
Telephone 822601

TdeAsions
%Vv.shing machines

Cooking and baking stows and owns
ft Amcor refrigerators

Figure 8-4. Reading passage and item in llebrewFhal version4

When devising a correct answer or key for a passage like the one
above, the test writer may need to categorize some of the elements. For
example, the key for the item in figure 8-4 reads "(A) Electrical appliances
and equipment," although these w ords do not apear in the test passage
itself.
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Step 7: Checking and Revising tbe Item

It is imperative that the test writer review the item for flaws in logic,

grammar, and format. The test writer must also assure that the level of the

language task implicit iii the stein is the same as the level of the vocabulary

and structures in the passage. Fur example, if the test writer assigns Level

0+ to a passage, he or she must formulate a stein with'a 0+ language task.

The item in figure 8-4, which appears here in its final form, underwent

extensive revision because of an imbalance between the levei of the task in

the stein and the level of the vocabulary and structures in the passage.

Compare the sample Level 1 item in its final form in figure 8-4 with the

same item in its preliminary form in figure 8-5.

Information front a catalog:

rmmtu * alzw5n
ricra 31131D)3 * 139 ri>351,

822601 1,65t,rm)51vpa nmi *
i)prm rnpt3 *

rrn 5)p )rni *
5ron *

STEM: What does Mr. Cold's store sell?
A. Television sets, radios, and elect:ical aecessorio
B. Washing machines and phonographs
C. Power drills, refrigerators, and electeical conk
D. Various amplifiers and sound filters

Figure 8-5. Heading pawige and item in I lebre% Premilinary version

In the preliminary form of the orientation, the examinee was given

the general information on the source of the passage "Informatinn from

a catalog." As the purpose of the orientation is to provide the examinee

with an introduction to the context of the passage, the orientation was

rewritten to include more explicit information "An advertisement in a

catalog."
The preliminary stern, which obliges the examinee te read the entire

passage in ( !er to answer the question, was used unchanged as the final
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stem The preliminary key and distractors, however, required substantial
revision The preliminary key "(lk) Thlaision sets, radios, and electrical
accessories" did not adequately .msw er the stem "What does Mr. Cold's
store sell?" In addition to "television sets, radios, and electrical
accessories," Mr. Cold's store sells w ashing machines, cooking and baking
stoves and ovens, refrigerators, and tape recorders. Theoretically,
the examinee who understands thepassage could answer the test question
with all the appliances and equipment listed in the advertisement;
however, the preliminary key referred only to "television sets, radios, and
electrical accessories." The preliminary key was, therefore, incomplete.

The preliminary key and distractors had other flaws. They were
written to complement a stem w ith a language task at Lewl OT reading
isolated words and phrases. Distractor B, for example, asks the examinee
to recognize the words "w ashing machines" from the list in the advertise-
ment and to determine that "phonographs" is not in the list. Testing the
examinee's understanding of isolated w ords and phrases is more typical
for a 0+ passage and stem than for a 1 to high 1 passage and stem.
Distractors C and D, in addition to testing the examinee's understanding
of isolated words and phrases, contain ocabulary that is 11- or 2 in level.
(Consider, for example, "power drills," "amplifiers," and "sound filters.")

Because of the kinds of problems described above, it is critical that
the test writer check each item w ith several other teachers of the language
who have some knowledge of the ILR or ACTH, scale. Ideally, the test
writer could validate the multiple-choice items by asking a group of thirty
or more students to take the test as a noncredit exercise. Then it would be
possible to study how the students responded to each multiple-choice
item, e.g., what percentages picked thy key and each of the distractors.
This information could be useful if the test writer should ever want to
devise a quasi-standardized test for a determined group of students at a
specific point in the course or program.

Conclusion

Most foreign language educators recognize testing as a necessary compo-
nent of the teaching-learning process. Devising quizzes and tests that
accurately measure the examinee's proficiency level in the four skills can
be an overwhelming challenge. The multiple-choice format, properly
used, ensures objectivity and ease in test-item correction. The teacher who
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follows the seven steps dmribed above will not only produce a profes-

sional quiz or test of proficiency in reading comprehension; he or she will

also be able to dedicate the tink saved in grading to improving teaching

methodology. establishing greater rapport with the students, and discov-

ering other way s of creating the best possible learning environment

Notes

I. For further inforniation. plmse contact Con mlandant. The Defense Language Institute. ACNE,

ES-T t Dr. Campbell). Piesitho of Monter*. CA 93944.5006. (405) 647-5391/5455.

2. Note that It IS customary to find w ords in English interspersed in Tap log tests "Boy a typical
mckmunem the Philippines. Is the first name of the person w hom the reader is to contact abeut the

Job position.
a The passage is a reproduction of a sign seen in Manila. the Philipp:nes.

4. Onecoukl argue that the stem contains a language task reading isolated words and phrases;

however, the vocabulary in the reading passage is at kw! I to high I. The resulting imbalance
between language task and socabulary in the passage forees the test writer to exploit the other

langnage tast sat a I to high I that are implicit m the stem Al) reading and understanding-known

language elements that haw been recombined m new w s to achiew different meanings at a

semilar kwl of sunplicity and 2, reading -sunple language 4.-ontaining only the highest frt-zpeeney

st met eiral pat tenis and vocabulary Ind udingshared inteniational wtabulary items and copates.-
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Appendix:
Defense Language Institute Item Writers Workshop

TEXT TYPE BY ILR LEVEL; READING

TEXT TYPE
,......1.

1

,........

2

A.:a-,

3 4

travel brochures x

bulletin hoard information x

invitations x

tourist information x

instructions x x x x

newspaper announcements x x

memoranda x x

directions x x

advertisements x x x

texts for mid-elementary native speaker x

narrative reporting (acckients, robberies, interest stories) x

TV/film reviews x x

special areas for nonspecialist x

material in one's professional field x

opinion pieces x x

editorials x x

commentary x x

literary pieces x x

"think" pietrs x

1 12



9
Global Assessment of
Writing Proficiency
Claus Reschkel
University of Houston

-Practice makes perfect.- Nowhere does this saying have greater validily
than in the foreign language classroom, especially when it comes to
developing students' writing skills. At once, however, teachers are faced
with two questions. First, how, are w e going to motivate our students to
write often and meaningfully? Second, how do we find the time in our
already overcrowded schedules to correct the resulting compositions and
return them to our students quickly? The first of these questions has been
addressed elsewhere (Reschke, 1987 and 1989), this article addresses tile
second.

Once students are motiN ated to w rite eagerly, the teachercan increase
the number of writing assignments tw o-, three-, or even fourfold. To
provide the necessary feedback quickly, however, the classroom teacher
must find an alternative to the usual time-consuming method of reading
carefully, correcting the errors, and grading. This article describes one
such alternative: a global evalua m and grading system using a holistic
approach. Although the specific examples presented in this articlerelate to
the teaching of German, teachers of any language can adapt the
techniques illustrated here to the teaching of their own languages.

The system for evaluating writing skills proposed here is rapid and
effective. Although it should not replace the standard error correction and
evaluation method for written w ork, it can be used for 50 percent of all
compositions assigned during a semester, especially those of 200 words or
more.
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Description of Procedure

A holistic assessment and grading procedure is already used in the College

Board's Advanced Placement Program (AP), where it allows hundreds of

teachers of English and foreign languages to cope efficiently and ac-

curately with the tens of thousands of student essays written yearly by AP

candidates. The procedure is basically as follows: each student composi-

tion is evaluated globally according to a set of scales that takes into

consideration the following elements:

1. Proper and appropriate use of vocabulary

2. Effective use of grammar
3. Clarity and structure of the composition

4. Effec tive and appropriate use of idioms

5. Overall style

Two aspects in a global assessment of any linguistic performance, regard-

less of modality, are especially important in assessing writing skills. First,

the focus of the evaluation shifts horn the usual preoccupatior with

student errors to what the student does well and correctly. Second, the

degree to which the student succeeds in expressing and communicating

his or her ideas plays a central role in the evaluation process.

Over the past six years, this writer has modified the College Board's

nine-point AP scale slightly for use by foreigm language classroom

teachers; the range of scores from 1 to 9 has been kept intact, but the upper

half of the scale has been extended to include a 4 as Pn acceptable score

(see table 9-1).2 The revised scale has been repeatedly field-tested in a

number of German classrooms.
The basic scale in table 9-1, with its minimal descriptions, would have

very limited value without a more complete description of each of the five

proficiency levels it identifies. This is the purpose and function of

articulated scale (table 9-2). The two versions of the scale complement

eacb other, with the basic scale (frequently labeled "the gut scale" by

insiders) serving both as an initial and as a final check in the evaluation

process.
The final "additional comments" in table 9-2 apply especially in cases

where a student has learned the rudiments and formal aspects of the target
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Table 9-1
Holistic Essay Grading Scale:

Basic ScaleRange and Minimal Description

Upper Half
9 Demonstrates superior writing skills
8
7 Demonstrates strong writing skills
6

5 Demonstrates competent writing skills
4

Lower Half
3 Suggests incompetent writing skills
2
1 Demonstrates incompetent writing skills

Adapted by Reschke frum the Cu liege Buard's Ad% anced Placelnent Program in German

lu Interpret tabk 9-1, une nmst be ass are that the, anuus points un tk bask scak are not points per se,

but more properly defmmuns uf upper ,md losser buundaries of une of five profkiency lewis. The
nine-point holistic evalnahun and grading st,ale pruposed hert currelates fairly closely with the nine-

point ACTFUETS wnhng proficiency scale (see Appendix A) and also with similar writing
assessment scales currently in use in such states as Wisconsin, Nebraska, Minnesota, Texas, and
Cahforma. In contrast, the relatiunslup betswen tk five pruficiency levels of the proposed holistic

scale and the range of the traditional letter grades A through F is only superficial.

language informally -on the street,- either by living in the target language
country for a number of years or by hearing the target language at home,

where one or both parents are native speakers of the language.
Each of the five level descriptions of the articulated scale contains

some key words and phrases that are of particular importance to the
evaluator-teacher. For range 9 8 these include demonstrates superiority;
outstanding control, few significant errom, demonstrates broad com-
mand; obvious fluency. For range 7-6 the key phrases are demonstrates
sirung command of the target language; some grammatical inaccuracies
and errors, good, not ahn, ay s accurate, use of vocabulary and idioms. The
key phrases for range 5-4 include demonstrates good to acceptable
use . . . , suggests the candidate h basically competent; serious grammat-
ical and syntactic errors, less impressive range of vocabulary and idioms;
recurring doubts about competence.
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Table 9-2
Holistic Essay Grading Scale: Articulated Scale

Upper-Half Responses
9 to 8 Demonstrates superiority through outstandingcontrol of the language with

regard to syntax, grammar, idiomatic usage, and vocabulary. The student
makes few significant errors and demonstrates a broad command of the

language and obvious fluency. The difference between an 8 and a 9 is one of

degree.
7 to 6 Demonstrates strong command of the target language with, hov wer, some

grammatical inaccuracies and errors and some awkwardness of expression.

Shows good, although not always accurate, use of vocabulary and idioms.

Errors do not detract from the generally clear demonstration of compe-

tence. The difference between a 6 and a 7 is one of degree (quality, fluency).

5 to 4 Demonstrates good to acceptable use of the language and suggests that the

candidate is basically competent. The student makes occasional serious
grammatical and syntactic errors and has a less impressive range of
vocabulary and idioms than a student in the category above. There are

occasional signs of fluency in the written work. Recurring doubt about the

competence of a student lowers the score to a 4.

Lower-Half Responses
3 to 2 Weak use of the language suggests incompetence. The composition displays

numerous errors and frequently uses anglicisms and/or English syntax and

thought patterns. The composition contains sentences that paraphrase or
essentially repeat what has been stated earlier, lists activities and places or

things in series without giving reasons, and/or forces interpretation on the

part of the reader. The lack of an occasional redeeming feature, such as the

correct use of advanced grammaticalconstructions and vocabulary, tends to

lower the score to a 2. (Getting a simple sentence grammatically correct now

and then is not a sufficiently redeeming feature.)

I Clear demonstration of incompetence. The student has little or no sense of

syntax and has few vocabulary resources. The content of the student's
written work is essentially incomprehensible Germanized English.

Additional Comments:
a. One point is subtracted if the essay or composition does not address the

assigned topic.
b. One point is subtracted if the essay or composition is poorly organized or is

substantially shorter than called for (i.e., less than 90percent of the assigned

length).
c. One point is added if the essay or composition is especially well organized

and well written.
d. No more than two points are deducted from any essay or composition.

e. In case of doubt about what score to assign to an essay or composition (a

high 6/low 7 or a strong 7/weak 8), the spelling is carefully looked at. If it is

obviously phonetic and poor (many errors), the lower score is assigned.

Adapted by Reschke from the College Board's Advanced Placement Program in German
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Descriptions for the lower half of the scale also include a number of
key words and phrases to which the evaluator must be alert. For range
3-2, for example, these are weak use of the language; suggests incompe-
tence; frequently uses anglicisms and/or English syntax and thought
patterns; sentences paraphrase or essentially repeat; lists activities and
placPs/ things in series, withoutgiving reasons; forces interpretation; lack
of an occasional redeeming feature. And finally, range 1 presents its
special problems: clear demonstration of incompetence; little or no sense
of syntax; few vocabulary resources; essentially Germanized English.

When grading a student's composition holistically, the classroom
teacher does not correct or identify any errors found. Instead, the teacher
writes a short evaluative comment at the end of the composition that
addresses the student's success in handling the written assignment in terms
of content and structure. If desired, the teacher may also, in summary
fashion, identify the most frequent and most serious grammatical errors
the student made, especially if those errors impede communication.
Finally, the teacher writes a letter grade on the holistically graded
composition, preferably a split grade reflecting both the effectiveness of
the content/communication and the proper use of grammar, to indicate
the student's achievement in carrying out the assigned task.

Application

To illustrate the suggested procedure, the grading scales shown in tables
9-1 and 9-2 will now be applied to several student essays. (Some of these
have been truncated, but all are in "pristine" condition, i.e., except for
shortening they are printed here just as the students wrote them.) The
evaluator should read each essay quickly to determine at once, globally,
whether it belongs in the upper or lower half of the basic scale and, more
precisely, whether it belongs in the5-4 to 9-8 or the 3-2 range. Only then
should the evaluator substantiate the first impression by applying the
more detailed criteria and descriptions of the articulated scale to the
composition.

The assignment for the first theme was to imagine what would
happen "if" (exhibit 9-1). This type of writing assignment can be used for
students at any level, i.e., as early as the second semester of a beginning
(college) course (after the students have learned the rudiments of the
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Exhibit 9-1
Wenn MI ein Gespent wiire . . .

enn ich ein Gespent ware, k6nnte ich nerd fliegen. Ich könnte miter

dem Boden, dumb den Himmel, in Ihrer Suppe, oder Ober Ihrcm Kopf

fliegen, und mit dieser Macht k6nnte ich allerlei Komisches machen, Aber

was w(irde ich eigentlich machen?
Ich ginge zum Gott des Schlafes, der Morpheus genannt wird. Er

wohnt in einer dunklen Hale, die liegt funfzig Kilometer unter dem Boden.

Hier fliistem einige tiefe Fhisse, worin dicke, langsame Fische mit grogen,

geschlossenen Augen schwinmien. An der Wiinde hiingt warmes, griines

Moos. Ilier ginge ich, uin versehiedene Traume zu stehlen. Ich würde die

Ho hue des Morpheqs vorsichtig eintreten, ohne ilm aufzuwecken. Neben

ihm liegen ally seinen Traunie auf dein Boden. Sie wiiren schtrntzig, weil

Morpheus keine Arbc:t macht. Er schliift immer. Mit diesen neuen Triiumen

liftge id nach der Stadte, und stOrte id gute, unschuldige I cute withrend

der stillen Nacht. . . .

subjunctive), and also for the most advanced students, who can be asked

to support and defend, not merely state, their opinions about a social,

economic, or political issue or problem.

Exhibit 9-1, which clearly deals creatively with the topic in the realm

of the ima ation, was rated a 5. The writer uses throughout some

interesting st.ectures and vocabulary: Ich ginge zum Gott des Seldafes,

der Aforplwus genannt wird, and Hier flastern einige tiefe Fhisse, worin

dicke, langsame Fische mit grofien, geschlossown Augen selevimmen.

Although the writing is by no means free of grammatical or vocabulary

errors, the question is, to what extent do these errors impede the

communication process? Our examination suggests that the errors are not

subqantial enough to create recurring doubts abont dr writer's basic

competence in the target language. This writing sample demonstrates,

indeed, "good to acceptable use of the language and suggests that the

candidate is basically competent," as the articulated scale describes the

third of its five proficiency levels.
For exhibit 9-2 the writer's task was to select an inanimate. object and

then personify it. Exhibit 9-2 was rated a 2. The use of the target language

is weak; the errors in syntax, grammar, and vocabulary are so numerous

that they suggest that the student's writing skills are still at th "ineompe-

1 1 8
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Exhibit 9-2
Ein Schuh

Ich bin ein Schuh. Icb kammvon einem Kaufbaus in der Schuabteilung.
Ich kaufte bei ein jungen Mann. Icb bin einer roten Schuh, und ich bin einer
Laufschuh. Ich zog einem FuB jeden Morgen an. Und ich nalrn einen Full
nach dem Tag aus. Ich gebe in die Stadt jeden Mittag und gehe Ober die
SteinstraBe. Meine Schuhsohle forclerte auf der Steinstralle aus. Nach dem
Tag kaufe ich MaBeschuh. Ich habe an die Wand geworfen, oder unter das
Bett. Ich will nach der Woche in die Waschmaschine waschen.

Ich wanderte durch die Park in der Nacht. Ich gehe auf das Gras und im
Winter gehe ich auf die Schneeeiche. Im Winter kriege ich nach dem Schritt
die KO lte. Wann gehe ich in die Park, ich sehe viele Schuh und Laufschuh.
Warm kriege ich das Alter, ich babe weggeworfen.

tent" level. Some of the sentences are incomprehensible, such as Meine
Shuhsohle forderte auf der Strafie aus, and Ich zog einem Fi43 jeden
Morgen an; other sentences can only be understood if the reader translates
them back into English (Ich willnach der Woche in die Waschenrnaschi-
ne waschen). However, a few of the express:ons the writer uses warrant a
glimmer of hope, such as Ich wanderte . . . in der Nacht, or perhaps even
bn Winter kriege ich . . . die &ate. Are these expressions adequate
examples of "an occasional redeeming feature," as table 9-2 requires for a
3 rating? They are not; hence the 2 rating.

The third sample essay comes from a class that had read and
discussed a short story by Theo Schmich, Nichts zu machen," in which
the topic is military toys and their effect on children. The general topic
addressed in exhibit 9-3 is whether toys of this type should be illegal to sell.
Exhibit 9-3 was rated a 6. Although it repeatedly demonstrates strong
writing skills, it contains a number of awkward expression (Um die
Effekte der Waffe beizubringen) and basic grammatical errors that
impinge upon and weaken its overallquality and disrupt the easy flow of
communication that one expects from a 7.

This easier flow and greater linguistic fluency is evident, however, in
exhibit 9-4. The topic is once again "What if.. . . ?"
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Exhibit 9-3
Eine wichtige Warnung

Bang! Bang! Du bist tot!", schric das Kind, ills er durch das Zimmer

rannte.
I lör aufl", vcrlangte seine Mutter. LaB mich schen, was in deiner

I land ist, well wean du ein Spielzeuggewehr hiitte, miiste ich dich bestrafen.

Dein Vater und ich haben dir tausendmal gesagt, daB du mit keinen

Spilzeugwaffen spielen kannst."
Aber Mutter. Ich habe keine Spielzeuggewehr.", winselte das Kind.

Es ist nur eine Banane, die ich mirvorstelle, ein Cewehr zu seie

Die Mutter hichelte ein Liicheln eines Verlierers. Wann wird das Kind

lento], daB cr mit keinen Spielzeuggewehr spielen sollte? Ihrer Meinung

nach sollte (kr Verkauf von Spielzeuggewehre tmd anderem militfirischen

Spielzeug gesetzlich verboten werden. Ihre Griinde sind personlich. Ihr

Kind spielt mit diesen Spielzeugen und es gefiillt ihr nicht. Es gefiillt anderen

Leiden auch nicht, aber die Antwort ist nicht, der Verkauf von Spielzeug-

waffen zu verbieten. Wie es in dieser Geschichte stcht, können die Kinder

sich alles vorstellen, ein Gewehr zu sein. Die Eltern mfissen den Kindern den

Ernst von den Effekten der Waffen beibringen. Wenn die Kinder friihzeitig

sind, dann werden sie viellicht mit keinen Spielzeugwaffen spielen.

Um die Effekte der Waffen beizubringen, inuB man zeigen, daB es eine

Unterschieden zwischen femsehen tot und echter Tod gibt. Man ist fernseh-

ento, wenn man im Fernsehen stirbt und die niickste Woche in einem

anderen Programm zurfickauftritt. Ein echter Tod ist kein Fernsehenpro-

gram. Man kann nie zurfickkommen. Die Eltern sollten das Betrag vom

Femsehen regulieren, das die Kinder aussehen. Sie sollten auch die Filme

regulieren, die die Kinder aussehen. . . .

Exhibit 9-4 belongs at the upper end of the proficiency scale. Perhaps it

does not clearly demonstrate time superiority in the use and control of the

target language that warrants a rating of 9, but it does demonstrate a

strong command of the language, especially in paragraphs 2 and 4. It also

demonstrates excellent control over grammar, syntax, vocabulary, and

idioms, a greater control of these elements than one would expect from a

7, but perhaps not quite the "outstandingcontrol" one expects from a 9; it

does, after all, contain some basic grammatical errors that impede the

easy flow of communication. That does not mean that an essay rated a 9

must be flawless; but the description of the articulated scale for a 9
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Exhibit 9-4

Der Mensch ist ein Blinder, der von] Schen Triiumt

In unserer Gesellschaft lie& es sich besser leben, wenn alle Menschen

blind waren. Es gabe dadurch vieks Vorteile. Vide Faktoren die heutzut age

wiehtig sind, wiiren dann nebensachlich. Zum Beispid, die Leute warden

nicht naeh floe I Inutfarbe beurteilt. Das Sprichwort Kleider machen

Leute" war& total wei;fallen. Das Aussehen des Mensthens ware dadurch

auth nicht so bedeutend.
Wenn allc Menschen blind wiiren, Me die I lautfarbe keinen Unter-

schied machen. Die Leute wüJen gleieltherechtigt behandelt und nicht

nach ih rer lautfarbe. Die Minderheit butte hiermit vielleicht mehr Gelegen-

heit, Arbeit y.0 bekommen und auth mehr Aufstiegsmoglichkeiten in dein

Bemf. Es warde sich nicht nur im Benifsleben 7.eigen, sondem with im

Alltag warden die Leute sich besser verstehen und besser miteinander aus-

kommen. Die Persiinlichkeit wiirde den ersten Eindruck machen und nicht

die I laud:Li-be. Leute wiirden versuchen, mein- in einer Gesellschaft zusam-

inow.uwohnen und nitht rassenmaBig aufgeteilt sein. Vide Stereotypen

warden auch verschwinden. Die Blinden könnten niimlich sich kein Vorur-

teil von ihren Mitmenschen
machen, ohne sie naher zu kennen.

Far blinde Leete ware die Kleidung eines Menschcns auch nicht mehr

bedeutend. Es gibt namlich viele Personen, die nach der Kleidung urteilen.

Zum Beispiel, viele gehen mit der neuesten Mode und haben lifter ausgefal-

lene Sachen an. Mnn sic jemand begegnen, der nicht so modebewuf3t ist,

dann meinen sie, er ist ilmen nicht wiirdig. I3linde warden die neuesten

Moden nicht so wichtig finden.

Das Aussehen eines Menschens ware fru. die Blinden auth nicht so

maf3gebend. Sie wiirden mehr die Qualitaten eines Menschens schiitzen

anstatt our das Aufkre. Im Berdsleben ware esdaim viel wichtiger, einegute

Ausbildung und Went zu haben anstatt nur scion auszusehen. Gutausse-

hende Leute kOnnten sieh nicht mehr nur auf ihr Aussehen vedassen. Sie

maBten midi hart arbeiten wic die anderen, urn weiterzukommen.

Aus diesen Granden finde ich, dai3 es sich in unserer Gesellschaft viel

besser leben lie0e, wenn ally Leute blind wiiren.

contains the key phrase "demonstrates superiority through outstanding

control."This essay does not quite meet that standard; hence, it was rated

an 8.
The final two essays illustrate essentially the same level of proficiency

in the target language, yet ea:ii does so in a very different way. In exhibit
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Exhibit 9-5
Die Steintreppe

Ich bin eine Steintreppo vor einem Ilaus im London, und ich bin fast

achtzig Jahre alt. Ich bin mit Zement und Silbersand gebaut. Obwohl feb

sehr stark bin, eine twiner Ecken verkrihnelt ist. Wine Seiten sind veraltet

und abgestumpft, weil so viele Leute auf mir getreten sind. Auf einer den

Stufen liegt eine Fufklecke. Eine Spinne wohnt danmter. Pf !amen meigen

in der Niiihe von mir, die im Frilliling bhihen.
Wtmn Sommer konunt, dann bin kb froh. Das Wetter ist warm, es gibt

Sprahnen mid manchmals scheint die Sonne! Leute treten wit Sandalen

oder barfun auf meine Stufen. MI Winter ist es kalt. Ich bin mit Schee und

Eis bedeckt, und manclunal ist einen Unfall geschehen. Die Leute tragen

Stiefel. Stiefel tun mir web.
Ich kenne die Leute, die im I iause wohnen an ihren Unterbekleidung!

ich bemerke, wie die Moden wechseln. Muddier) finden es modisch, I Losen

zu tragen. Natiirlich sehe ich auch Strihnpfe, Unterrikke, und gekriiuselte

Unterhosen! Ich %will, was ein schottische Mann unter scm Schottenröck-

chen triigt!
Ich hoffe, da0 Leh hier bleiben werde. Id will das Jahr 2000 erfahren.

9-5, an inanimate object (the front steps of a house in London) is
personified; in exhibit 9-6, the writer pretends to be a famous person.

The author of exhibit 9-5 displays a light, even humorous touch,

especially in the final paragraph, exhibit 9-6, too, is not without humor,

but the humor is of a different naturemore indirect, more subtle and

self-depreciating. Both essays were rated at the 5 4 level, the first a strong

4 and the second a weak 5. For all practical purposes, however, both essays

illustrate in different ways similar linguistic strengths. Leute treten mit

Sandden oder barfuf3 auf meine Stuf en is a very clear, yet relatively

mph!, sentence; exhibit 9-6 contains a number of simple sentences, too,

yet its author is always attempting to say a little more, to use a more
complex construction. For example: Die Schreibmaschine ist mir sehr

wichtig, aber manchmal hasse ich diese dwnme Machine, or Jetzt

gefallen mir die drei Seiten nicht, die ich vor zwei Stunden geschrieben

habe.
One ought never compare student essays when grading holistically,

but rather assess the linguistic. performanceof each student independently
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Exhibit 9-6
Tageslauf eines Schilftstellers

Ich bin ein bekannter Schrif tsteller. Vide Romane babe ich angefangen,
aber nur einige babe ich beendet. Heutt habe ich noch einen angefangenen
Roman in den Papierkorb geworfen. Hier will ich Ihnen erklaren, wie
schwer es ist, Rornane zu schreiben.

Mein typische Tag flingt um neun L'hr morgens an. Ich habe kein BUM;
gottseidank brauche ich jeden Tag nicht in die Stadt zu fahren. Meine Frau
bringt mir Fruhstiick und die Zeitung. Ich esse, dann gehe ich in meinem
Arbeitszirnmer, wo meine Maschine steht. Die Schreibmaschine ist mir sehr
wichtig, aber manchmal hasse ich diese dumme Maschine! Da sitze ich, vor
der Schreibmaschine, und ich denke. L'nd denke. Und denke. Dann bekom-
me ich plötzlich eine Idee. Schreibe schnell ich mit der Masaine eine, zwei,
drei Seiten. Dann halte ich plotzlich. Ich brauche noch eine Idee. Ich denke
zehn Minuten, zwanzig Minuten, eine Stunde . . . aber neue Ideen kommen
nicht. Und jetzt ist es Mittag, und meine Frau ruft mich zum Miktagessen.Sie
kocht sehr gut, und wir essen und reden bis ein Uhr.

Ich gehe wieder in meinen Arbeitszimmer. Jetzt gefallen mir die drei
Seiten nicht, die ich vor zwei Stunden geschrieben babe. Ich werfesie in den
Papierkorb. Aber ich babe endlich eine neue, schone Mee! Ja, es ist sehr, sehr
gut Ich schreibe vide Seiten, und ich antworte nicht, als meine Frau mich
zum Abendessen ruft. Eine gute Idee ist zu wichtig. Ich schreibe bis neun
oder zehn Uhr. \Vann ich fertig bin, esse ich ein kaltes Abendessen. Diesen
Tag babe ich achtundzwanzig Seiten geschrieben. Ich sollte zufrieden sein.
Aber ich habe Angst vor Morgen. Vielleicht scheint morgen die achtund-
zwanzig Seiten nicht so gut zu sein! Ich mag sie auch in den Papierkorb
werfen.

Also, Sie ktinnen jetzt verstehen, warurn ich nur drei Romane ge-
schrieben habd Ja, ich finde es sehr schw er, ein Schriftsteller zu sein. Aber es
gefallt mir viel, wann Leute meine Bucher kaufen und lesen. Ich weiss, ich
werde immer Schriftsteller sein.

This cardinal rule is violated here for a purpose. to illustrate that two very
different essays can be rated similarly. What might have lowered the score
of exhibit 9-5 a little is the relatively high frequency of errors in a fairly
short text. These errors raise small, but recurring, doubts about the
writer's basic competence in such areas as the proper use of cases,
conjunctions, and adjective endings.

Another rule in holistic grading is this. when in doubt whether to
assign a higher or a lower rating to a w riting sample, reread thearticulated
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scale descriptions )oth levels carefully, then consult the basic or "gut"

scale. If still in doubt, assign the lower rating.

One could argue that the structure of many sentences in exhibit 9-6 is

very simple and that the writer uses predominantly the present tense

(rarely the present perfect or narrative past). On the ACIFL/ETS

Proficiency Scale (ee Appendix A), this would identify the writer as a

definite intermediate candidate, a strong Ltennediate-mid perhaps, but

not really an intermediate-high. By comparison, the author of exhibit 9-5,

evaluated for the moment according to ACTFL/ETS proficiency criteria,

occasionally reaches up to the intermediate-high level, although the effort

is neither sustained nor frequent.

Conclusion

Most teachers agree that our foreign language students, beginning at the

elementary level, need to write more to perfect their writing skills in the

target language. Realistically, however, classroom teachers do not have the

time to correct in great detail as many papers as students should write. A

proposed solution to this dilemma is for classroom teachers to double or

triple the amount of wriEng they assign at every level and, at the same

time, to employ a holistic, global assessment and evaluation procedurefor

up to 50 percent of the written work produced during a semester or term.

Ubung macht den Meister. Practice on the part of the students, not

necessarily meticulous correction of every composition by the teacher,

makes perfect.
Notes

I. For further information, please contact Claus Reschke. Department of German. Uniwr3ity of

I Ion :ton. I louston, TX 77203-.3786, tekphone 713-749-2159.

2. The Advanerd Plac.ment Program also uses another scale,ranging from 1 through 15. 11. nine-

point scale seems pret vahk, however, to the more fine-tuned f ifteenpoint scale (used pin iarily in

English) in assessing a xl evaluating the written work of foreign language students.
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The Roman Empire
from Cradle to Graves:
Using I, Claudius in the
Latin Language or
Roman Civilization
Course
Jeffrey L. Buller1
Loras College, Dubuque, Iowa

It is a feeling thatmany classicists must have had at one time or another. In
the midst of discussing Latin grammar er Roman history, the teacher isreminded of a story about one of the early emperors. Theanecdote is tootempting to resist: not only does it relate perfectly to the day's lesson, but
also it shatters yet another misconception about life in ancient Rome. Andso, the teacher begins to recount the incident, eagerly awaiting the class's
resvonse. Then, just as interest in the story is building and the underlying
lesson is about to be made, the teacher is struck by ei unsettling thought:"Wait a minute . . . did that really happen or was that merely something
that I read in Robert Graves?"

There is, indeed, an occasional blurring of the lines between whereTacitus and Suetonius end and where I, Claudius and Claudia: the Godbegin. That, of course, is part of the fun. Craves's books, and the BBC/PBS series based upon them,2 have effectively recreated early imperial
Rome v, ith all its intrigues, its corruption, and its scintillating gossip. ForLatin students, the world according to Graves is bound to be a fascinating

1
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one. The student who is weary of encountering yet anotber campaign by

Caesar in his Gallic Wars or yet another tribute by Cicero to his own

consulate will discover in I, Claudius a different, and quite unexpected,

view of Rome.
The books and the television series present the Romans as recogniz-

ably flawed human beings; their passions, faults, and follies, while

extreme, are not unlike our own. What those characters are unlike,

however, are the stolid moralists who, under the name of "Romans," still

inhabit many textbooks. The fictional world of the novels can thus serve to

counterbalance the simplistic world of the school text. Students who read

I, Claudius will emerge from the Latin course with a view of ancient

Roman life that is more amurate and less romantic than the one they held

before.
let the vivid detail with which Graves has imbued his vision of the

ancient world also presents a challenge to the teacher. If the appeal of I,

Claudius lies in its ability to combat our stereotypical view of the Romans,

the difficulty arises when Graves is almost too successful in this role. The

motives the author attributes to Claudius himselfas well as to Livia,

Augustus, Herod, and many otherswhile based upon the statements of

ancient historians, often go far beyond what is found in primary sources.

If this were not the case, Graves would have failed in his duties as a

novelist. But since there is a great deal of fiction in I,Claudius, how are we

to evaluate Graves as a historian? iow, in other words, can we help our

students to differentiate between what is gospel and what is Graves? And

how, in the end, may we take advantage of the interest our students have in

I,Claudius and Claudius the God without permitting these novelsmerely

to replace one type of misinformation with another?

These are important issues that must be addressed by the Latin

teacher before I, Claudius or any other historical fiction3 can be intro-

duced into the Latin classroom. Moreover, the proper role of historical

fiction in a language or culture course is an issue that affects teachers of all

foreign languages, modern as well as ancient. Thus, although the specific

instances and examples presented below relate to the teaching of Latin

and classical civilization, teachers of modem foreign languages can easily

adapt the techniques to the teaching of historically based fiction in their

own areas.
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Fiction versus History

'While many teachers may believe that the mixture of fiction and history in
novels such as those by Robert Graves creates an insoluble problem for
them, that same combination actually reveals a useful opportunity. For
the mere exercise of distinguishing between what is "fact" and what is
fiction in I, Claudius will help students to review important events from a
crucial period in Roman history. More than this, however, the exercises
will compel the Latin class to consider how we can know what really
happened in the distant past and how the rules of evidence may be applied
to ancient events. Simply by suggesting that I, Claudius should be
evaluated differently from an ordinary history book, the teacher will
cause the class to consider the nature of history itself.

It may be argued that this matter is far too complex to be discussed in
a Latin language or Roman civilizationcourse, especially at the secondary
level. But, in fact, it is an issue that must be dealt with, on an almost daily
basis, by nearly all Latin teachers. Failure to do so would cause the texts of
Caesar, Cicero, and Vergil to become nothing more than examples of
stylistic and grammatical principles. To be sure, those authorslike
Gravesmingled fact with interpretation. Latin teachers frequently urge
their classes to be critical, even skeptical, in assessing Caesar's campaigns,
the conspiracy of Catiline, or the principate of Augustus. An author's
assertions, we often tell our students, must always be checked against the
accounts appearing in other texts, especially when there are several other
primary sources. Only then will a class be able to distinguish between a
statement of fact and an author's inteipretation of that fact.

Developing these skills of literary analysis and criticism is thus an
hnportant part of every Latin course, whether it is taught at the secondary
or at the collegiate level. But it is also possible to develop those very same
skills through a critical reading of I, Claudius or a critical viewing of the
BBC/PBS series.

A First Exercise in Source Criticism: The Death of Messalina

The easiest way this type of exercise can be desil,med would be for the
teacher to select an episode that appears both in one of Graves's novels and
in the television series, and then to have the students identify and compare
the sources for eacb version. For instance, in chapters 28 and 29 of
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Claudius the God, Graves retells the story of Messalina, Claudius's

deceitful wife, and explains her downfall. Graves's version of this incident

resembles, in its general outline, much of what we know about the event

from Tacitus, Suetonius, and Dio Cassius. But Graves has also filled in a

number of details, tailoring his narrative to the personalities of the central

characters as he has described them.
For instance, in Graves's vecsion, there is an incident not found in the

primary sources: Messalina begins the entire episode by tricking Claudius

into a divorce. She does this by telling the emperor that a divorce would

forestall the prophecy that a great disaster was about to befall her

husband. She further suggests that she be allowed to marry the consul-

elect, C. Silius, thus causing the ill omen to be transferred to him in

punishment for his insolence toward Claudius. The emperor agrees to this

plan and, in fact, is willing to officiate at the wedding himself. Moreover,

the girl Calpurnia, who reveals Messalina's deception to Claudius, is

described merely as a prostitute Nk ith N'v hom Claudius had lived some time

ago, before his marriage.4 The second girl in the story, Cleopatra, is said to

be "Calpurnia's fricnd who shared the house with her" (Graves, 1935, p.

494). In Tacitus, hi,. contrast, Calpurnia and Cleopatra are Claudius's two

concubines (duas paelices. Tacitus Annals 11.29), an allegation repeated

by Dio Cassius (see the reference to Claudius's "concubines" [pallakon] at

61.31.4).
Graves also states that Narcissus, thefreedman who serves Claudius

as his general secretary, ordered that Messalina be executed without

secu ring the emperor's perrnission. Narcissus is reported to have done this

in the hope that Messalina, upon hearing the sentence, would resort to

suicide, thus freeing him from the need to explain his unauthorized order.

To expedite this plan, Narcissus sends the former slave Euodus to
Messalina with word that guards are on their way to kill her. Messalina

cajoles and pleads with Euodus until the guards break down the door. The

final words of the empress, as she ainly attempts suicide, are "Oh, I can't,

Mother! I'm afraid!" Graves then continues, "The Colonel's sword was

out of its sheath. I le took three long steps forward and ran her through"

(Craves, 1935, p. 516).
In the television series (Pulman, 1976) based upon Graves's novels, the

fall of Messalina appears at the end of episode 12, "A God in Colchester."

This particular episode is one of the most interesting in the series because
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it bears, at times, a stronger resemblance to our primary sources than to

Graves's version of the events. For instance, the television series makes no

mention of an attempt by Claudius to circumvent a prophecy by divorcing

Messalina; indeed, Claudius is said to be one of the few people who did

not know of the di\ ,ece. Nor does it appear that intimate relations

between Claudius and Calpurnia have long been suspended: Messalina

says that she is aware of Calpurnia's occasional visits to Claudius and the

freedman Pallas notes that Om. two of them have been friends "for years."

Moreover, Claudius's comment upon describing the incident much later
"It will seem incredible, I know, in a city where nothing escapes notice or

comment that [Silius and Messalina] could have felt themselves so secure.

And yo they did. And I was perhaps the only man in Rome who knew

nothing of it" (Pulman, 1976)is taken directly from Tacitus's own

remarks at Annals 11.27.
The departures in the television series from the account that appears

in the ancient historians are at least as likely to be creations of the

scriptwriter as borrowings from the works of Robert Graves. For in-

stance, the series represents a drunken Claudius as having been tricked

into ordering Messalina's execution himself. There is no need, in this

version, for the guard to break down the door of Messalina's room, since

she herself opens it willingly in the hope that Claudius has come to forgive

her. The guard then tells Messalina that he has been ordered to cut off her

"pretty head and put it on a spear," causing Messalina to utter her final

words in a shrill and pathetic scream, "Not my head! Not my head!"

After the class has watched this episode and read the relevant

chapters from Claudius the God, the teacher might begin a discussion of

the two accounts by asking the students to compare and contrast the

details in them. Are there any differences, the students might be asked,

between the two versions? Do the characters of Claudius and Messalina

appear similar in the two accounts, or is one depiction of Claudius more

sympathetic and one depiction of Messalina more horrifying? Which

statements or actions in the two versions lead the students to these

conclusions?
Then, or -.!e the class has identified several ways in which the

television series differs from the novel, the teacher might proceed to the

more basic question: Which of these two versions is more historically

accurate? The students will not be able to answer this question immedi-
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ately. The result will be a healthyconfusion, since ihc stud6-16' unce7tain-

ty can then be used as a basis for exploring how we might investigate an

event that occurred nearly two thousand years ago. What, the teacher

might ask, are our ancient sources for the life of Claudius? And which

sources were used by Robert Graves in writing his novel and by Jack

Puhnan in writing his screenplay?
To aid the students in answering these questions, the teacher might

provide the class with the following excerptseither in translation or, in

upper-level language courses, in the original Latin or Greekof our three

major ancient sources dealing with the death of Messalina:

I. [Messalma's mother, Lepida] urged Messalina not to w ait for theexecutioner She

told Messalma that her life was owr and that there was nothing more to hope for

but a digmhed death. And yet, there w as no honor left in that heart corrupted by

lust. She was still carrying on with tears and vain protests when the door was

broken in by the 11101 sent to kill her. . . . Then for the first time Messalina

r.alized her predicament. She took a daggerand put it first to her throat and then

to her breast. Each nine she hekl bad; in fear, until finally the guard ran her
through. Messahna's body was left w ith her mother. The report reached Claudius

while he was eatmg. I k. was told onb that Messalina had died, not that her death

had not been a suicide. Nor did he inquire. I k. simply asked for more wine and

continucx1 his meal as usual. (Annak 11.37 -38)

0. Then [Claudius] married Valeda Messalina, daughter of hi% cousin N1essala

Barbatus. Yet when he learned not only that she had been guilty of other
disgraceful crimes, but also that she had married Caius Siliusmen had the

ceremony performed before witnessesClaudhis executed her . . and he lost

his unreasoning passion for Messalina, not somuch from the shamelessness of her

insults, as from fear since he 1>elieved that she wanted the throne for her lover

Silius. (The Deified Claudius 28.2, 38)
3. When Chmdms was all alone, Nardssus used his cmicubMes to infon» him of

everything that was happening. I Ie frightened Claudius with the thought that

Messahna was going to kill him and see that Silius got the throne. In this way, he

persuaded Claudius to arrest and torture a number of people. While all this was

happening, Claudius himself hurried back to the ciq. There he had [the actor]

Mnester and many others executed. Ahemards, he ordered that Messalina

herself killed. She had fled to the ganlens of A sia ticus hich were, in large part,

the cause of her undoing. (Dio Cassius 8 L3 H. 5)

After the students have studied these passages, they may be asked which

of the three accounts seems closest in detail and in spirit to the episode as it

appears in Claudius the God on the one hand, and in the television series

on the other. Which of the texts, the students can be asked, presents the

most favorable view of Claudius? Which presents the most negative view?
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What do the three different assessments tell us about Claudius? More
important, what do they tell us about the different authors?

By participating in an exercise of this kind, students will come to view
history noZ as an important record of the past, but as a "canvas" upon
which different artists may represent a scene in different ways. As the
exercise continues, students will understand that Graves, like any historian
or author of historical novels, has revealed not merely the facts about a
period, but also his own individual perspectives, interpretations, and even
biases.5

A Second Exercise in Source Criticism:
The Character of Tiberius

Perhaps nowhere is it more important for students to understand that
biases exist than in the matter of interpreting an author's characters. Many
historians, and nearly all historical novelists, devote a great deal of
attention to describing the desires and moth, ations of historical figures.
Yet these desires and motivations never were, in ,nost cases, enunciated by
the individuals themselves. This difficulty may also be compounded since,
on those occasions when historical figures have told us why they under-
took a given course of action, we can never be certain whether we should
believe them. Few people, after all, can assess their own motives with
complete objectivity. Moreover, it is alw ay s possible that historical figures
have intentionally cast the bestpossible light upon their niotives, reporting
not what they actually believed but VC hat they VC anted posterity to believe.

One character for whom this issue is ahnost certain to arise is Livia's
son, Tiberius. Tiberius had a personality that is subject to multiple
interpretations. Many of his actions may be depicted either as cruel or as
well-intentioned, depending upon the author's point of view. For instance,
in the second episode of the BBC/PBS series, "Family Affairs," Tiberius is
represented as upset over his forced marriage to Augustus's daughter,
Julia. Ile is so upset, in fact, that he begins weepiagwhen he speaks of the
matter to his brother, Drusus. What is w orse, as fa as the imperial family
is concerned, is that Tiberius has continued to meet in secret with his
former wife, Vipsania. Tiberius's indifference to Julia angers Augustus,
and the emperor confronts his son-in-law in a memorable scene.

After viewing this episode, the students in the Latin course might be
asked what Tiberius's vits to Vipsania and Augustus's reaction to them
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reveal about these historical figures. Does the incident make Tiberius

seem foolish or victimized or merely callous toward Julia? What does it

tell us about Tiberius's interest in the throne or his lack thereof? Why did

Tiberius agree to marry Julia in the first place? (Have the students watch,

with special attention, the conversation between Tiberius and Drusus in

the bathhouse: Who insisted upon this marriage? What did Tiberius hope

to gain from it?) And does this sequence of events appear to be something

that really happened or is it merely an event that was created for the

screenplay?6
Similarly, in episode a, -Reign ofTerror,- we see the fall of Sejanus,

who served Tiberius as his commander of the Praetorian Guard. Tiber-

ius's reaction to learning that he has been betrayed by Sejanus could be

described either as justified or as harshly v:adictive, depending on

perspective. After the students have viewed this episode, therefore, they

might be asked to account for Tiberius's response. Are Sejanus and

Tiberius equally malicious, or was Therius's anger understandable?
Furthermore, in light of how Sejanus and many others, beginning with

Augustus himselfhad treated Tib:-..rius, is there any way in which we

might view Tiberius as a victim or circumstance? What seems to have been

Graves's attitude toward Tiberius and lim is this emperor depicted by the

ancient hist orians?7
In order to develop more completely the class's understanding

of these issues, the teacher might distribute the following descrip-

tions of Tiberius, all of which are concerned with the same a4)ect of his

personality:

1. Tiberius was one of the bad Claudians. I le .. as morose, rn.serwc1 and cruel.

(Craves, 1934, p. 38)
Tiberius never ma& it plain which way he N. mite(' (the Senate] to vote even when

he was wry anxious for them to vote one way or another, Ile wanted to avoid all

appearancv of tyranny and yet to keep his position at the head of affairs. The

Senate soon found that if he spoke with studied elegance in favour of a moron be

meant that he wanted it voted against, and that if be spoke with studied elegance

against it this meant that be wanted it passed, and that on the very few ocva ions

when he spoke briefly and without any rhetoric heineant to be taken literally (pp.

208 -9)
2. Tiberius' words were due more to his sense of decorum than to any real

conviction on his pat. Even in matters where Tiberius did not intend to be

deceptive, he waseither from nature or from habitalways hesitant and
obscure. But now that lii, wished to suppress his true feelings, his speeches

became ewn more ambiguous and unelear. (Tacitus Amok 1.11)
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a Tiberius assumed the principate at once and he did not hesitate to exercise his
power. 1 le requested a bodyguard and thus surrounded himself with both the
appearance and the benefits of sovereignty. 11.,t he long refused the title of
"einperor- itself even though his friendsoften urged him to acvept it. But, with the
baklest hypocrisy, he chided them, saying that they did not know how monstrousthe empire was, I Hs replies to the Senate on this issue were marked by evasions
and cunning hesitation until they were begging him to accept the throne.
(Suetonins Tiberius 24.1)
Therius could not hide his cruel and sullen nature even in childhood. (Suet onin s
Tiberius 57.1)

4. Tiberin, was a patrician and welleducated but he ha,1 an idiosyncratic nature. 1 le
nexvr revealed what he actualb desired uor did he want any of the things that he
said he wanted. Rather, his words were diametrically opposed to his intentions.
Whatever he desired. he pretended to refuse. And whatever he hated, he
pretended to praise. lie seemed to grow angr over things which really disturbed
him not at all and he pretended to be most gracious when he was actually quite
upset. (Dio Cassius 57.1.1)

While the students are discussing these passages, they should be encour-
aged to note the different coloring that each author has given to his
description of the same trait. In which of the passages, the students might
be asked, is Tiberius treated most generously? Which author has fiven us
the most negative assessment? Is there any one ancient source upon which
Graves depended in his version or did he borrow equally from all three
classical authors? Do we get a similar impression cf Tiberius in the
television series? If so, which of the emperor's statements and actions tend
to give us that impression? If not, how is the character of Tiberius, as
portrayed by the actor George Baker, different from the character we
observe in Graves's novels and in our primary sourees?8

Students who complete this type of exercise on I,Claudius will come
away from the Latin language or Roman civilization course with a better
understanding of the individuals who shaped history during the first
century of our era. They will have seen Roman houses, dress, hairstyles,
and weaponry, all of which have been carefully recreated for the television
series, and they will have reviewed the events, described in Graves's novels,
that carried Rome from the end of the Civil Wars under Augustus to the
beginning of a new reign of terror under Nero. More than this, however,
they will have been exposed to many ancient sources that were used by
Robert Graves and Jack Pulman in recreatihg this fascinating period of
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Roman history. It is even possible that students will discover that Tacitus's

cynicism and Suet onius's gossip-mongering reflect imich of the san'e spirit

that we find in Graves's novels and in the television series that was based

on them. In this way, for yet another generation, the lines between ancient

history and modern historical fiction will inevitablyand, one hopes,
pleasantlybegin to blur.

Notes

I For I miller information, or for maniples of course materials based upon the techniques discussed

m this paper. please contact Jeffrey L Buller, Department of Classkal Studies, Campus BON 886,

Loras College. Dubmpie. Iowa 52004-0178. Telephone(:319) 588-7953 CompuServe 71310, 1617

2. 'the Library \ ideo Classics Project of the johli I). and Catherine 'I MacArthur Foundation has

made it possible for public libraries to Imrchaw a number of P135 series. including /, Claudius% tit a

substantially redueed price. Ckwttes :minded in the Library Video Classics Project bear the

following special notice; "With the exception of The Jewel in the Cnnvn, which is Ikensed for

private home ow only, all Other programs ni the Library Video Classics Project are licensed for

public perfonnance.- This makes the series particularly useful to teachers.

3. On t he general use of historical fiction in the Latin class. including a discussion of t hedifferent ways

of approaching historieal nowls, se Buller (1989).

4. In fact, at the end of chapter 9 of Claudius Ui. God (Craves, 1934, p. 170).C:raves states esplicitly

that (:alpumia newr visited Claudius at the palaee and that he newr %vent to we her once he

bec;ane emperor.
5. Other incidents suitable for this type of source criticism include

The Banishment of Julia Caligula's "Invasion"of Britain

1, Claudius 7:3 79 1, Claudius 405

Twin's 's Annals 1.53 SuetonMs: Caligula 55.3

Suetonius's The Deified Augustus 65 Dio Cassius 59.25.1 5

Dio (:assius 55.10,14 16 'The Honors Bestonrd on Ineitatus

The Murder of Agrippa Postunius 1, Claudius 378

1, Clunduis 224 26 Suetonins% Caligula

Tacitus's Annals 1.6 Dio Cassius 59.14.7

Suetonius's Tiberius 22
Dio Cassius 57.35-6, 16 3 4

The Death of Tiberius
I. Chnulius 348 53
'flicitos's Annals 6.50
Suetonius's Tiberius 7.3

Dio Cassius 58.28
6 The historical sources I or this incident ale lawns\ Annals 1.12, Suetonius% Tiberius 3.7 2 3; and

Dio (:assins 54.31.2. In Craws s nowl 0934) it is described at p. :38. After comparing thew

aecoonts. it should b apparent to the students lun% closely Craws is following Suctonius. rather

than the other sources, here; the events depicted in the television series are a rather complei.

et rapolation from Suelennos and Craws. As the students exiunine theprimary sources, they might

also be asked the follownip -What name is used for Tiberius's first wife in Tacitik, in Craves%

nowl, and in the BlIC/PIIS series:. What name is used for thk sanw character in Suetonius'o AN

does DM Cassius refer to her-' t sing your knowledge of ancient Boman inunes, mplain all three

designations for this character. Why ;night the other authors haw preferred not to ow the name

fom id in Suetoniusr
7 The historical sources for the fall of Sejanus are Suetonms's Tiberius 65, Jmenal 10.58 11:3, and

Dio Cassius 58.6 I I. 1 he section of 'faun's: Amials in s% hich this event is described is now los:

Hobert Craws presents t hedownf all of Sejanus in chapter 27 of I. Clandins Both the novel mid the

television series haw been infhienced Dio (:assius% description of the events

S. Other I igures who lend themselves to this sort of character analysis include Livia, Antonia, Piso,

Cermanicus. Li% illa. and the elder Agrippina.
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Appendix k
ACTFL Proficiency
Guidelines

Tht. 1986 proficiency guidolines represent a hierarchy of global characterizations of
integrated performance in speaking, listening, reading and writing. Each description is a
,epresentative, not an exhaustive, sample of a particular range of ability, and each level
substunes all previous levels, moving from simple to complex in an "all-before-and-more"

fashion.
Because these guidelines identify stages of proficiency, as opposed to achiewment,

iht are not intended to measare what an individual has achieved through specific
classroom instruction but rather tu allow assessment of w hat an individual can and cannot
du, regardless uf ',here, when, or how the language has been learned or acquired; thus, tne

ords "learned" and "acquired" arc used in the broadest sense. These guidelines are not
based on a particular linguistic theory or pedagogical method, since the guidelines are
proficiency-based, as opposed tu achievement-based, and are intended to be used for
global assessment.

The 1986 guidelix.es should not be considered the definitive version, since the
construction and utilization of language proficiency guidelines is a dynamic, interactive
process. The academic sector, like the government sector, will continue to refine and update

the critena periodically tu xflect the needs uf the users and the advances of the profession.
In this win, ACTFL owes a continuing debt to the creators of the 1982 provisional
proficiency guidelines and, uf course, tu the members of Cie Interagerr.:;' Lrahruage
Roundtable Testing Committee, the creators of the government's Language Skill eve!

Descriptions.
ACTFL would like tu thank the f Mowing indiv iduals fur their contributions on this

current guidelines project:
Heidi Byrnes Seiichi Makino

James Child Irene Thompson

Nina Levinson A. Ronald Walton

Pardee Lowe, Jr.

These proficiency guidelines arc the product uf grants twin the C.S. Department of

Education.
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Novice

Novice Low

Novice Mid

Novice high

Generic DescriptionsSpeaking

The Novice level is characterized by the ability to communicate
minimally with learned material.

Oral production consists of isolattx1 ss ords and perhaps a few
high-fn quency phrases. Essentially no functional communicative
ability.

Oral production continues to consist of isolated words and
learned phrases within very predictable areas of need, although
quality is increased. Vocabulary is sufficient only for handling
simple. elementary needs and expressing basic courtesies. Ut-
terances rarely consist of more than two or three words and show
frequent long pauses and repetition of interlocutor's words.
Speaker may have some difficulty producing even the simplest
utterances. Some Novice-Mid spt 'kers will be understood only
with great difficulty.

Able to satisfy partially the requirements of basic communicative
exchanges by relying heavily on learned utterances but occa-
sionally expanding these through simple recombinations of their
elements Can ask questions or make statements involving learned

material. Shows sips of spontaneity although this falls short
of real autonomy of expressi.... Speech continues to consist
of learned utterances rather than of personalized, situationally
adapted ones. Vocabulary centers on areas such a basic objects,
places. and most common kinship terms. Pronunciation may still
be strongly influenced by first language. Errors are frequent and,
in spite of repetition, some Novice-110 speakers will have diffi-
culty being understood even by sympathetic interlocutors.

Intermediate The Intermediate level is charaetenzed by the speaker's ability to:

create with the language by combining and recombining
learmi elements, though primarily in a reactive mode:

initiate, minimally sustain, and t )se in a simple way basic coin-
municativ asks: and

ask and ans .er questions.

Intermediate Lf-A% Able to handle successfully a limited number of interactive, task-
oriented and social situations. Can ask and answer questions.
inate and respond to simple statements and maintain face-to-
face cons, sation, although in a highly restricted manner and with
much linguistic inaccuracy. Within these limitations, can perform
such tasks as introducing self, ordering a meal, asking directions.
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and making purchases. Vocabulary Ls adequate to express only the

most elementary needs. Strong interference from native language

may occur. Misunderstandings frequently arise, but with repeti-

tion, the Intermediate-Low speaker can generally be understood

by sympathetic interlocutors.

Intermediate-Mid Able to handle successfully a variety ofuncomplicated, basic and

communicative tasks and social situations. Can talk simply about

self and family members. Can ask and answer questions and

participate in simple conversations on topics beyond the most

immediate needs; e.g., personal history and leisure time activities.

Utterance length increases slightly, but speech inlycontinue to be

characterized by freqnent long pauses, since t smooth incor-

poration of even basic conversational strategies is often hindered

as the speaker struggtes to create appropriate language forms.

Pronunciation may continue to be strongly influenced by first

language and fluency may still be strained. Although misunder-

standings still arise, the Intemiediate-Mid speaker can generally

be understood by sympathetic interlocutors.

Intermediate-l-hgh Able to handle successfully most uncomplicated communicathr
tasks and social situations. Can initia te, sustain, and close a general

comma tion with a numberof strateOes appropriate to a range of

circumstances and topics, but errors areevident. United vocabul-

ary still necessitates hesitation and may bring about slightly
unexpected circumlocution. There is emerOng evidence of con-

nected discourse, particularly for simple narration and/or descrip-

tion. The Intermediate-I ligh speaker can generally be understood

even by interlocutors not accustomed to dealing with speakers at

this level, but repetition may still be reqnired.

Advanced The Advanced level is characterized by the speaker's ability to:

converse in a clearly participatory fashion;

Initiate, sustain, and bring to closure a wide varietyof communi-

cative tasks, including those that require an increased ability to

convey meaning with diverse language strategies due to a
conmlication or an unforeseen turn of events;

satisfy the requirements qf school and work situations; and

narrate and describe with paragraphlength connected dis-

COMA'.

Advanced Able to satisfy the requirements of everyday situations and routine

school and work requirements. Can handle with confidence but

not with facility complicated tasks and social situations, such as

elaborating, complaining, and apologizing. Can narrate and de-

scribe with some deta as, linking sentences togethersmoothly. Can
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Advanced-Plus

communicate facts and talk casually about topics ofcurrent public
and personal interest, using general vocabulary. Shortcomings can
often be smoothed over by communicative strategies, such as
pause fillers, stalling devices, and different rates of speech. Cir-
cumlocution which arises from vocabulary or syntactic limita-
tions very often is quite successful, though some groping for words
may still be evident. The Advanced-level speaker can be under-
stood without difficulty by native interlocutors.

Able to satisfy the requirements of a broad variety of everyday,
school, and work situations. Can discuss concrete topics relating to
particular interests and special fields of competence. There is
emerging evidence of ability to support opinions, explain in detail,
and hypothesize. The Advanced-Plus speaker often shows a well-
developed ability to compensate for an imperfect grasp of some
forms with confident use of communicative strategies, such as
paraphrasing and circumlocution. Differentiated vocabulary and
intonation are effectively used to communicate fine shades of
waning. The Advanced-Plus speaker often shows remarkable
fluency and ease of speech but under the demands of Superior-
level, complex tasks, language may break down or prow inade-
quate.

Superior The Superior level is characterized by the speaker's ability to:

participate effectively in most formal and informal conversa-
tions on practical, social, professional, and abstract topics; and

support opinions and hypothesize using native-like discourse
strategies.

Superior Able to speak the language with sufficient accuracy to participate
effectively in most formal and informalconversations on practical,
social, professional, and abstract topics. Can discuss special fields
of competence and interest with ease. Can support opinions and
hypothesize, but may not be able to tailor language to audience or
discuss in depth highly abstract or unfamiliar topics. Usuaily the
Superior-level speaker commands a wide variety of interactive
strategies and shows good awareness of discourse strategies. The
latter involves the ability to distinguish main ideas from support-
ing information through syntactic, lexical and snprasegmental
features (pitch, stress, intonation). Sporadic errors may occur,
particularly in low-frciuency structures and some complex high-
frequency stnictures more common to formal writing, but no
patterns of error are evident. Errors do not disturb the native
speaker or interfere with communication.
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Generic DescriptionsListening

These guidelines assume that .dl listening tasks take place in an authentic em, ironnient at a

normal rate of speech using standard or near-standard norms.

Not lee -I ligh

itennediate -Lott

Intent lediaie Mid

Understanthng is limited to omasional isolated words, such as
cognates, borrowed words, and high-frequency social conven-
tions. Essentially no ability to comprehend even short utterances.

Able to understand sow short, learned utterances, particularly

whert strongly supports understanding and speech is
clearly audible. Comprehends sonic words and phrases from
simple questions, statements, high-frequency commands and
courtesy formulae about topics that refer to basic personal infor-

mation or the immediate physiej setting. The listener requires
long pauses for assimilation and periodically requests repetition

and/or a slower rate of speech.

Able to understand short, learned utterances and some sentence-

length utterances, particularly where context strongly supports
understanding and speech is dearb audible. Comprehends words

and phrases from simple questions, statements, high-frequency
commands and courtesy formulae. May require repetition, re-
phrasing and/or a slowed rate of speech for comprehension.

Able to understand sentence-length utterances w hich consist of

recombinations of learned dements in a limited number of content

areas, particularly if strongly supported by the situational context.

Content refers to basic personal background and needs, social
conventions and routine tasks, such as getting meals and receiving

simple instructions and directions. Listening tasks pertain primar-

ily to spontaneous face-to-face conversations. Understanding is
often uneven, repetition and retvording nmy be necessary. Mis-

understandings in both main ideas and details arise frequently.

Able to understand sentence-length utterances w hidi consist of
recombinations of learned utterances on a variety of topics.
Content continues to refer primarily to basic personal background

and needs, social conventions and somm hat more complex tasks,

such as loclging, transportation, and shopping. Additional content

areas include sonic personal interests and activities, and a greater

diversity of instructions and directions. Listening tasks not only
pertain to spontaneous face-to-face conversations but also to
short routine telephone conversations and sonic deliberate speech,

such as simple announcements and reports over the media. Under-

standing continues to be uneven.
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Intermediate High

Advanced

Advanced Plus

Superior

Distinguished

Able to sustain understanding over longer stretches of connected
discourse on a number of topics pertaining to different times and
places; however, understanding is inconsistent due to failure to
grasp main ideas and/or details. Thus, while topics do not differ
significantly from those of an Advanced-level listener, comprehen-
sion is less in quantity and poorer in quality.

Able to understand main ideas and most details of connected
discourse on a variety of topics beyond the inunediacy of the
situation. Comprehension may be unevem due to a variety of
linguistic and extralinguistie factors, among which topic famil-
iarity is Very prominent. These texts frequently involve description
and narration in different time frames or aspects, such as present,

nonpast, habitual, or imperfective. Thxts may include interviews,
short lectures on familiar topics, aml iiews items and reports
primarily dealing with factual information. Listener is aware of
cohesive devices but may not able to use them to follow the
sequence of thought in an oral text.

Able to understand the inain ideas of most speech in a standard
dialect; however, the listener may not be able to sustain compre-
hension in extended discourse which is propositionally and lin-
pistically complex. Listener shows an emerging awareness of
culturally implied meanings beyond the surface meanings of the
text but may fail to grasp sociocultural nuances of the message.

Able to understand the main ideas of all speech in a standard
dialect, including technical discussion in a field of specialization.
Can follow the essentials of extended discourse which is proposi-
tionally and linguistically complex, as in aeademic/professional
settings, in lectures, speeches, and reports. Listener shows sonie
appreciation of aesthetic norms of target language, of idioms,
colloquialisms, and register shifting. Able to make inferences
within the cultural framenork of the target language. Umlerstand-
ing is aided by an awareness of the underlying orgimizational
structure of the oral text and includes sensitivity for its social and
cultural references and its affective overtones. Rarely misunder-
stands but may not understand excessively rapid, highly colloquial
speech or speech that has strong cultural references.

Able to understand all forms and styles of speech pertinent to
personal, social and professional needs tailored to different audi-
ences. Shows strong sensitivity to social and cultural references
and aesthetic norms by processing language from within the
cultural framework. Texts include theater plays, screen produc-
tions, mlitorials, symposia, academic debates, pnlilic policy state-
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ments, literary readings, and most jokes and puns. May have

difficulty with sonie dialects and slang.

Generic DescriptionsReading

These guidelines assume all reading texts to be authenticand legible

Novice-Low

Novice-Mid

Novice-High'

Intermediate -Low

Intermediate Mid

Able occasionally to identify isolated words and/or majorphrases

when strongly supported by context.

Able to recognize the symbols of an alphabetic and/or syllabic

writing system and/or a limited number of characters in a system

that uses characters. The reader can identify an increasing number

of higlily contextualized words and/or phrases including cognates

and borrowed words, where appropriate. Material understood

rarely exceeds a single phrase at a time, and rereading may be

required.

I las sufficient control of the writing system to interpret written

language in areas of practical need. Where vocabulary has been

learned, can read for instructional and directional purposes stan-
dardized messages, phrases or exvressions, such as sonic items on

menus, schedules, timetables, maps, and signs. At times, but not on

a consistent basis, the Novice -IIigh reader may be able to derive

meaning from material at a slightly higher level whew context

and/or extralinguistic background knowledge are supportive.

Able to understand main ideas and/or some facts from the

simplest connected texts dealing with basic personal and social

needs. Such texts are linguistically noncomplex and have a clear

underlying internal structure, for example chronological sequenc-

ing. They impart basic information about which the reader has to

make only minimal suppositions or to which the reader brings

personal interest and/or knowledge. Examples include messages

with social purposes or information for the widest possible audi-

ence, sndi as public announcements and short, straightfonvanl in-

stnictions dealing with public life. Sonic misunderstandings will

occur.

Able to read consistentb v ith increased understanding simple

connected texts dealing with a variety of basic and social needs.

Such texts are still linguistically noncomplex and have a clear

underbing internal structure. They impart basic information

about winch the reader has to make minimal smpositions and to

which the reader brings personal interest and/or knowledge.

Examples may inchide short, straightforward descriptions of

persons, places, and things written for a wide audience.
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Intermediate -I ligh

Advanced

Advanced- Phis

Superior

Able to read consistently with full tmderstanding simple connected
texts dealing with bts..,ic personal and social needs aboutwhich the
reader has personal interest and/or knowledge. Can get some
main ideas and information from texts at the next higher leNcl
featuring description and narration. Structural complexity may
interfere with comprehension; for emunple, basic grammatical
relations may be misMterpreted and temporal references may rely
primarily on lexical items. I las some difficulty with the cohesive
factors in discourse, such as matching pronouns with referents.
While texts do not differ significantly from those at the Advanced
level, comprehension is less consistent. May have to read material
several times for understanding.

Able to read sonwwhat longer prose of several paragraphs in
length, particularly if presented with a clear underlying structure.
The prose is pmdominantly in familiar sentence patterns. Reader
gets the main ideas and facts and in iss"s wine details. Comprehen-
sion derives not only from situational 1,:yl 7.:biect matter knowl-
edge butt from increasing controls of the language. Texts at this
level include descriptions and narrations such as simple short
stories, news items, bibliographical information, social notices,
personal correspondence, routinized business letters and simple
technical material written for the general reader.

Able to follow essential points of written discourse at the Superior
lewl in areas of special interest Or knowledge. Able to understand
parts of texts which are conceptually abstract and linguistically
complex, and/or texts which treat unfamiliar topics and situa-
tions, as well as some texts which involve aspects of target-
language culture. Able to conmrehend the facts to make appropri-
ate inferences. An emerging awareness of the aesthetic properties
of language and of its literary styles permits comprehension of a
wider variety of texts, including literary. Misunderstandings may
men r.

Able to read with almost complete comprehension and at normal
speed expository prose on unfamiliar subjects and a variety of
literary texts. Reading ability is not dependent on subject matter
knowledge, although the reader is not expected to comprehend
thoroughly texts which are highly dependenton knowledge of the
target culture. Reads easily for pleasure. Superior-level texts fea-
ture hypotheses, argumentation and supported opinions and
include grammatical patterns and vocabulary ordinarily encoun-
tered in academic/professional reading. At this level, due to the
control of general vocabulary and structure, the reader is almost
always able to match the meanings derived from extralinguistic

4 2
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Novice LoN%

Novice -Mid

Novice -1114
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knowledge with meanings derived from knowledge of the lan-

guage, allowing for smooth and efficient reading of diverse texts.
Occasional misunderstandings may still occur; for example, the

reader may experience sonie difficulty with unusually complex

structures and low-frequency idioms. At the Superior level the

reader can match strategies, top-down or bottom-up, which are

most appropriate to the text. (Top-down strateg;es rely on ma)--

world knowledge and prediction based on genre and organiza-
tional scheme of the text. Bottom-up strategies rely on actual

linguistic knowledge.) Material at this level will include a variety of

literary texts, editorials, correspondence, general reports and

technical material in professional fields. Rereading is rarely neces-

sary, and misreading is rare.

Able to read fluentb and accurately most styles and forms ot the

language pertinent to academic and professional needs. Able

to relate inferences in the text to reakvorld knowledge and
understand ahnost all sociolinguistic and cultural references by

processing language from within the cultural frammork. Able to

understand a writer's use of nuance and subtlety. Can readily

follow unpredictable tb.: of thought and author intent in such

materials as sophisticated editorials, specialized journal articles,

ancl literary texts such as novels, plays, poems, as well as in any

subject matter area directed to the general reader.

Generic DescriptionsWriting

Able to form sonie l?tters in an alphabetic sy stem. In languages

whose writing systems use syllabaries or characters, writer is able

to both copy and produce the basic strokes. Can produce roma-

nization of isolated characters, where applicable.

Able to copy or transcribe familiar words or phrases and repro-

duce some from memory. No practical communicative writing

skills.

Able to write simple fixecl expressions and lim:ted memorized

material and some recombinations thereof. Can supply informa-

tion on simple forms and docurnents. Can write names, numbers,

dates, own nationality, and other simple autobiographical inior-

ma tion as well as some short phrases and simple lists. Can write all

the symbols in an alphabetic or syllabic system or 50-100 charac-

ters or compounds in a character writing system. Spelling and

representation of symbols (letters, syllables, characters) may be

partially correct.
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Intermediate Low Able to meet limited practical writing needs. Can write short
messages, postcards, and take down simple notes, such as tele-
phone messages. Can create statements or questions within the
scope of limited language experience. Material produced consists
of recombinations of learned vocabulary and structures into
simple sentences on very familiar topics. Language is inadenuate
to express in writing anything but elementary needs. Frequent
errors in grammar, vocabulary, punctualion, spelling and in for-
mation of nonalphabetic symbols, but writing can be understood
by natives used to the writing of nonnatives.

Intermediate Mid 'Able to meet a munber of practical writing needs. Can write short,
simple letters. Content involves personal preferences, daily rou-
tine, everyday events, and other topics grounded in personal
experience. Can express present time or at least one other time
frame or aspect consistently, e.g., nonpast, habitual, imperfective.
Evidence of control of the syntax of noncomplex sentences and
basic inflectional morphology, such as declensions and conjuga-
tion. Writing tends to be a loose collmion ofsentences or sentence
fragments on a given topic and provides little evidence of con-
scious organization. Can be understood by natives used to the
writing of nonnatives.

Intermediate I I igh Able to meet niost practical writing needs and limited social
demands. Can take notes in some detail on familiar topics and
respond in writing to personal questions. Can write simple letters,
brief synopses and paraphrases, sunnnaries of biographical data,
work and school experience. In those languages relying primarily
on content words and time expressions to express time, tense, or
aspect, some precision is displayed, where tense and/or aspect is
expressed through verbal inflection, fonns are produced rather
consistently, but not always accurately. An ability to describe and
narrate in paragraphs is emerging. Rarely uses basic cohesive
elements, such as pronominal substitutions or synonyms in written
discourse. Writing, though faulty, is generally comprehensible to
natives used to the writing of nonnatives.

Ad% awed Able to write routine social correspondence and join sentences in
simple discourse of at least several paragraphs in length on familiar
topics. Can write simple social correspondence, takenotes, write
cohesive summaries and resumes, as well as narratives and
descriptions of a factual nature. I las sufficient writing vocabulary
to express self simply with some circumlocutior. May still make
errors in punctuation, spelling, or the formation of nonalphabetic
synthols. Cood control of the morphology and the most fre-
quently used syntactic structures, e.g., common word order pat-

r
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terns, coordination, subordination, but makes frequent errors in

producing complex sentences. Uses a limited number of cohesive

devices, such as pronouns, accurately. Writing may resemble literal

translations from the native language, but a sense of organization

(rhetorical structure) is emerging. Writing is understandable to

natives not used to the writing of nonnatives.

AdvancedPlus Able to write about a variety of topics with significant precision

and in detail. Can write most social and infonnal business corre-

spondence. Can describe and narrate personal experiences fully

but has difficulty supporting points of view in written discourse.

Can write about the concrete aspects of topics relating to particu-

lar interests and special fields of coinpetence. Often shows remark-

able fluency and ease of expression, but under time constraints

and pressure writing may be inaccurate. Generally strong in either

granunar or Nucabulary, but not in both. Weakness and uneven-

ness in one of the foregoing or in spelling or character writing

formation may result in occasional miscommunication. Some

misuse of vocabulary may still be evident. Style may still be

obviously foreign

Superior Able to express A!If effectively in mostformal and infonnal Writing

on practical, social and professional topics. Can write most types

of correspondence, such as memos as well as social and business

letter, and short research papers and statements of position in

areas of special interest or in special fields. Good control of a full

range of structures. spelling or nonalphabetic symbol production,

and a wide general vocabulary allow the writer to hypothesize and

present arguments or points of view accurately and effectively. An

underlying organization, such as chronological ordering, logical

ordering, cause and effect, comparison, and thematic develop-

ment is strongly evident, although not thoroughly exmited and/

or not totally refleciing target language patterns. Although sensi-

tive to differences in formal and informal style, still may not tailor

writing precisely to a variety of purposes and/or readers. Errors in

writing rarely disturb natives or cause miscommunication.
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Skill Level Descriptions

Speaking

Preface
The following proficiency level descriptions characterize spoken language use. Each of the
six "base levels" (coded 00, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50) implies control of any previous "base
level's" functions and accuracy. The "plus level" designation (coded 06, 16, 26, etc.) will be
assigned when proficiency substantially exceeds one base skill level and does not fully meet
the criteria for the next "base level." The "plus level" descriptions are therefore supple-
mentary to the "base level" descriptions.

A skill level is assigned to a person through an authorized language examination.
Examiners assign a level on a variety of performance criteria exemplified in the descriptive
statements. Therefore, the examples given here illustrate, but do not exhaustively dewribe,either the skills a person may possess or situations in which he/shemay function effectively.

Statements describingaccuracy refer to typical stages in the development of compe-tence in the most commonly taught languages in formal training programs. In other
languages, emergingcompetenceparallels these characterizAtions, but often with differentdetails.

Unless os:vrwise specified, the term "native speaker" refers to native speakr.Is of astandard dialect.

"Well-educated," in the context of these proficiency descriptions, does not
necessarily imply formal higher education. However, in cultures where formal higher
education is common, the language-useabilities of persons who have had suclt education is
considered the standard. That is, such a pc:son meets the contemporary expcetations for
the formal, careful style of the language, as well as a range of less formal varieties of the
language.
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Speaking 0 (No Proficiency)

Unable to function in the woken language. Dral production is limited to occasional

isolated words. I las essentially no conummicative ability. (I his been coded S-0 in some

nonautomated applications.) [Data Code 001

Speaking 0+ (Memorized Proficiency)

Able to satisfy immediate needs using rehearsed utterances. Shows little real auto-

nomy of expression, flexibility, or spontaneity. Can ask questions or make statements with

reasonable accuracy only with memorized uttennices of formulae. Attempts at creating

speech are usually unsuccvssful.

Examples: The individual's vocabulary is usually limited to areas of inunediate survival

needs. Most utterances are telegraphic; that is, functors (linking words, markers, and the

like) are omitted, confused, or distorted. An individual can usually differentiate most

significant sounds when produced in isolation, but, when combined in words or groups of

words, errors may be frequent. Even with repetition, communication is severely limited

even with people used to dealing with foreipers. Stress, intonation, tone, etc. are usually

quite faulty. (I las been coded S-0+ in some nonautomated applications.) [Data Code 06]

Speaking 1 (Elementary Proficiency)

Able to satisfy minimum courtesy requirements and maintain very simple face-to-

face conversations on familiar topics. A native speaker must often use slowed speech,

repetition, paraphrase, or a combination of these to be understood by this individual.

Similarly, the native speaker must strain and employ real-world knc Nledge to understand

even simple statements/questions from this individual. This speaker has a functional, but

limited proficiency. Misunderstandings are frequent, but the individual is able to ask for

help and to verify comprehension af native speech in face-to-face interaction. The

Mdividual is unable to produce continuous discourse except with rehearsed material.

Examples: Structural accuracy is likely to be random or severely limited. Time concepts

are vague. Vocabulary is inaccnrate, and its range is very narrow. The individal often

speaks with great difficulty. By repeating, such speakers can makc themselves understood

to native speakers who are in regular contact with foreigners but there is little precision in

the information conveyed. Needs, experiences, or training may vary greatly from indivi-

dual to individual; for example, speakers at this lewl may have encountered quite different

vocabulary areas. I lowever, the individual can typically satisfypredictable, simple person-

al and accommodation needs; can generally meet courtesy, introduction, and identification

requirements; exchange greetings; elicit and provide, for example, predictable and skeletal

biographical information. Ile/she might give information about business hours, explain

routine procedures in a limited way, and state in a simple manner what actions will be
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taken. l le/she Ls able to fommlate some questions even in languages with complicated
question constructions. Mn nut every utterance may be characterized by structural errorsand errors in basicgrammat ical relations. Vocabulary is ext ren icly liii iitcd and characteris-
tically does not include modifiers. Pronunciation, stress, and intonation are generally poor,often heavily influenced by another language. Use of structure and vocabulary is highlyimprecise. las lxen coded S-1 in some nonantomated applications.) [Data Code 10)

Speaking 1+ (Elementaty Proficiency, Plus)

Can initiate and maintain predictable face-to-face conversations and satisfy limitedsocial demands. I le/she may. however, have little understanding of the social conven-tions of conversation. The interlocutor is generally required to strain and employ real-
world knowledge to understand even some simple speech. The speaker at this level mayhesitate and may have to change subjects due to lack of language resources. Range andcontrol of the language are limitect Speech largely consists of a series of short, discreteutterances.

Examples: The Mdividual is able to satisfy most travel a»d accommodation needs and ahnited range of social demands beyond exclumge of skeletal biographical information.Speaking ability may extend beyond hinnediate survival needs. Accuracy in basic gram-matival relations is evident, although not consistent. May exhibit the more common forms'of verb tenses, for example, but may make frequent errors in fonnation and selection.While some structures are established, errors occur in more complex patterns. The
individual typically 'minim sustain coherent structures in longer utterances or unfamiliar
situations. Ability to describe and give precise information is limited. Person. space, andtin le reference% are often used incorrectly. Prommciation isunderstandable to natives used
to dealings\ ith foreigners. ( :an combine most significant sounds with reasonable compre-lwnsibil it>. but has difficulty in producing certain sounds in eertain positions or in certain
combinations. Speed) will usually be labored. Frequently has to repeat utterances to beunderstood by the general public. (I las been eofW S-I 4- in sonic nonautomated applica-
ti)ns.) [Data ( :ode 1(31

Speaking 2 (Limited Worki. g Proficiency)

Able to satisfy routine social demands and limited work requirements. Can handleroutine work-related interactions that are limited in scope. In more complex and sophisti-
cated work 'related tasks, language usage generally disturbs the native speaker. Can Inindlewith conf idence. but not with facility, most nonnal, high-frequency social conversational
situations including extensive, but c..tsual conversations about current events, as well aswork, fan lily, and autobiographical infonnation. The individual can get the gist of most
everyday conversations but has some difficulty understanding nativt speakers in situationsthat require specialired or sophisticated knowledge. The individual's utterances are

cohmise. Linguistic structure is usually' not very elaborate and not thoroughly
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controlled, errors are fretnient. \04.th111,111-y OW I'S appropriate for lii,h-frequency utter-

ances, but unusual or Miprecise elsewhere.

Examples: VI bile these Illterde AltHIS 1% al vary wi(e!) from individual to individual, the

mdividnal can typical!) ask and answer predictable questions ii the w orkplace and give

straightforw ard instructions to subonlmatt thc individual can participate

in pers,..ial and accommodation-typs interactions ith elaboration and f 'wilily; that is,

can give and understand soul& Idtil Iatet., and extcusiw directions and make non-

routine changes I» trawl and attommodation arrangements. Simple structures and basic

grammatical relations are typically umt rolled, how me% there are areas of weakness 10 the

et alum ml) taught languages. these may Ix simple niarkings such as plurals, articles, linking

wonls, and neg stISCS or more I. omplex structures such as tense/aspect usage, eaW
morphology, passive const muttons. 5% ord order, and elin N 0 las be('n coded S-2 in

some nonautonutted i iplieations.) [Data Code 201

Speaking 2+ (Limited Working Proficiency, Plus)

Able to satisfy most 5% mk requirements w ith language usage that is often, but not

always. acceptable and effective. Tln mdivitlual shows considerable abilit) to com-

municate eheettVel on topics relating to pal-titular interests and special fields of compe-

tence. Of ten shows a high degree of flucin) and east of speech, yet w hen under tt asion or

pressure. the :drilla) to use me language effeethrb may deteriorate. Comprehension (if

mama! native speech is tyl mall) nearl) L unpick. in(is idual may miss cultural and

local references and ma) !unary a nansx speaker to adjust to his/her limitations in sonic

ss ays, Native speakers of ten perceive the individual% speech to contain awkw ard or

inaccurate phrasing of ideas. mistaken nun , and person references, or to be in some

ssa, inappropriate, if not strictly ineorrec!..

Examples: I may all> tne nnhvidual c an par ticipak iii most sot IA. I ormal, .md infonnal

interactions; but limitations either in rai ige of L ontests, typesof tasks, or level of aecurae)

hinder el kens-mess. 1 lie IllthsIdlutittlit) lit III t ast with tin IINC Of the language eithei iii

%mud interaction or in speaking at length in professional t ontexts. Ile/she is gmerally

strong in either ,tructural prec mon or 5 °tabular), but not ii. both VICakness o- unevennt 5s

m one of the I oregonig. Ot lii plinIMILIdt10111, Oetasiollatt) results in miscommunication

Norman% controls, but t ammt aiw ays easily product. general % ockulary. Discourse is

Ott% meohesw e if las liven t odes! S.2 t in son it nonautomate(l applkations.) [Data ( 7ode

Di]

Speaking 3 (General Professional Proficiency)

Able to speak the language with sufficient structural accuracy and vocabulary to

participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, social,

and prok,sional topics. Nevei thcless, the intik Alai's limitations generally restrict the

protessinn,d contests of language use to matters of shared know ledw and/or internat'onal
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convention Discourse is cohesive Mdixidual uses the language aeceptably. but with
son ie noticeable nperfections, yet, errors irtually never interfere w ith understanding and
rarely disturb the native speaker The Whaml can effectively combine structure and
socabulary to convey his'her meaning accurately. 'Me in& alai speaks readily and fills
pauses suitably In face-to face conversation it Ii natis es speaking t he standard dialect at a
normal rate of speech. coniprehension is quite complete. Although cultural references.
pros erbs, and the implications of imances and idiom rimy not be tulb understood, the
individual rail easily repair the conversation. Pronunciation may be Obviously forepi.
Individual sounds are accurate, but stress. ink.nation, and pitch control may be faulty.

Examples: Can typically discuss particular interests and special fields of competency
witli reasonable ease Can use the language as part of minnal professional duties such as
answering objections. clarify ing points, justify ing decisions, understanding the essence of
diallenges. stating and defend* polky, «inducting meetings. delivering briefings, or
other extended and elaborate informative monclogues. Can reliably elicit information and
infomiecl opinion from native speakers. Structural inaccuravy is rarely the m-,or cause of
misunderstanding 1. se of structural des ices is flexible am; elaborate. Without sea rching f or
word, or phrases, the uses the language clearly and relatively naturally to
elaborate concepts freely and make ideas easily understandable to native speakers. Errors
occur in low-frequency and highly complex structures. (I las Item coded S-3 m some
nonautoniated applications.) [Data Cock 301

Speaking 3+ (General Professional Proficiency, Intis)

Is often able to use the language to satisfy professional needs in a wide range of
sophisticated and demanding tasks.

Exo -Iples: Despite obvious strengths. may exhibit some liesitaney, uncertainty. effort.
or errors which limit the range of language-use tasks that can be reliably i rfonned.
Typically there is particular strength in fluency and one or more. but not all, of the
followiig breadth of lexicon, including low-frequency and medium-hermetic> items.
especially soeiolinguistie'cultural references and nuances of chise synonyms: structural
precision, with sophisticated features that are readily. accurately. and appropriately
rontrolled (such as complex modification and embeckling m Indo-European languages):
discourse competence in a wile range of contests and tasks. Often matching a native
speaker strategic and organizational abilities and expectations. Oceasional patterned
errors occur in low-frequency and highly complex structures. !Ibis been coded S-3-r in
some nonantornated applications.) [Data Cmle 36]

Speaking 4 (Advanced ProfessionalProficiency)

Able to use the language fluently and accurately on all levels normally pertinent to
professional needs. The indis idual's language nsage and ability to function are fully
successful Organizes diseourse well. using appropriate rhetoncal speech devices ative
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cultural references. and understanding. Language ability only rarely hinders lthnTher in

perton nng any task rixlm ring language, yet. the indisidual ss oukl seldom bel)erceived as a

natnr. Speaks effortlessly and sl thly and is able tu use the language with a high degree

ut effectiveness. rehability. and precision fin all representational parposes ss ithin the range

of personal and professional experience and scope of responsibilities Can serve as an

Informal interpreter in a range of unpredictable circimist.mees Can perform extensive

sophisticated language tasks, enconyassing must matters of interest to well-educated

native speakers, including tasks w Inch do nut bear directly on a professional specialty

Examples: (al:discuss al detail concepts w hall are fund.unentally different from those

of the target culture and make- those coneepts clear andaccessible to the native speaker

Smularly. the in& idual can understand the details and ran iifkations of concepts that are

eulturalb or conceptually different from his, her own. Can set the tone of interpersonal

semi-official, and non-professional serbal exchanges w ith a representative range

of native speakers on a range of s a ned audiences. purposes, tasks, and settings) Can play

an effective role among native speakers in such contexts as conferences, lectures, and
debates on matters of disagreement. Can ads matt a position at length, both formally and

in chance encounters, using sophist:L..1W wrbal strategics. Understands and reliably

produces shifts of both subject matter and tone. Can understand native speakers of the

standard and other major dialects in essentially am face-to-Le interaction (Ilas been

'4...Med S-4 in some nonautomated applications.) [Data Code 40]

Speaking 41 (Advanced ProfessionalProficiency, Plus)

Speaking proficiency rs regularly superior in all respects, usually equivalent to that of

a svell-educated,highly articulate native speaker. Language ability does not impede

the performance of am language-use task. I lowever, tla indisidual ss mild not necessarily

be perceised as eulti wally nat:sr.

Examples: The indisidual orgainzes thscours, wdl, employing functional rhetorical

speech devices, native cultural references and ina' standing. Effectively applies a native

speaker s social and mem istantial knowledgt . I low eve r, cannot sustain that performance

under all circumstances. t% bile the individual has a wick range and control of structure, an

occasional non-native slip may occur. The indisidual has a sophisticated control of

socabulary and phrasing that is rarely imprecise. >et then an ixx.asional weaknesses in

idioms, colloquialisms, pronunciation, cultural referencx or there may an oceasional

f Aire to interact in a totally native manner. I las been coded S-1-# in sonic nonautomated

applications.) [Data Code 46]

Speaking 5 (Functionally Native Proficiency)

Speaking proficiency is s. ....ally equivalent to that of a highly articulate well-
educated native speaker e A refle ts the cultural standards of the country where the

language is natively spoken. The individual uws the language ss ith complete flexibility
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and intuition. so that speedi on all levels is fulls accepted bs mane speakers m all of as
ft banurs. including breadth of s mal alias and klion i. olha imalisins. and pert nicht cultural
references Pronunciation is typicalls «insistent with that of ss ell-educated native speakers
of a non-stipnatiied dialect d las been c oded S-5 in some nonautomated applications.)
[Data Code 501

Listening
Preface

The follow ing proficien( s les el descriptions c haractente comprehension of the spoken
langnage Each of the six "base levels" t oded 00. 10. 20. 30.40. and 50) unplies control of
ails previous "base levers- f inlet ions and act mac s. The "phis level" designation (coded 06.
16 26 et( ) will be assigned when prdicims substannalls exceeds ma base skill level and
does not fulls meet the criteria for the next Thaw level." The phis les el" descriptions are
therefore supplementary to the "base level" description,.

skill level is assigned to a person through an authorized language examination.
F mailers assign a level on a s ariets (Alien ornia me criteria excligilified m tliedescriptive
statments Therefore, tlW e samples given here ill. rate. but do not exhaustivels describe.
either the skills a person Inas possess or situations m whit Ii he, she mas function effectively.

Statmoits descrth...g aecuracs refer to typical stages in the development of coin-
petenw io the most et onnamls taught languages in formal training p. rams. In other
language, emergnig c ompetenct paralh Is tla st hara tenzata ins, but of ten with different
det ads

ides% otherwise specified. the term "natise listener" refers to nativ.. 9wakers and
listeners of a standard dialect.

'nell-edureated," in the contest of these profit a descriptions, does not neces-
%arils impls forum! higher edut Muni_ lb tv. ever iii t ulnae, here fonnal higher education
is I ommon, the language-use abilities of persons had such education is

aisalered the standard That is. such a person mets Hit ontemporars expectations for
the b (mi .d. caret ul ,sk le of the languagt . as well as a range of less 6 mnal sanetabs of the
language

Listening 0 (No Proficiency)

No practical understanding of the spoken language. 1 nderstanding is limited to
occasional is, Lied word. w ith cssenti.tll itt I abilits to von prehend onnlmineation (1 las
been oded I Al in moue nonaun anated applications [Data Code 001

Listening 0+ (Memorized Proficiency)

sufficient comprehension to understand a number of memorized utterances in areas
of immediate needs. Slight increase in utterance length understood lint n'quires
InYinent b mg panses between malerstm al phrases and repeated rumests on the listener s
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part for repetition. Understands with reasonable accuracy only when this involves short

memorized utte:ances or formulae. Utterances understood are relatively short in length.

Misunderstandings arise due to ignoring or inaccurately hearing sounds or word endings

(both inflectional and non-Inflectional), distorthig the original meaning. Can understand

only with difficulty even such people as teachers w ho are used to speaking with non-native

speakers. Can understand best those statement where context strongly supports the

ittera nce's meaning. Gets some main ideas. (11as been coded L-0+ in some nonautomated

applications.) [Data Code 06]

Listening 1 (Elementar3, Proficiency)

Sufficient comprehension to understand utterances about bask survival needs and

minimum courtesy and travel requirements. In areas of iummdiate need or on very

familiar topics, can understand simple questions and answers, simple statements and very

simple face-to-face conversations in a standard dialect. These must often be delivered

more clearly than normal at a rate slower than normal, with frequent repetitions or

paraphrases (that is, by a native used to dealing with foreigners) Once learned, these

sentences can be varied forsimilar-level vocabulary and grammar and still be understood.

In the majority of utterances, misunderstandings arise due to overlooked or misunder-

stood syntax and other grammatical clues. Comprehension vocabulary inadequate to

understand anything but the im,st elementary needs. Strong interference from the

candidate's native language occurs. Little precision in the information understood owing t9

the tentative state of passnv grammar and lack of vocabulary Comprehension areas

include basic needs such as meals, lodging, transportation, time, and simple directions

(including both route instmclions and orders from customs officials, policemen, etc.)

I nderstands main ideas. (1 I as been coded L-1 in sonie nonautomated applications.) Pat'

Code 10]

Listening 1+ (Elementeny Proficiency, Plus)

Sufficient comprehension to understand short conversations about all survival needs

and limited social demands. Developing flexibility evident in understanding into a

range of circumstances beyond ninnediate survival needs. Shows spontaneity in under-

standhig by speed, although consistency of understanding uneven. Limited vocabulary

range necessitates rwention for understanding. Understands more common time forms

and most question forms, some word order patterns, but misconununication still moms

with more complex patterns. Cannot sustain understanding of coherent structures in

longer ntterances or in unfamiliar situations. Understanding of descriptions and the giving

of precise information is limited. Aware of basic cohesiw structures, e.g., pronouns, verb

inflections, but many ere unreliably understood, especially if less inunediate in reference.

Understanding is largely hmited to a series of short, discrete utteranms. Still Ike to ask for

utterances to Ix. repeated. Some ability to understand facts. (I las been coded L-1+ in some

nonautomated applications.) [Data Code 16]
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Listening 2 (Limited Working Proficiency)

Sufficient comprehension to understand conversations on routine social demandsand limited job requirements. Able to understand face-to-face speech in a standarddialect, delivered at a normal rate with some repetition and rewording, by a native speakernot used to dealing with foreigners, about everyday topics, common personal and familynews, well-known current events, and routine office matters through descriptions andnarration about current, past, and future events; can follow essential points of discussion orspeed] at an elementary level on topics in his/her special professional field. Onlyunderstands occasional words and phrases ofstatements made in unfavorable conditions,for example through loudspeakers outdoors. Understands factual con ten t. Native language
causes less interference in listening comprehension. Able to understand facts, i.e., the linesbut not between or beyond the lines. (1Ias been coded L-2 in sonie nonautomatedapplications.) (Data Code 201

Listening 2+ (Limited Working Proficiency, Plus)

Sufficient comprehension to understand most routine social demands and mostconversations on work requirements as well as some discussions on concrete topicsrelated to particular interests and special fields of competence. Often shows re-markable ability and ease of understanding, hut under tension or pressure may breakdown. Candidatemay display weakness or deficiency due to inadcquate vocabularybaseor less than secure knowledge of grammar and syntax. Normally understands generalvocabulary with sonic hesitant understanding of ever) Jay vocabulary still evident. Cansometimes detect emotional overtones. Son ie ability to understand implications. (11as beenc(xled L-2+ in sonie nonautomated applications.) (Data Code 261

listening 3 (General Professional Proficiency)

Able to understand the essentials of all speech in a standard dialect includingtechnical discussions within a special field. Ilas effective understanding of face-to-face speech, delivered with normal clarity and sp,!ed in a standard dialect, on general topicsand areas of special interest; understands hypothesizing and supported opinions. I lasbroad enough vocabulary that rarely has to ask for paraphrasing or explanation. Canfollow accurately the essentials of conversations betwem educated native speakers,reasonably clear telephone calls, radio broadcasts, news stories similar to wire servicereports, oral reports, sonic oral technical reports and public addresses on non-technicalsubjects; can understand without difficulty all forms of standard speech concerning aspecial Kofessional field. Does not understand nativespeakers if they speak wry quickly oruse some slang or dialect. Can often detect emotional overtones. Can understandimplications. (Ilas been coded L-3 in some nonautomated
appheations.) [Data Code 30]

f". "ft-
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Listening 3+ (GeneralProfessional Proficiency, Plus)

Comprehends most of the content and intent of a variety of forms and styles of

speech pertinent to professionalneeds, as well as general topics and social conversa-

tion. Ability to comprehend many sociolinguistic
and cultural references. 1 Iowever, may

miss some subtleties and nuances. Increased ability to comprehend unusually complex

structures in lengtl utterances and to conprehe»d ma»y distinctions in language tailored

for different audie, ices. Increased ability to understand natiw speakers talking quickly,

using nonstandard dialect or slang; however, comp- hension not complete. Can discern

sow relationships among soplfisticated listening materials in the context of broad

experience. Can follow some unpredictable tunis of thought readily in, for example,

infonnal and formal speeches covering editorial, conjectural, and literary material in

subject matter areas directed to the general listener. (1Ias been coded L-3+ in sonic

nonant mated applications.) [Data Code 36]

Listening 4 (Advanced Professional Proficiency)

Able to understand all forms and styles of speech pertinent to professional

needs. Able to undvi-stand fully all speech with extensive and precise vocabulary,

subtleties and nuances in all standard dialects on any subject relevant toprofessional needs

within the range of ins/her experience, including social conversations; all intelligible

broadcasts and telephone calls; and many kinds of technical discussions and discourse.

Understands language specifically tailored (including persuasion, representation, coun-

seling, and negotiating) to different audiences. Able to understand the essentials of speech

in sonic non-standard di alects.lhis difficulty unders ta »dim ig extreme dialect and slang, also

ni understanding speech in unfavorable conditions, for extunple through bad loudspeakers

outdoors. Can disceni relationships among
sophisticated listening materials in the context

of broad experience. Can follow unpredictable turns of thought readily in, for exainple,

informal and formal speeches covering editorial, conjectural, and literary material in any

subject matter directed to the general listener. (I las been coded L-4 in some nonautomated

applications.) [Data Code 40]

Listening 4+ (Advanced Professional Proficiency, Plus)

Increased ability to understand extremely difficult and abstract speech as well as

ability to understand all forms and styles of speech pertinent to professional needs,

including social conversations. Increased ability to comprehend native speakers using

extreme nonstandard dialects and slang, as well as to understand speech in unfavorable

conditions. Strong sensitivity to sociolinguistic and cultural references Accuracy is close to

that of the well-educated native listener but still not equivalent. (I las been co(led L-4+ in

sonic nonautomated applications.) [Data Code 46]
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Listening 5 (Functionally Native Proficiency)

Comprehension equivalent to that of the well-educated native listener. Able to
understand fully all forms and styles of speech to the well-educated native
listener. including a number of regional and illiterate dialects, highly colloquial speech and
conversations, and discourse (istorted by marked interference from other noise. Able to
understand how native% think as the) create discourse. Able to understand extremelydifficult and abstract speech (I las been coded L-5 in some nonautomated applications.)
[Data Code 50)

Reading

Preface
The following proficiency level descriptions characterize comprehension of the written
language. Each of the six "base levels" (coded 00, 10, 20, 30 40, and 50) implies control of
any iirevions "base level's" functions and accuracy. The "plus level" designation (coded 06.16. 26. etc.) will ix. assigned when proficiency substantially exweds one base skill level and
does not fully n wet the criteria for the »ext "base level," The "plus level" descrit it ions aretherefore supplementary to the "base lesel" descriptions.

A skill lewl is assigned to a person through an autlmrized language exami»ation.Examiners assign a level on a variety of perfom lance criteria exemplified in the deseriptiw
statements Therefore, the maniples giwn here illustrate. but do not exhaustively describe.
either the skills a person iway possess or situations in which he/she may function effectively.

Statements describing accuracy refer to tyiiical stage% in the development of compe-tence in the most commonly taught languages in fonnal training programs. In other
languages. emerging competeneeparallels these cha ractenza t ion s.lm t often with different
details.

"nless otherwise specified, the term "natise reader" refers to native readers of astandard dialect.

-Well-educated," in the contest of these prolicienc!, descriptions, does not nec-essarily imply fonnal higher education. However, in cultures where formal higher
education is common. the language-useabilities of persons who haye had such education is
considered the standard. That is. such a person n wets the conteniporary expectations for
the tonnal. caref ul style of the language, as well as a range of less formal varieties of the
language,

hi the following descriptions a standard set of text-types is associated with each level.The test-t:,,pe is generally charactedzed in each descriptive statement.
The word **read... in the contest of these proficiency descriptions, means that the

person at a given skill level can thoroughly understand the communicative intent in the text-
tylw% described In the usual case the reader could be expected to make a full representa-
tion, thorough smm hmary. or translation of the text into English.

Other useful operations can be performed on written texts that do not require theabiliq to "read," as defined Amy. Esamples of such task% which people of a given skill

4 t-.)
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level may reasonabb lse expected to perform are provided, when appropriate. in the

descriptions.

Reading 0 (No Proficiency)

No practical ability to read the language. Consistently misunderstands or cannot

comprehend at all. f 1 las been coded 11-0 in some nimautomated applications ) [Data Code

001

Reading 0-1- (Memorized Proficiency)

Can recognize all the letters in the printed version of an alphabetic system and high-

frequency elements of a syliabary or a character system. Able to read some or all of

the t ollowmg: numbers, isolated w ords and plirases, personal and place names, street signs,

office and shoo designatams, the abow often interpreted inaccurately. Uaable to read

connected prose. I las beeti coded 11-0 n I sonic nonautomated applications ) [Ijata Code

061

Reading 1 (Elementary Proficiency)

Sufficient comprehension to read very simple connected written material in a form

equivalent to usual printing oescript. Can read either representations of familiar

tommlaie verbal exchanges i snople language containing only the highest-frequency

structural patterns .111d vocabulary, minding shared international vocabulary items and

cognates twhen appropriate). Able to read and understand known language elements that

have been recombined m new ss ays to achieve different meanings at a similar level of

sunplicity. texts may awlude simple narratives of routine behavior; highly predictable

descriptions ol people, places, or things, and explanations of geography and government

itch as those simpht led for tourists. Some nusunderstandings possible on simple texts Can

get sow main ideas and locate prominent iten is of professional significance in inure

complex texts. Can idenhfy general subject matter in some authentic texts. (Has been

coded 11-1 in sonic nonautomated applications.) [Data Code 101

Reading 1+ (Elementary Proficiency, Plus)

Sufficient comprehension to understand simple discourse in printed form for in-
formatwe social purposes. Can read material such as announcements of public events

simple prose containing blograpincal information or narration of events, and straightfor-

ward newspaper headlines. Can gness at unfamiliar vocabulary if highb contextualized,

but with difficulty In unfamiliar contexts. Can get sonic main ideas and locate routine

int orniation of in of essional significallee in more complex texts. Can follow essential points

of written discussion at an elementary level on topics in his/her special profes%ional field

158
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In commonly taught languages, the indWidnal may not control the .tructure well. For
exampk, basic grammatic-I relations are often misinterpreted, and temporal references
may rely primarily on lexical items as time indicators. I las some difficulty with the cohesive
faetors in discourse, such as matchingpronouns sk ith referents. May have to read materials
several times for understanding. (11as been coded R-I + in some nonantomated :-.,,plica-
tions.) [Data Code 16]

Reading 2 (Limited Working Proficiency)

Sufficient comprehension to read simple, authentic written material in a form
equivalent to usual printing or typescript on subjects within a familiar context. Able
to read with some misunderstandings straightforward, familiar, factual matcnal, but in
general insufficimtly experienced \kith the language to draw inferences directly from the
linguistic aspects of the text. Can locate mid understand the main ideas and details in
material written for the general reader. I lossever, persons ss 1m have professional knowl-
edge of a subject may Ix. able to summarize or perform sortmg and locating tasks with
written texts that are well beyond their general proficiency level. The individual can read
uncomplicated, but authentic prose on familiar subjects that .re normally presented in a
predictable sequence which aids the reader hi understanding. Texts may include descrip-
tions and narrations in context such as news items describing frequently occurnng events,
simple biographical information, social notim, forundaic busmess letters, and smiple
technical material written for the general reader. Generally the prose that can be read by
the individual is predominantly in straightforward;high-frequency sentence patterns. The
individual does not have a broad active sbcalinlary (that is, which he/she recognizes
immediately on sight), but is ahk to use contextual and real-world cues to i-derstand the
text Characteristically, however, the indis idnal is quite slow in perf orn. ling such a prncxss.
11e/she is typically able to answer factual questions about authentic texts of the types
described above (I las been coded 11-2 in soffit' nimantomated applications.) [Data Code
20]

Reading 2+ (Limited Working Proficiency, Plus)

Sufficient comprehension to understand most factual material in non-technical prose
as well as some discussions on concrete topics related to special professional
interests, Is markedly more proficient at reading materials on a familiar topic. Is able to
separate the main ideas and details from lesser ones and uses that distinction to advance
understanding The individual is able to use linguistic context and real-world knowledge to
make sensible guesses about unfamiliar material. I las a broad active reading vocabulary.
The individual is able to get the gist of main and subsidiary ideas in texts which could only
be read thoroughly by persons w ith much higher proficiencies. Ikaknesses include
slowness, uncertainty, inability to discern nuance and/or intentionally disguised meaning.
(Ilas lxmi coded 11-2-f in some nonautomated applications.) [Data Code 26]

4
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Reading 3 (General ProfessionalProficiency)

Able to read within a normal range of speed and with almost complete comprehen-

sion a variety of authentic prose material on unfamiliar subjects. Reading ability is

not dependent on subject matter know ledge, although it is not expected that the individual

can comprehend thoroughly subject matter which is highly dependent on cultural

knowledge or which is outside his/her general experience and not accompanied by

explanation. xt-t ypes mch-! ows stories similar to wire service reports or international

news items m major periodaals routine correspondenm general reports, and technical

material in his/her professional al, all of these may include hypothesis, argumentation,

and supporte(l opmums. Misr ading rare. Almost always able to intopret material

correctly, relate ideas, and "r ad between the lines" (that is, understand the writer's

implicit intents in texts of the abos.: t)les). Can get the gist of more sophisticated texts, but

may be unable to detect or understai.d subtle() awl nuance. Rarely has to pause over or

reread general vocabular). However, wa) experiencv some difficulty with unusually

complex structure and low-1rcquenc idioms. (I las beeii co(led R-3 in smile nonautomated

applications.) [Data Code 301

Reading 3+ (General Professional Proficiency, Plus)

Can comprehend a variety of styles and forms pertinent to professional needs. Rarely

nhsintezprets such texts or rarely experienms difficult) relating ideas or making info enees.

Able to comprehend ma») sociolinguistic a»d cultural referenms. I loweveron ay miss some

nuances and subtleties. Abk. to < omprehend a considerable range of inte»tionally complex

structures. low-frequenc) idioms, and wiconunon connotative intentions; imwever,

accuracy is not complete. The individual is typical!) able to read with facility, understand,

and appreciate contemporar) expositor), technical, or literal) texts which do not rely

heavily on slang and unusual Idioms. (I las been coded R-:3+ in some nonautomated

applications.) [Data Code 361

Reading 4 (Advanced ProfessionalProficiency)

Able to read fluently and accurately all styles and forms of the language pertinent to

prof essional needs. 'I 'he individual's experienw ss ith the w ritten language is extonsive

enough that he/she is able to relate i»fere»ces i» the text to real-world knowkdge and

understand almost all sociolinginstic and cultural references. Able to "read beyond the

lines- (that is, to understand the full ramifications of texts as the) are situated in the wider

cultural, political, or social environment). Able to read and understand tl 1' intent of

writers use of nuance and subtlety. The individual can disem relationslnps among

sophisticated written materials in the context of broad experienm. Can follow unpredict-

able turns ot thought readily in, forextunple, editorial, conjectural, and literary texts in any

subject matter area directed to the general reader. Can read essentially all materials in his/

1 6 Ci
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her special field. including official and prokssional (locuments and correspondence.
Recognizes all professionalb rele% ant % oeahularv known to the educated non-professional
native, although may have some difficultv with slang. Can read reasonably legible
Inuidwriting without difficult) Accuracy is of tea nearb that of a well-educated native
reader Bias been coded 11-1 in some nonantomate(I ap ihcations.) [Data Oxle .101

Reading 4-t- (Advanced Professional Proficiency, Plus)

Nearly native ability to read and understand extremely dif ficult or abstract prose, a
very wide variety of vocabulary, idioms, colloquialisms, and slang. Strong sensitivitv
to and underst: OW of sociolinguistic and cultural references. Little difficulty in reading
less than fullv legible handwriting. Broad abilitv to "read lnond the lines" (th , to
understand the f iiii nalaf 'cations of text% as thev are situated ni the wider cultural. political.
or social environment) is nearb that of a %sell-read or well-educated native reader.
Aceuracv is close to that of the well-educated native reader, but not equn Amt. (11 as been
cockd 11-4-t in some nommtoniated applications.) [Data Code .1(i)

Reading 5 (Functionally Native Proficiency)

Reading proficiency is functionally equiy alent to that of the well-educated native
reader. read ex t m-exncl dit limit or abstract prow, for exami iple. general legal and
technical as well as highb colloquial vs dung% Able to read Merin-) texts. tv picalb
including contemporary a% ant-garde prose. poet*. and theatrical writing. ( :an read
classicaVarehaic forms of literat ore with the san ie degree of factlitv a% the s% eil-ed ueated.
but non-specialist native Reads and understmds a wide anety of vocabularv and idioms,
coil( xrdalisms, slang, and perthient cultural references II ith arv mg degrees of ddficultv.
can read an kinds of handwritten doctunents Acc uracv of c omprehenston (nun alent to
that of a s% ell-educated native reader (1 las bey n coded 11-5 in some nonautomated
application% (Data ( "axle 501

Writing

Preface
The I olhm iug pn if iciencv %el descriptions characterve written language use. Each of the
six "base los els" (coded (10, 10, 20. 30..10, and 50) implies cont nil of anv orvvions "base
levers" functions awl accuracy The "plus level-designation teoded 00. 10. 2(i. ete.) will be
assigi ied when prof iciencv substantiallv exceeds one base skill level and (kw% not f ullv meet
t he criteria for the next "base level "'lle "plus lever descriptions are theref ore supplemen-
tarv to the "base leyer descriptions.

A skill level is assigned to a person thn nigh an authorucil language exanunation.
Examiner% assign a leyel on a s arioy of irerf (in nance criteria esengilified in the descriptive
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statements. There! ore, t he examples given here illustrate, but do not exhaustively describe,

either the skiHs a person may possess or situatioms in which he/she may function ef feetively

Staten lents describing accuracy lefer to typical stages in the dewlopmei it of wilily-

team in the most comnumly taught languuges in fonnal training programs In other

langnages, eiiiergingcoiiipvtcnce parallels these characterizAtions, but often with different

details.
t. nless others% Ise specified, the term -naewc writer- refers to native writers of a

stainlard diaket
.4M-educated.- in tlw context of thew proficiency descriptions, does not news-

sanly imply I onnal higher ethwation. !toss ever. iii t ultmws w here fonnal higher edueation

is column, the la nguage-nse abilities of persons who have had such education is

considered the standanl, That IS, Such .1 perm m meets tiw contemporary expectations for

the f urinal. caret ul style of the language. aswell as a range of le,s formal varieties of the

langtiagc

Writing 0 (No Proficiency)

No functional writing ability. tl las !wen t otled \ -0 III SOIIIC I10111111tOnlaked applica-

tions [Daa 'od(' 00)

Writing 0+ (Memorized Proficiency)

Writes using memorized material and set expressions. Can produee symbols in an

alphabetic or syllabic: w nting ss stein oi 50 of the most common characters ( 'am write

numbers and dates. own nanw. nationality, address, etc -. such as on a hotel registration

fon n Otherwise. ability to write is limited to sin lime lists of CO0111101i items sue u as a few

shor t sentences Spelling and exen repres litaticm of sylnbols (letters, syllables, characters)

uuia be mcorreet I las been coded W -(I + III sonic non,mtomated applications ) [Data

(iwh' Oh)

Writing 1 (Elementary Proficiency)

I las sufficient control of the writing system to meet c;inited practical need ( aiu

ereate li writing statements and questions on topics very familiar to him/her within the

scope of ins/her Ininted language experienv riting s °tabular) is inadequate to express

anything but den lentary needs, w revs iii s;nilik. ,..t.ntences Making continual errors in

spellim gran nna r. and punctuation but writing Lan lw read and understood by a native

reader used to dealmg with foreigners attempting towrite his/her language Writing tends

to be a loose collection of sentence's (or fraWnents) on a given topic and provides little

eviek'nex" of ConsCIOUS organization. While topics which are ''very fan nlia r- and (*men-

tars needs vary ceinsiderably f row indn onal to individual, am person at this lesvl should

be able to write simple phone irwssages. exc. WA'S, notes to service people. and simple notes
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to friends, (SOO 1000 characters controlled.) (I las been coded m some nonautomated
applications.) [Data Code 10]

Writing 1+ (Elementary Proficiency, Plus)

Sufficient control of writing system to meet most survival needs and limited social
demands. Can create sentences and short paragraphs related to most survival needs
(food lodging, transportation, immediate surroundings and situations) and limited social
dem-awls Can express fairly accuratepresent and future time. Can produce some past verb
forms but not always accurately or with correct usage. Can relate personal history, discuss
topics such as daily life, preferences, and very familiar material. Shows gcod control of
elementary vocabulary and some control of bask syntactk patterns but major errors still
occur when expressing more complex thoughts. Dictionary usage may still yield mcorrec
vocabulary or forms, although the individual can use a dictionary to advantage to express
simple ideas Cenerz.11y cannot use bask coliesive elements of discourse to advantage (such
as relatiw constructions, object pronouns, connectors, etc.). Can take notes in some detail
on familiar topics, and respond to j)ersonal questions using elementary vocabulary and
common structures Can write simple letters, sununaries of biographical data, and work
everienve with fair accuracy Writing, tIn ugh faulty, is comprehensible to native speakers
used to dealing with foreigners. (I las ken coded W-1 + ji some nonantomaterl applica-
tions.) [Data ('ode 16)

Writing 2 (Limited Working Proficiency)

Able to write routine social correspondence and prepere documentary matera!:
required for most limited work requirements. I las xx riting vocabnlary sdhcient to
expess himself/herself simply with son.; cirentillOentunis. Can write simply about a very
limited number of current mons or daily situations. Still makes common errors m spelling
and punctuation but shows sonie control of the m(1st common fonnats uxl punctuanon
conventions Good control of morphology of language tin niketed languages) and of the
most frequently used syntactic structures. Elementary comtniclions ;re usually handkd
quite accurately and writing is undersLudable to a native reader not used to reading thv
writing of foreigners l'ses a limited number ofcoliesivt. devices. (11as been coded W-2 ni
some n(mnantomated applications.) [Data Oxle 20]

Writing 2+ (Limited Working Proficiency, Plus)

Shows ability to write with some precision and in some detail about most topics. Can
write about Conervte topics rehtingto particukr interests awl special fields of compomee.
Often shows surprising fluency and ease of expression but under time constraints and
pressure language may be inaccurate and/or incomprehensible. Generally strong in either
granunar or vocabulary Inn not in both. Weaknesses or unevenness m one of the foregoing

f: 3
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or in spelling result in iwcasionaI imwounininication. Arens of weakiless range from simple

constnictions such as plurals, articles, prqmsitions. and cegatives to more complex

structures such its tense usage, passise constmetions, word order, and relative clauses.

Normally controk general vocabulary with tome misuse of everyday vocabulary evident.

Shows a hmited 21;414 tc. use cirounlocutions. Uses dictionary to advantage to sup ly

unknown words. Can take find) accurate notes on material presenktd ora::y and handle

with falr accuracy most social correspondence. Writing is understandable to native

speakers not used to dealing v. ith foreigners attempts to write the language, though style is

still obviously foreign. tas been coded W -2+ in SOM. mnruitomated applicat.ons.) (Data

Code 261

Writing 3 (General Professional Proficiency)

Able to use the language effectively in most formal and informal written exchanges on

practical, social, and professional topics. Can write reports, sunmiaries. short library

researeh rapers on current events. on particular areas of hiterest, or on special fields wifb

tea sonable ease. Control of structure, spelling, and general vocabulary is adequate to

convey his/her Inev ige accurately but style may be obviously foreign. Errors virtually

never intenere with comprehension and rarely disturb the native reader. Punctuation

generalb controlled. Employs a lull range of stnictures. Control of grammargood with

only sporadic errors in basic structures, ixeasional errors in the most complex frequent

stnictures, and somewhat mow freqi.ent errors in low-freqm.ney eomples structures.

Consistent control of compound and comply. Sell'U'Itt'e5. Relationship of kleas is musk-

tentb clear. (lia% been coded W-3 in some nommtomated applications.) [Data Cot:e 30]

Writing 3+ (General Professional Proficiency, Plus)

Able to write the language in a few prose styles pertinent to professional/educational

needs. Not always able to tailor lani.,nmgc to suit audience. Weaknesses may lie in poor

control of loss -frequency rumples structures. vocabulary, or the ability to express

subtleties and nuances. %lay be able to write on some topics pertinent to professionaV

(ducational needs. Organization may %Wk.'. doe to a lack of variety in organizAtional

patterns or III sariety of cohesive devices, I las been coded W .3+ in soine nonautomated

applieations,) [Data Code 361

Writing 4 (Advanced Professional Proficiency)

Able to write the language precisely and accurately in a variety of prose styles

pertinent to professional/educational needs. Errors f grammar are rare inehAling

t how in low-frequency complex structures. Consistently able to tailor language to suit

andience and able to espress %Atktes ainl nuances. Expository prose is clearly. consis-

tently, and evphcoly organized. Tlw writer employs a variety of organizational rittems.

i F.: 4
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uses a wide variety of cohesive devices suclias ellipsis and parallelisms, and subordinatesin
a variety of ways. Able to write on all topics nonnally pertinent to professional/
educational needs and on social issues of a general natmr. Writing adequate to express all
his/her experiences. (11: been coded W.-4 in some nonantomated applications.) [DataCode 40)

Writing 4+ (Advanced Professional Proficiency, Plus)

Able to write the language precisely and accurately in a wide variety of prose styles
peainent to professionaVeducational needs. lay have some ability to edit but not in
the full range of styles. I las some flexibility within a style and shows some evidence of a use
of sty listic devices. (Ilas been coded W --It in some nonautomated applications.) [DataCode -16)

Writing 5 (Functionally Native Proficiency)

Has writing proficiency equal to that of a well-educated native. Without non-native
errors of structure, spelling. style, or vocabulary can write and edit both fonnal and
infonnal correspondence, official reports and docmnents. and professional/educationalarticles inchiding writing for special pnrposes which might include legal, technical,
educational, literary. and colloquial writing. In addition to being clear. explicit. and
informative, t he writing and the ideas are also imaginative. Tliewriter employs a very wide
range of stylistic devices. i 1 las been coded I% -5 in sonic nu inautoma ted applications.) [DataCode 50]

July 1985

These descriptions.% ere appro. ed I). the Interagency Language
limmd table. cousis ting ofthe following agencies.

Department of Detenso:
Department of State
Central Intdligence Agent-%
National Securi4 Agent)
Department ot the Interior
National Institutes of II. alth
National Science rowidatum
Demtment ol Agri( ulture
Drug Entombment Administration

Federal Bureau of linestigation
V Mt Al Peace Corps
1gencs for International Deublopment
()Ihee of Personnel Management

Inunigration amid Naturalisation Serkxcb
Department of Education
I S. Custonis Service
I S Information Agencs
Libral. of Congress
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Appendix C:
Government vs. ACTFL
Rating Scales

Academic
G(FM t

; CACTFVETSI
Scale

,

Definition

5 \atm. Able to speak like an educated native speaker

4 Superior Able to speak the language with sufficient

4 stmctural accuracy and vocabulary to
3-.- participate effectively in most formal and
3 infomial conversations

Ads,mced Plus Able to satisf most work requirements and
show some abili4 to communicate on

.) .1. .......d

conerete topics

, Able to satisfy routine social demands and
' limited ss ork requirements

Inn = - I ligh Able to satis4 most survival needs and some

I :,nermediate \ lid

, limited social demands
Able to satisfy some sursival needs and some
linlited social denumds

Intermediate I...iss Able to satisfy basic survival needs and
minimum courtesy requirements

0-* Nos ice-I hgh Able to satisfy immediate um's with learned
utterances

0 Novice \lid Able to operate in on4 a very limited
capacity

\MICA' Lots Unable to function in the spoken language

0 \o ability whatsoever in the language

Sot la 1. Jimlithi laskneGacparm ETS Oral Prolu :mil Toting Manual (Pnneeton. NI Mum-
Howl lesting !servre, I 924 Reprinted 1),1, 1>ennission ofEduit ational Testing Service. the

(op% right ou Her
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